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iwiiinnOTioB 
Th« gNat«st aATflBM in tte atiiAjr of tho mtiliiatioa 
of tlio BitrofOBOMo ooMtitiiomta of tho diot ^  tho wiaal 
organiM oooarrod Itoi HUM half a ooBtaiy ago niita it wao 
rtalisod that protoliw woro iaportaat sot tor tliOMolvto 
iMt for tho opooifio aaiao aoida thor MPidiod. In tho 
olaoaioaX work of Oobomo aaA Uandol (10X4)9 thoro oaa ho 
foind proof of tho validitj of this ooaoopt aa voXl aa tho 
idoa« in oiteyot of tho aodoni thooty of tho dyaaaio aaturo 
of protoia Mt^lisa* Siaoo tho aaiao aeida» *dio Bauatoiao" 
of tho old Ooraaa writora* rathor thaa tho ooaploto aolooolo 
roproaoat tht fvMtioaal groapo ia aitrogoa aotaboliaaf tte 
aaiao aoida thoaaolToo aaat ho oxaaiaod to aadorataad tho 
iaportaaoo of oa«h aad tho aoaaa tqr vhioh it ooatrihatoa to 
aoiMl lifo proooaaoa. nthia roooat yoora* ovidoaao haa 
aooaawlatod Miioh iadioatoa that aothioaiaof oao of tho 
aalfur-ooataiaiag aaiao aoidof aar pXaj a loadlag rolo ia 
tho ooatrol of oortaia ptagroiologioal roaotioaa ia tho hodj* 
Tha proaoat work roproaaata an attoapt to ovalnato tho ox-
toat aad aaturo of thia ooatrol. A hriof roviow of tho 
knovladBo oonooming tho part aulfUr-oontainlng aaiao aoida 
plajr ia aataholiaa will afford a haaia for diaouaaioa of 
tho partioalar prohloaa iavolTod* 
t 
ZDHTxriCAfioi or nn aiiLraii-ooiTAZim AMUO iiczss 
QrotlM «M itolat«d from a uriaaiy oalovlwa tor 
Itollaatoa ia UOCy 16 jaars b«foM IrasooAot obtaiiMd 
oiMt tti« Bott OOBBOB aidlBO aolA« froB tha hydrolyiia of 
telatia. lot witil 1837« Umvor* waa ojatlao rooognixod 
at a •ttlfteP>ooBtalBinc ooapownA hf BanArlBOAt MA Halaffttti. 
and ooToral yoara pasaoA boforo tho ozaot oonbiaatlOB of 
invoatigatlvo ooadltiono was aohiovfd vhioh doaooatratoA 
ito proaeaoo in natural protaina. In ISQQ, Mofvar and 
Snbdon indopondontly proparod ogratina froa hora, auoooading 
vharo provioaa vorkora* vho oboaa protaiaa laaa rioh ia 
aalfttr* had failod* Tha atnaotaro of ajatina waa provad ia 
1909 ohaa Moaaayor orathoaitad a aahataaoo froa hoatojl* 
aoriao othyl oator aai liMapherona paataaalfido vhioh waa 
idoatioal with tho aatorallj oooarriaK ooapoaad (SOhaidt* 
1944» pp. 9« 4). 
Tot aoworal yoaro* ojratiao waa thoaii^t to toe tho ohl]r 
aalfar-ooataiaiof aaiao aaid. lowowort ia 1920-19219 a 
haatortologiat^ Miallar (1929)« aotad that oartaia protoia 
IVdro^aatoa atiaalatod tho growth of a haaolytio atroptoooo-
oaa whilo othara did aot. la proparod aatiwa fraatioaa 
ooataiaiag aulfiir ia foiaa othar thaa ojratiaa froa oaaoia 
hydr^yaataa whiah aappllad tha aaaaaaarj faator for growth 
atiaalaa* With tha uaa of aaraurio aad ouprio aalta* ha 
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Itolatod a mum mtltwe oiataialag mIBO mIA ooatraiy 
to oxpootiilloaa* had ao apooifio otiaolatiaf offoet oa tho 
growth of fltroptoooool, Borgor and Oofao la 19aB igratho* 
si sod a ooapoand idoatloal with Maollor'o aatoridljr oooarr-
iag aaiao aoid whioh thi^r aaaod.aothioaiBO* hooanoo of its 
oharaotoristio aothirlthiol group. 
•DnXTZOHAL ZMPORTiMi OT IRE SOLniR-GOnAnZRII 
MONO MBIMS 
Ooborao aad HoadoX (X915) tftowsd ttiat yomg rats fod 
a dist ooataiaiag liaitod aaoaats of oasoia sofforod oar» 
tailaoat of growth* bat whoa tho diot was sapploasatod with 
ogrstiao growth was laMdiatoly rosoaod. fhoy ooaolodod that 
oystiao was m saiM aoid iadispoassbio for growth* aad that 
oasoia was dofioioat ia this osaoatial aatrioat. B* 
Lowis two ysars Xator« ia X9X7* obsorvod a aarkod dooroaso 
ia tho qasatity of altrogoa Xost ia tho ariao ihsa sappXo* 
asataiy ^stias was giwoa to rats aaiataiaod oa a aitrogoa-
poor diot* Vho oxporiMt doaoaotratod, ia his oyos* tho 
aood of tho body for syatias ia tho falfiXXasat of soao 
ossoatiaX faaotioa aad its attsapt to sapply tho atti^Xito 
by broakdowa of its owa tissao wiMa diotary oystias was aot 
avaiXaULo. As sooa as aathioaiao was isolated sad idoatifiod 
it was disoovorod that it* as woXX as systiao* OMSOd a 
stiaaXatioa of growth ia aaiaaXs aaiataiaod oa oortaia 
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proteln-restrioted diets. When pare crystalline aodno adds 
became aTallable, Rose and his oo-«oi^ ers (Womack, Keoaerer, 
and Rose, 1937) demonstrated, by means of growth measurements, 
the essential nature of certain of the amino aolda. Con> 
trary to preTlous beliefs, cystine proYed not to be an 
essential amino aold. Methionine, hotreTer, was xweded by 
the aniael. This dlsooTery necessitated re Interpretation of 
earlier data. Evidently experimenters had. In their work, 
supplied dleta which were not only oystlne-daflclent but 
•ery low In methionine as well. Later, Womack and Rose 
(1941) showed that one-sixth of the methionine requirements 
of the rat could be met by cystine. Within certain limits, 
therefore, the administration of either methionine or cys­
tine might be expected to bring about an improveiMnt of 
nutritional status. The possibility that cystine may play 
a specific role should not be overlooked. Recently Madden 
and his co-workera (1943) indicated that cystine was more 
effective in stimulating the production of plasma pzH>tein 
than methionine. The general consensus, however, aeems to 
be that methionine la capable of conversion to cystine so 
that it Indirectly fulfills all other functions of the 
latter substance. 
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PffiCSlOLOOICAL ROLE OF METHIONINE 
With the Icnowledge established that methionine was 
essential for normal health, it was next in interest to 
disoover why this oompound was so important and how it funo-
tioned in the animal body. Early workers were satisfied with 
the answer that it was neoessary for the establishment of 
a normal rate of growth and for the maintenanoe of tissues. 
More speoifio requirements, however, were soon revealed. 
Lewis* laboratory (Witter, 1944), for example, has repeatedly 
demonstrated the importance of the sulfur*oontaining amino 
aoids in the detoxification of aromatio halogens adminis­
tered to experimental animals. More recently, this knowledge 
has been applied in the treatment of human disorders. 
Methionine and cystine may be given with benefit to indi­
viduals suffering from certain types of liver poisoning 
(Eddy, 1945). English workers(Croft and Peters, 1946) in­
vestigating the nature of the therapeutic value of protein-
feeding after severe burns, found that a dietary supi^ ement 
of methionine sharply reduced the urinary output of nitro­
gen and improved the physiological condition of experimental 
animals subjected to hot-water burns. White and Lewis 
(1932), Stekol (1935), and Miller (1944) independently 
recorded a surprising depression in the excretion of urinary 
nitrogen by feeding methionine (and in some cases, cystine) 
6 
to animals reared on a nitrogen-low diet. The two sulfur-
containing aiidno aolds appear to exert opposite effects on 
the deposition of fat In the liver (MoHenry and Patterson, 
1944); one, laethlonlne, lielng lipotropic and the other, 
cystine,llpogenlo. Addition of methionine to the diet has 
prored beneficial In cases of renal hemorrhage; In some waj 
It acts to maintain normal renal tissue (McHenry and 
Patterson, 1944; Griffith, 1941}* Such maltlfarlous func­
tions of methionine and cystine suggest that these coa-
poonds are of fundamental Importance In the iiliyslology of 
the animal organism. 
PURPOSE OP PRESENT IKVESTIOATION 
Thus, organic sulfur in the form of methionine has been 
shown to be Indispensable for life, and to effect certain 
Important changes in body processes. The immediate ques­
tions are: How does methionine work? What are its physio­
logically important structural gx^ oupingsT How does the body 
handle the methionine in its food supply? Studies employing 
isotopic carbon and sulfur have rerealed l^ at methionine 
aervee ae a donor of methyl groups In the synthesis of 
creatine and of choline, and that its sulfur in conjunction 
with the carbon chain of serine may be used to build cystine. 
Workers in the Nutrition laboratory of the Zowa State 
7 
College (Willnan et 1946) have been especially inter<-
ested In the depression of urinary nitrogen reported by 
•arious workers when aethionlne is fed to nitz^ ogen-depleted 
aniraalSf elnoe they had preTioualy obserred that e^  pro­
teins similarly fed caused a very dronatio fall in the quan­
tity of nitrogen excreted in the urine. This depression is 
unezplalnable by oonTentional theories but fits in well with 
modern concepts of the dynaalc nature of protein metabolisa. 
The objectlTe of the present study was to inrestigate 
why egg protein exerted this depressant effect and to de-
teroine whether or not methionine was related to the phe-
noannon. 
8 
REVIEW LITSRATORE 
C0HCEPT3 OF PROTEIN ilETABOLISH 
Before the time of Otto ?oIln In the early twentieth 
oentury, few attempts hod been aade to develop a compre-
henslTe theory of protein omtabollsa. Certain facts had 
been established. It was recognized that i^ sioal exercise 
did not increase protein destruction, and that synthesis of 
protein from simpler nitrogenous compounds was possible. 
The capaoi^  of proteins to mEdntain nitrogen equilibrium 
was recognized as a function of their amino acid content. 
But lack of adequate experimental ewidence prewented testing 
of old ideas and elaboration of new ones. 
Folin* however, developed the analytical methods neces­
sary for testing theories of protein metabolism and also saw 
experimental possibilities that in>oved fruitful in develop­
ing new concepts. His most important experiment in this 
connection (Polin, 1905) was one in which he correlated 
variations in certain of the components of human urine with 
variations in the nitrogen content of the diet. His subject 
was maintained for several days on a diet consisting largely 
of milk and eggs, then for a longer period on potatoes, 
starch and cream, and returned for a brief time to the 
9 
mllk-egg diet, TJrlno was colleated daily and suinlyzod for 
total nitrogen, urea, nnnonia, creatinine, uric acid, and 
Inorganic, ethereal and neutral sulfur. The enalysos showed 
that after the subject becaiao adjusted to each diet tlie 
concentration of certain substances in the urine, such as 
total nitrogen, urea, armonia, and inorc;T.nic and ethereal 
sulfur varied directly with the protein content ot the diet# 
Others, like creatinine and neutral sulfur, were independent 
of the nature of the diet# 
These observations led Polin to certain deductions as 
to the nature of protein metabolism, ile concluded that 
there were two kinds of catabolisni, one variable or cx-
OP:onous, which was dependent upon the protein In^^ested, and 
the other constant or endogenous, the result of the dally 
"wear and tear" of the protein structures of the organisn. 
The metabolic pirocessos resultinc in these constant end-
products ho assumed to be indispensablo for the continuation 
of life, and, therefore, "to represent the lowest level of 
nitrogen metabolism achievable" (Folin, 1905). Food pro­
tein was drawn upon to replace these losses, and any ex­
cess was either diacarded or stored. Beyond this, no syn­
thesis of protein in the body was assumed, the structuial 
units of the body being considered static. Although at 
first Folin did not recormize the possibility of storage. 
10 
later he explained the lag in eatabliehment of a constant 
level of nitrogen excretion after a narked change in diet by 
either a filling or dei^ etion of the storehouse for amino 
acids vhioh existed in oasole and other tissues (Folin and 
Denis, 1912). He attributed the complete retention of a 
single amino acid an animal on a nitrogen-poor diet to 
the filling of an empty storehouse* ai^  the elimination of 
this amino acid by an animal on a nitrogen-rich diet* to 
the laclc of space in an already full storehouse, folin*s 
concept of a constant "endogenous" nitrogen metabolism has 
been critioized and modified, but it is interesting to 
truce its persistence through all the alterations of more 
recent theory and applioation. 
Osborne and Mendel were pioneers in the investigation 
of the quality of proteins from various sources in regard 
especially to the requirements of growth and maintenance in 
the animal organism, and were among the first to question 
Folin. They found that some proteins were adequate for both 
growth and maintenance, others for maintenance alone, while 
still others were unsatisfactory for either purpose. Inow^  
ledge of the deficiencies of certain proteins in specific 
amino acids led Osborne and Mendel to supplement the pro­
teins with the lacking amino acids. Their experiments 
(1912) revealed, for example, that gliadin whi(A, untreated, 
was adequate only for bodily maintenance, provided material 
11 
for rapid growth as well when supi^ eoented with lysine. 
These results caused Osborne and Mendel (1914) to 
examine Folia's theory of protein metaboliso. They refined 
and modified it, but did not discard it oompletely.. They 
suggested that the 'endogenous* metaboilsa postulated by 
Folin might repz^ sent a requirement for speoifio amino aoids 
for the synthesis of enzymes or hormones or for other pro­
tein or non-protein reactions. In their opinion, the en­
tire protein molecule might undergo degradation only to 
liberate specific amino aoids. In light of later discoveries, 
it may be noted that they proposed (Osborne and Mendel, 1915) 
that the mlnlamm requirement for protein might best be met 
not by a protein most like body protein, but by one rich in 
the sfwcifio amino acids needed for the synthesis of new 
tissue or of a specific hormone, enzyme, etc. Mitchell 
(1924), in commenting on this theory, said that if it were 
cozTect, animals maintained on a diet containing complete 
proteins should excrete less nitrogen than when on a nitro-
gen-free diet, since in the former case, the "endogenous" 
requirement would be met by food protein. This last is an 
interesting statement in Tiew of the special balance tech­
nique deTeloped in Mitchell's laboratory for the measurement 
of the nutritive value of proteins. 
Henry 0. Sherman, one of the leading nutritionists of 
the early twentieth century, also questioned Folin's theory. 
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Sherman believed (1924) that tho experimental evidence col­
lected in his laboratory as to the adequacy of cereal pro­
teins for the rtmintenance of body tissues in both man and 
rats necessitated a now concept of protein metabolism# He 
thoucKTin terns of an equilibrium in the cells betiroen pro­
teins and amino acids: 
Amino Acids Proteins 
Any amino acid supplied in the food would drive tho reaction 
to the right and thus function in maintenanoo# Thus, by 
the law of mass action, the hydrolysis of tissue protein 
would be checked by amino acids derived from the food, 
thereby retardinr, the "endofjenoua" catabolism of Folin# 
The more complete the food protein, the greater wotild bo 
the retardation of tissue protein hydrolysis# Sherman's 
concept eliminated tlie possibility ol a constant tissue 
metabolism, and made it susceptible to the quantity, as 
well as to the quality of tho protein in the diet# 
As time went on, more and more evidence aocumulEi ted 
that a dynamic rather than a static otato characterized pro­
tein metabolism# Tliis idea was early expressed and developed 
in detail by Borsook and Keifjiley (1035)# To them, the 
frequently observed lag in attaining: nitrogen balance when 
passing from one level of nitrogen intake to another and 
the constancy of the free amino nitrogen content 
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of the tissues despite extreme Tariations In diet and nutri­
tional state were eTidenoe of a "oontinning" metabolism. 
Its extent was dependent on the lewel of nitrogen balance, 
.^e., on the amount of available nitrogen stores, and was 
on any one-day independent of that day*s intake. Borsook 
and Keighley beliewed that this continuing meteJ>olism, de­
fined as "the nitrogen metabolized on any one day which is 
already present in the tissues", was a measure of the syn­
thetic processes normally in operation, and was of a magni­
tude far greater than the "eiviogenous" metabolism of Folin. 
In men, Bor8o<dc and Keighley suggested, it might amount to 
60 per cent or more of the nitrogen intake. 
Direct proof of the dynamic nature of protein metabolism 
rests largely on studies reported from Schoenheimer*s labor­
atory (Schoenheimer, 1942) in which the course of nitrogen 
metabolism was followed with the use of labelled elements. 
Schoenheimer and his co<-^ orkere fed amino acids containing 
heawy hydrogen and heawy nitrogen (K^ Q) to experimental ani­
mals, and after appropriate intez^ als analyzed tissues and 
excreta for the heavy atom content of the various amino 
acids found therein. Were the body proteins static except 
for endogenous wear and tear, the nitrogen excreted in the 
urine would be derived largely from the diet. However, the 
incorporation of the marked molecules into body tissue up 
to at least 60 per cent of the amount fed agrees precisely 
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with the eatlmcfc e of Boraook and Kelghley for the continu­
ing metabolism, and indicates the ready interchange between 
food protein and body protein, H:o isolation in amino ccida 
in body tissuesoC tR£T-ed nitrof3;en derived from different 
dietary amino acids provnd that continuous transamination 
of amino acids took place in the body. Only lysine, one© 
deaminated, was incapable of accept inr; an amino nroup from 
another amino acid« Thus, body protein ia not stable and 
xjnchanr^able tintil worn out, Ivit contimiously in tlie state 
of flii^c, and all tlie reactions of which the or«^nlsn is 
capable are continually in operation. There in, howcv^^r, a 
balance between synthesis and degradation, loss and replace­
ment, indicated by the maintenance of constant weipht and of 
nitrogen equilibritim in the experimental animala^ and "by 
the constancy in amoxmt and compoaition of the body com­
ponents# 
V/hipple and his group workinr^ at the TJniveraity of 
Rochester early made a definite contribution to the under­
standing of protein metabolism. Work becfinninf- as early 
as 1919 has been aummarized in a report by Madden and Whipple 
in 1940. By meana of plasmapheresis in doc® maintained in 
good health on a low-protein diet, tliia laboratory demon­
strated the existence of the reserve stores of proteins 
which Polin had earlier postulated. Continuous weekly 
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"bleedings wore necessary to reduce the plaana proteins to 
a constant mininmn level, and the quantity of protein thus 
rerioved was indicative of the basal output of placna pro­
tein. Larger amounts of blood had to be removed in the 
earlier weeks than Ifiter, and the protein in this, over and 
above the basal output, represented tho reserve store of 
the animal. It was found that do.js had in reserve enouf^ 
protein to fona one to two times the normal quantities of 
circula tine plasma protein# That this flow of organ protein 
to plasma was reversible was demonstrated by the accumula­
tion of stores when plasmapheresis was discontinued and by 
the ability of injecfcdd plasma to replenish body reserves. 
7/hipplo evaluated the plasma-protein rebuildinr capa­
city of various foods by ietermininj tho amount of plasma 
protein over and above the basal output produced by the feed­
ing of 100 of the food# His work (Kobocheit-Hobbins, 
I'iller, and V/hipple, 1943) showed also that proteins valuable 
for plasma protein rec©noration were not necessarily effec­
tive in the building of hemorlobin# Reserve protein stores, 
however, were drawn upon for the production of the latter 
as well as for the former. This observation supports the 
earlier idea of Osborne and Mendel that body tissues are 
broken down not for the whole protein molecule but for 
specific amino acids, in this case, different amino acids 
being needed for the formation of plasma protein than for 
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hemoglobin, ifhlpple's woxic shows clearly the dynaalo rela­
tionship between food proteins, plasaa proteins, reserve 
proteins In the liver and tissue proteins, and demonstrates 
the fluidity of body processes. 
Thus, a variety of evidence seems to suggest complete 
lack of distinction between varying forms of nitrogen metab-
olisa in the body. There is a constantly shifting stznic-
ture, with building and destruction, interchange of amino 
acids in the nutrient media and those in the tissue inro-
teln, with some regulating force keeping everything in balance. 
Mitchell (1944) would separate out from this metabolic 
pool some few processes which are uninfluenced by any ex­
ternal factors, but whi(A represent, according to hia, 
Folin*a "endogenous" aetabolisa. The constant rate of con­
version of creatine to creatinine and its subsequent excre­
tion would be one of these processes. This conversion-
degradation process is apart from all the others which Folin 
included In his original concept, and thus makes the ex­
pected level of "endogenous" metabolism lower. It still, 
however, would allow for the employment of the concept in 
certain experimental procedures the results of whioh by 
their very constancy seea to Justify It. Lysine, whioh 
Schoenheimer showed could not be z^ versibly deamlnated and 
reaminated, mlg^ t be another process to be included in 
Mitchell's "endogenous" metabolisa. 
i I 
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•arions workers at Iowa State College* have re-evaluated 
the older theories of protein metabollsa, and modified thea 
in the light of their defflonstration of a fall in the excre­
tion of total nitrogen and creatinine obtained by feeding 
egg proteins to adult anioals preTiously maintained on a 
nitrogen-low diet. These results, although surprising in 
the light of the experiences of others using the balance 
test, are nonetheless logical, and may be explained by tlut 
theory postulated by Osborne and Mendel as early as 1914, 
4..e., protein requirements for bodily laaintenance are, in 
actuality, requirements for specific aaixio acids for spe­
cific purposes. There is, as demonstrated Schoenheimer, 
continual activity among protein and amino acid moieties 
within the body. The removal of an amino acid molecule for 
use will depend on the need for it in a specific porocess 
like, for example, the synthesis of thyroxine or pepsin. 
If the rest of the protein molecule from which the amino 
acid cam« cannot be used elsewhere or stored it will be de-
aminated and its nitrogen excreted. In a nitrogen-impov-
erished state, then, body protein is broken down as specific 
amino acids are needed, and the excess discarded. While 
this non-utilizable nitrogen may be the equivalent to 
Unpublished data. Files, Ibods and Hutrition 
Section, Iowa Agricultural Elxperiment Station, Project 799 
I I 
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Folln*8 "endogenous* metabollsiBf it is not the oonstant 
characteristic postixlated by hia. 
The feeding of a "perfect" protein which has such com­
position that all its aiBino acids meet the requirements of 
the body for its vital ftmctions would cause a marked de­
pression in total urinary nitrogen. Theoretically, if the 
animal were in nitrogen equilibrium, the excretion would 
drop to a point represented by the elimination of catabo-
lites resulting from certain irrerersible body processes, 
I^ us metabolites which escape reconyersion. Eggs teem to 
contain an assortment of proteins that approach this cri­
terion. Mitchell found efidence years ago (1924) that 
lactalbumin caused a similar depression in the excretion 
of urinary nitrogen; however, the magnitude of the depres­
sion seemed insignificant to hia* Perhaps there are other 
proteins such as those of yeast or rice irtxose pattern of 
amino acids may be ideal for the varied needs of the body. 
At the present time, there is general acceptance of 
the dynamic nature of iro^ eiQ metabolism, as a result of 
the discoveries of Sohoenheimer, Whipple, Swanson, and 
others. However, no comprehensive scheme clarifying the 
intermediate and ultimate fate of the components of the 
protein molecule in a dynamic system has been elaborated, 
axuL one sizeable school, that of Mitchell, still ui^ olds a 
modified Folin theory, with its elements of constant and 
of variable metabolism. 
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DEPRESSIOH OF "EHDOOEHCOS" ORINARY NITROGEN EXCRETION 
In Folln's opinion, the continual "wear and tear" of 
body tissues results in a constant "endogenous" urinary ex­
cretion of nitrogen which persists throughout all altera­
tions in the oooposition of the diet. Howerer, a fall in 
the urinary nitrogen beyond the excretion characteristic 
of an anioal living on a nitrogen-low diet has been reported 
by Tarious inrestigators in a nuaber of experimental ani­
mals fed a yariety of supplements. These obserrations 
represent an inportant addition to the work of Schoenheiaer 
and of Whipide and support the suggestion of a dynamic pro­
tein n»tabolisB. 
Iievis was first to report a definite fall in the ex­
cretion of nitrogen in the urine when* in 1917, he fed 
single doses of cystine to dogs maintained on a low-nitrogen 
diet. The substitution of 0.1 gm. of nitrogen from cystine 
for an equiTalent amount of the nitrogen in the basal low-
nitrogen diet caused a depression in urinary nitrogen 
equivalent to 10 times the quantity in the dietary supple­
ment. Lewis believed at the time that the decrease in the 
loss of nitrogen was evidence of a specific demand for cys­
tine by the dog, and that it established the essential 
nature of this amino acid* 
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That proteins as well as amino aoids oan effect such 
a depression is shown in a report of H. H, Uitohell in 19S4. 
Ultohell iMasured the excretion of nitrogen in the urine of 
rats fed in suooeaslTe periods a lo1^ -nitrogen diet« the 
same diet fortified with 3 per cent of lacteilbufflln, and 
finally the original loi^ -nitrogen ration. His data are re« 
produced in the table below. H>ren the arerage results ob­
tained with five rats did not seem marked enough to convince 
Mitchell of the reality of the depression. 
TABLS 1 
Excretion of nitrogen by rats fed lactalbuain 
Experi­
mental 
day 
Ration Daily 
intake 
of M 
Daily 
urinary 
M 
Av. 
weight 
Urinary 
per 100 gm. 
body weiaht 
M* £B. 
10-12 Low M 4 19.9 124 16.0 
13-15 Lactalbuain 34 14.8 122 12.1 
16-18 Low K 3 16.0 120 13.3 
*Not in original table. Calculated from data in preceding 
coluana. 
Bven in the face of such eTidence, he stated that "there 
seems to be a true basal oatabolism of nitrogenmis sub­
stances in the tissues" (p. 902). 
Belief in the constancy of this basal oatabolism as 
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postulated by Folin was shaken by the discovery of Aokerson 
and Blish (1926) that the so-called "endogenous" loss of 
nitrogen of non<-BOlting hens markedly increased in molting 
birds. With the realization that this change occurred 
simultaneously with the extraordinary demand for cystine for 
the building of feathers, the workers suggested that it 
might be due to a breaking down of large quantities of body 
protein in an effort to secure cystine for the synthesis of 
keratin. Experimental proof as to the ralidity of this 
speculation was obtained by feeding cystine equivalent to 
16 mg. of nitrogen to molting hens maintained on a low-
nitrogen diet. Analysis of the total excreta in the nitro-
gen*low aM (^ stine-feeding periods showed that the addition 
of the amino acid produced a fall in nitrogen excretion of 
231 mg. Thus, according to the calculations of Ackerson 
and Blish, the addition to a nitrogen-low diet of the spe­
cific amino acid needed at molting in an amount supplying 
only 16 mg. of nitrogen spared 66 gm. of muscle protein. 
This is a concrete example of the belief of Swanson* that 
body tissues are raided for specific amino acids, and that 
all but the needed substance will be discarded as waste in 
the urine* 
*Swanson, P.P., Conference on developing concepts of 
protein metabolism, sponsored by Subsistence Research and 
Development Laboratory, Military Planning Division, Office 
of The Quiartermaster General, Ames, Iowa. Report. March 
5 and 6, 1946. 
1 I 
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After the disoovery of the seoood sulfux^ -oontalning 
amino acid, methionine, and one capable of replacing cys­
tine for purposes of growth. White and Lewis (1932) tried 
the effect of feeding the new compound on the nitz*ogen ex­
cretion of dogs maintained on a nitrogen-low diet. They 
obserred a depression of urinary nitrogen similar to the 
one that Lewis (1917) had obtained years before with cys­
tine. These workers, howerer, were primarily interested 
in the mechanism of detoxification of aromatic halogens by 
the sulfur-containing aMno acids, and they made little 
attempt to explain the fall in excretion of nitrogen at the 
time. Later*, Lewis expressed the belief that one of the 
factors limiting normal metabolic processes in experimental 
animals maintained on a low nitrogen diet is the deficiency 
of sulfur-containing amino acids, and that the addition of 
either cystine or methionine will spare body protein, a i^ e-
nomenon that will be reflected in a depressed excretion of 
nitrogen. 
Stekol and Schmidt (1933) were unable to confirm the 
results of White and Lewis by feeding methionine to dogs on 
a diet containing 44 per cent of protein. Howerer, when 
Stekol (1936) added methionine to a diet containing less 
protein (22 per cent), both adult dogs and pups fed the 
*Lewis, H. B., Ann Arbor, Mioh. Private oommunica-
tion. 1946. 
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ration shoved the now expeoted depression of urinary nitro­
gen. 
Up to this time, the lowering of the -"endogenous" exore-
tlon of nitrogen had been noted only when the sulfur-contaln-
Ing amino aolds, oystlne and methionine, and one protein, 
laotalbualn, Icnown to be high In oystlne, had been added to 
a nitrogen-low diet. Nielsen, Oerber, and Corley (1939); 
examining the possibility of Independent aotlon of eaoh of 
the amino aolda, fed rations to dogs containing only 0.01 -
0.02 per cent of nitrogen until the urinary excretion of 
nitrogen was constant. Several of the amino adds were then 
added, one by one, to the diet. Of the amino aolds tested, 
cystine and, to a somei^ t lesser extent, lysine and hlstl-
dine reduced the excretion of nitrogen both during and after 
the experimental period. The InTestlgators suggested that 
the aiaounts of these mibstanoes retained In the body exerted 
a sparing aotlon on body protein continuing for several days. 
Burroughs, ^ rroug^ , and Mitchell (1940) recognised 
that this Interpretation of the body-sparing action of 
certain amino acids InvolTed a depression of the "endogenous" 
oatabollsa and was, therefore. Incompatible with Folln*s 
theory* Using rats, they failed to demonstrate clearly a 
depression by any of the amino acids which they fed. Includ­
ing methionine, lyalne^  and hlstldlne. Neither was the In­
corporation of egg proteins In the ration effective In this 
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respeot. However, the data presented reveal that at the 
time the sttppleaents were fed the animals were still losing 
"labile' protein stores, and could not be considered in a 
constant state of nitrogen nietabolisa, a condition neceasary 
if conclusions were to be Talid. The conclusion that these 
experiments prove the independence of the endogenous and 
exogenous types of nitrogen netabolisa seems based on in-
conclusive evidence. 
Work of Miller (1944) re^ emi^ asized the existence of 
substances capable of depressing the urinary nitrogen of 
doge maintained on a low pz^ teln diet. Methionine and cys­
tine, when fed separately In doses of 1*25 go. per day over 
periods of 10 or more days, caused a fall in urinary nitro­
gen which was maintained for the duration of the feeding. 
Zt is possible, according to Miller, that the marked protein-
sparing action of these two sulfux^ contalning amino acids is 
due to the requirement of the body for them in the elabora­
tion of essential oxidative systems. In this instance, 
glutathione, particularly, might be involved. 
Another illustration of the sparing action of protein 
in general and of methionine especially appears in the work 
of Croft and Peters (1945) with experimentally produced 
bums. They interpret the large losses of nitrogen in the 
urine following injury of tissues by bums as evidence of 
the raiding of tissue proteins for the amino acids particularly 
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needed for the formation of new elcln. Then the nitrogen 
of the unwanted aialno aolde, arising from the degradation 
of tissue proteins, la eliminated as urea* In experiments 
designed to test this theory* Croft and Peters fed diets oon> 
talnlng Tarious proteins and amino adds to rats whloh had 
been burned according to a standard technique. Rats given 
a ha sal 10 per oent casein diet excreted 300 mg. more 
nitrogen In the 13 days following the bum than they had In 
a similar period preTlous to burning. Inclusion of 8 per 
cent additional casein In the basal diet cut the excess 
loss to 65 Bg. The addition of methionine (1 per cent) was 
even more effective* less than 30 mg. of excess nitrogen 
being excreted. That methionine le specific In sparing body 
protein under these circumstances seems Indicated by the 
fact that the Inclusion of 1 per cent of cystine In the 
ration had no amelloratlTe effect on the nitrogen loss. 
Wlllman £1, (1945) have reported a sparing action of 
fresh whole egg* dried whole egg» egg white* and egg yolk 
on the l^ ody protein of rata partially depleted of their 
tissue reserves of nitrogen. Vhen any one of these sub­
stances was added to the nitrogen-low diet of the rats* the 
quantity of nitrogen excreted In the urine was decreased by 
one-third. As a result of a denusnstratlon that the feeding 
of liver and muscle tissue extirpated from nitrogen-depleted 
animals caused a rise rather than a fall In urinary 
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nitrogen^  they suggeeted that egg proteins weire oore effeo-
tlTe than the rat*6 own body protein in meeting the in* 
eaoapahle phjsiologionl requireaents for life. These workers* 
showed. In addition, that increasing concentrations of dried 
i^ le ee^  in the ration ranging froa 1 to 4 per cent caused 
identical depressions of urinary nitrogen, whereas pork, 
adoinistered in like fashion, reflected its lower nutri­
tional Talue for the animal by an increase in urinary ni­
trogen with each increase in the amount of protein fed. 
Mitchell, the originator of the balance test as a tool for 
evaluating the nutritional value of proteins, has not been 
able to deaonstrate this body-sparing action of egg proteins 
(Mitohell and Caraan, 1926). Instead, he has concluded that 
they are exactly the equivalent of body protein, and, there­
fore, can be incorporated in the basal diet in the standard 
nitrogen balance test. However, Mitohell fed the egg pro­
teins at a level at which the animals were in positive ni­
trogen balance, and it is not surprising that he did not 
detect any depression of "endogenous" urinary nitrogen. A 
deoreaee in creatinine excretion concomitant with the fall 
in iirinary nitrogen in HUman's animals fed the egg diets 
points to a real, though as yet anexid.ained, change in the 
state of nitrogen aetabolisa of nitrogen-depleted rats irtien 
*llnpubii8hed data. Files, #ood8 and Nutrition Section, 
Zo77a Agricultural Experiment Station, Project 799. 
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fed egg proteins. 
Allison, Anderson, and Seeley (1945) oonfirsied the work 
of Willoan (1945) in experiments employing another 
animal. They demonstrated that the dog, when pi^ operly de­
pleted the combination of the administration of a low-
protein diet and plasmapheresis» reaoted similarly to the rat, 
the same depression in the excretion of urinary nitrogen be­
ing seen when egg proteins were fed. Ror did ^ e reduction 
in the excretion occur when casein serred as the protein 
supplement. These inwestigators, also, interpreted their 
data to mean a sparing of body nitrogen by the egg proteins. 
Schwimmer (1945), experimenting with young adult human 
males as subjects, was unable to demonstrate the decrease in 
urinary nitrogen that the addition of egg albumin to a 
nitrogen-low diet in*oduoes in the rat and the dog. He, 
however, utilized an experimental plan in which he compared 
the urinary excretion of nitrogen in a group of subjects 
maintained on a nitrogen-low diet with that of another group 
fed the nitrogen-low diet i^ Lus egg albumin. It is note-
woz^ hy, howerer, that results thus obtained indicated no 
increase in urinary nitrogen excretion despite the increase 
in nitrogen intake with the egg feeding. Swanson* also fed 
dried egg albumin to human subjects living on a nitrogen-
*8npubii8hed data. Files, Poods and Nutrition Section, 
Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station, Project 799. 
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lov diet. When four indlTiduals, sabjeoted to a dietary 
regime almilar to that used In the anloial teat, were fed 
egg alhualn, there was no signifioant Increase In the aiaount 
of nitrogen excreted In the urine. f\&rther control of ex-
perlaental conditions, especially in regard to dei^ etion 
tiae, caloric intake, and digestibility of the suppLeoentary 
protein would undoubtedly oake it easier to demonstrate 
the "egg effect", if such occurs, in buoan beings. 
Without doubt the concept of body-sparing action of 
specific proteins and amino acids is verified by experi­
mental findings. It has been demonstrated in several spe-
oies of animals and many groups of workers. The next 
step Is to learn how and why this idienomenon takes place. 
PUNCTIOHS Cr METHI0HIN5 
The experiments so far reported reveal in almoat every 
instance that methionine possesses definite tlBSue-sparing 
powers. Zt seems that this compound oust be so essential 
for the physiological life processee of the body that, un­
less it is povlded in the diet, large quantities of tissue 
protein are broken down to supply it* This section is con­
cerned with the fundamental reactions In whloh methionine 
takes part, the formation of structural protein, the pre­
via ion of cystine, and the provision of labile methyl groups. 
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Foriaatlon at Struotural Protein 
Methionine exists ae a distinot entity in the animal 
organism only as it participates in the structural composi­
tion of body proteins. The following table (Block and 
Boiling, 1945, pp. 174-198) indicates the concentration of 
methionine in Yarious comiaoxily oocurring animal and vege­
table proteins. 
TABLS 2 
Methionine in Various Proteins 
Calculated to 16.0 Per Cent H 
Protein Methionine Protein Methionine 
per cent per cent 
Arachin 0.6 Oelatin 0.8 
Brain 3 Hair 0.5—0.6 
Casein 3.6 Hemo^ obin 0.6-1.8 
Com gluten 6.6 Insulin 0 
Bsg 6 Liver 3.2 
Elastin 0.4 Muscle 3.2 
Entire animals 3 Rice 3.4 
Fibrin 2.2  Serum proteins 2.1 
Insulin, of all proteins so far analyzed, has no detectable 
methionine. All other proteins have concentrations varying 
from 0.4 per cent in elastin to approximately 6 per cent in 
egg proteins and corn gluten. 
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ProTlBlon of Cyatlno 
Msthionine, as hae been shown. Is an indispensable ooa-
ponent of the diet* One of its fonotions is the prorision 
of oystine. Cystine, either preforned or fabricated in the 
body is essential for noraal life processes and, in many 
oases, exerts a sparing aotion on methionine. 
Methionine as a Preoursor of Cystine 
The role of methionine as a preoursor of the physio-
logioally indispensable cystine will be examined from 
•arious experimental angles. Work of Weiohselbaum (1935) 
showed that cystine when eliminated from the diet was asso­
ciated with a speoifio set of defioienoy syBptoms. 
Weiohselbaum, raising rats on a standard oystine-deficient 
diet, produced marked carrature of the spine, partial 
paralysis of the throat, and ultimate death. E>ren when the 
animals had progressed to the moribund stage because of the 
deficient diet, complete return to normal could be insured 
by the addition of cystine to the ration. Zn general, it 
has been beliered that the feeding of methionine is as ade­
quate for any purpose requiring cystine as is cystine it­
self* Tarrer and Schmidt (1939) fed rats methionine con­
taining isotcpic sulfur and were able to isolate the "tagged* 
element from the cystine of body proteins. Thus, they 
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deaonstrated that the ready stibstltatablllty of n»thlonlne 
for oystine results froia its oonTersion ^  TIYO into the 
latter coapound. 
There are^  howeTer, two oases in whioh oethionlne is 
not as satisfactory in neeting body needs as is preforaed 
oystine. Robsoheit-Robbins, Hiller« and Whipple (1943) 
found that lAien any prot«in or i^ en a alxture oontaining 11 
aaino aoids was fed to their hypoproteineaio* aneftio dogs, 
production of heaoglobin had high priority orer foraation of 
plasma protein. The ratio of production could be aodified 
in favor of plasma protein by only one substance, oystine. 
This, when substituted for methionine in the amino acid 
Bixture, stiaolated plasoa protein production far beyond 
previous levels over a period of seven days. After that 
tiae, however, other body processes failed, reflecting the 
lack of aethionine, and the aniaals lost weight and declined 
in health. Seligman and Fine (1943) o(mfiraed the finding 
of Robsoheit-^ obbins, dietary administration 
of isotopio substances. They fed cystine, homocystine, or 
methionine oontaining isotopio sulfur to dogs aade hypo-
proteinemic by Whipple's method of plasmapheresis, and found 
the highest concentration of isotopio cystine in plasma pro­
tein after the feeding of oystine itself. The inferiority 
of aethionine to cystine in plasma protein production may 
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lie In the faot that the body utilizes the foraer compound 
as a source of both labile methyl groups and cjstlne 
(Uolford and Griffith, 1942), and, thus, less oystlne Is 
available at any one time than Is needed under optimal con­
ditions for the production of i^ asma protein. 
Evidence of the superiority of preformed oystlne orer 
methionine may also be found In the report of Weiohselbauoi 
(1935). The specific deficiency symptoms produced In rats 
on a cyetlne^ eflclent diet could be prevented In their 
early stages by the administration of either oystlne or 
methionine, but once the animal had advanced to the mori­
bund stage, only cystine had an ameliorative effect. Since 
postHiiortem examination showed heaiorrhaglc lesions In the 
liver. It Is possible that In the damaged organ the conver­
sion of methionine to cystine could not take i^ ace. 
Mode of Action of the Sulfhydryl Oroup 
The sulfhydryl group of cystine has long been recognized 
as en Important, Indeed, an essential cog In intermediary 
metabolism. Uanmiett (1933) believes that the natural regu­
lation of growth as represented by increase in nairiMr of 
oells is due to equilibrium between the sulfhydryl group and 
its partially oxidised derivatives. His suggestion that 
glutathione, a tripeptide made up of ^ utamio acid, cysteine, 
and glycine, is a key compound is strengthened by a report 
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of quaetel (1933) showing that glutathione reoarkably speeds 
up the carbon dioxide output of a glucose-yeast alxture. 
It apparently has an important role In the dynamics of £p.u-
oose oetaholisa* 
Detokifioation 
One of the chief components of the chemical defense 
mechanism of the body against foreign poisons is <^ 8tine. 
Since the time of Howland and Richards (1909)» numerous in­
vestigators hare obsenred an increase in the neutral sulfur 
fraction of the urinary sulfur excreted by dogs following 
the c^ ministration of organic halogen compounds. Ibe rise 
has been interpreted as meaning a conjugation of the forei^  
substances with tissue cystine to form mercapturic acids« 
which are then excreted in the neutral sulfur fraction of 
the urine* Feeding of cystine or methionine with the halo­
gen compound further increased the output of neutral sulfur^  
an increase due almost entirely to a greater excretion of 
mercapturio acids (Stekcl, 1936). 
Qystine plays an important role in maintaining the 
liver in a normal condition despite exposure to certain 
halogen compounds, liillerf Ross, and Whipple (1940) found 
that dogs subjected to chloroform anaesthesia suffered liver 
damage in direct relation to the extent to which their body 
stores of protein had been depleted. The administration of 
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oyetlne within 24 hours preceding or three hours following 
the use of the anaesthetio exerted remarkable proteotlre 
effect (lailer and Whipple, 1942). It Is likely that the 
cystine and ohlorofona coablnedf and after aoetylatlon were 
excreted as the aercapturlo acid. Methionine was equally 
effectlre In this detoxlfloatlon aeohanlsB, Indicating Its 
conTerslon to cystine TITO. Its oTerall beneficial effeot, 
howerer* was greater than that of cystine, probably because 
of Its lipotropic methyl groups. Qsrstlne, on the other 
hand, tended to Impair general liver ftinctlon by Its llpo* 
genlc aotl(m. 
It Is not difficult to correlate the protective role 
of cystine in certain cases of llTer poisoning with the con­
cept of the essential nature of glutathione. JUst as lodo--
acetlc acid Is known to inhibit certain stages of Inter­
mediary carbohydrate metabolism by blocking the sulfhydryl 
group of glutathione ((pastel, 1933; Mlchaells and Schubert, 
1934) ao may chloroform or aromatic halogens such as brom-
benzene Interfere with the action of the trlpeptlde, either 
by loose combination with It or by actual withdrawal of the 
cysteine for detoxification purposes. If the hepatic cells 
are dependent upon these ensyme-catalyzed carbohydrate oxi­
dations for life, in the absence of the enzyme they will die; 
necrosis of hepatic tissue will occur. Administration of 
cystine before anaesthesia or within a short enou^  time 
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following it that the enzyme changes are rerereable aay 
result in the formation of extra glutathione. Thereupon, 
the hepatic cells can again function, despite the presence 
of the poison. Weight is gifen to this speoolation by the 
finding of Blnet, Weller, and Ck>i^ ard in 1937 that chloro­
form poisoning in rats caused a decrease In the concentra­
tion of ^ utathione in the lirer. 
Formation of Taurine 
The sulfur-containing amine, taurine, is foimd solely 
in bile, where it is important in the control of intestinal 
digestion, especially as regards the eoulsif1cation of fats. 
Virtue and Doster-Tlrtue (1937) prorided presumptlTe eTi-
dence for the origin of taurine in cystine by expex^ ments 
with bile-fistula dogs. The animals were given chidLic 
acid in excess in order to deplete the taurine and taurine 
precursors in the tissues, and to provide an ample supply 
for later conjugation. After the feeding of cystine, they 
excreted increased alcohol-soluble material in the bile which 
was, in all probability, taurine. The likely means of syn­
thesis of taurine in the body InTolves the oxidation of 
cystine to oystelo acid, and the decarboxylation of the 
latter compound to form the amine. That enzymes for such 
purposes exist in animal tissues has been demonstrated by 
Medes (1939), who isolated an enzyme from rat liwer capable 
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of catalysing the oxidation of oyatine to oysteio acid, 
and by Blaaohko (1942), irtio found in dog liver a decarboxy­
lase speolfic for the conversion of cysteio acid to taurine. 
Sarller (1936), White and Fishman performed the Yltrc 
synthesis of taurine from cystelc acid. 
Xsotopic studies by Tax*Ter and Schmidt (1942) showed 
conclusively that the physiological origin of taurine was 
in cystine. These InTestigators adainistered methionine 
containing radioactive sulfur to bile-fistula dogs pre­
viously depleted of taurine by cholio acid feeding, and 
isolated taurine vhioh contained radioactive sulfur from 
the bile of these animals. Similar isotopic vork by 
Sohoenheimer (1942), indicating the complete interchange of 
the amino acid components of both food and tissue proteins 
in a "metabolic pool", was criticized by Mitchell (1944) as 
being applicable only to the "labile" protein reserves, 
since the animals vere well-fed, not starved, at the time 
of study. Tarver and Schmidt, pointing out that their dogs 
had been starved for periods of six to eight days prior to 
the critical experiment, stated that their results showed 
beyond doubt that the entire cellular protein is involved 
in the dynamic interchange. 
Sifi. at LfikUft leSiil Scfiiu2& 
Methionine is also needed to supi^ y labile methyl 
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groups vhioh, under all ordinary oirousistanoes, the body 
oannot synthesize (du Vigneaud» st 1945). Other sub­
stances suoh as oholine# lecithin, phosphoryloholine, and 
betaine contain aethyl groups which are labile. Isotopic 
studies (Simmonds, jbSl** 1943) have indicated that the body 
utilises the methyl radicals of these compounds chiefly for 
the formation of methionine, which is the key substance in 
the transmethylation process. 
Creatine 
The formation of creatine, long shrouded in uncertainty, 
was demonstrated clearly, once isotopes were available, by 
du ?igneaud and his assooiates (1940), Borsook and Dubnoff 
(1940), and HLoch and Schcenheimer (1941). The amidine 
group from arginine combines with glycine to form guanidino-
acetic acid, irtiich is methylated by methionine. The last 
step in the synthesis is irreversible; that is, creatine, 
once methylated, cannot transfer its methyl group to any other 
compound. Since creatine catalyzes carbohydrate metabolism 
by providing energy-rich phosj^ ate radicals for the oxida­
tion of glucose, hence is essential for aniscle construction, 
and since it is contixmally excreted in the urine as cre­
atinine, its formation represents one of the (^ ef demands 
of the body for methyl groups. 
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Choline 
The fflethyl group of c»thionine may also be used in the 
in TiTo synthesis of oholine, a substanoe of marked lipo­
tropic value. Du Vigneaud and his associates (1941) "tagged" 
the methyl groups of methionine by substituting deuterium 
for hydrogen, and fed this isotopio substanoe to rats. 
Analysis of the aninials* tissues revealed choline whioh 
contained inethyl groups with a high deuterium content, giv­
ing proof of the transfer of the methyl radical from methi­
onine to ethanolamine (Stettsn, 1942) to form choline. 
Without choline or its precursors, methionine and 
betaine, hemorrhagic degeneration of the kidneys and fatty 
infiltration of the liver occur (Oriffith and Wade, 1940; 
Griffith, 1941). The effectiveness of the labile methyl-
containing compounds seems to lie in their role in the syn­
thesis of lecithin and, hence, of phosi^ olipids. The phos-
I^ olipids are recognized as essential for the transport of 
fatty acids in the liver. A sufficient supply of these 
compounds failing, as would occur in a choline- and methi­
onine- deficient diet, fatty acids would pile up in the 
liver and the typical "fatty liver" would result. Phospho­
lipids are, in some more obscure way, also responsible for 
maintaining the normal structure of the kidney. 
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Other liethylated Coapounds 
Without doubt, the animal organism requires ottthyl 
groups for other reactions than those of whloh there Is at 
present definite evldenoe. Epinephrine* one of the hor-
laones of the adrenal gland. Is formed fron tyrosine by de» 
oarbozylatlon and subsequent oxidation and aethylatlon 
(Sdbittler, Bernhardt^  and Ralndel, 1936). The source of the 
methyl groups Is probably ultlaately mthlonliw* Hlaoln, 
a iaei]^ er of the Tltaaln B complex. Is excreted In part as 
trigonelline, and It has been suggested (Quick, 1944) that 
the methyl groups for this reaction are obtained from 
methionine. It seems otnrlous that both these methylatlon 
processes are IrreTerslble, and that they would make a 
continual. Inescapable drain upon the body's supply of 
methyl radicals* In addition, other reactions, as yet un~ 
Identified, but essential to normal body processes, aay 
also InTolTe aethylatloiu 
SUMMAHr AND FR0P08SD THSORX OF FROTSIH MSTABOLXSM 
The Important and quantltatlTely ImpresslTe position 
of methionine as a structural unit In the molecules of 
protein which constitute the musctilature and soft tissues 
of the body has been elaborated In the classical definitions 
of the function of protein* The equally important capacl^  
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of methionine to form glutathione and creatine, essential 
elements in the carbohydrate oxidation system, and idiospho-
lipids, ooBtpoands need^  for the normal metabolism of fat, 
has been firmly established. 
That amino aoids mi^ t play a role in nutrition Tery 
similar to that of the Titamins, in «hioh they ftinction in 
Biinute quantities to regulate body paraoessei^  was evident vith 
the realization that the activity of the thyroid gland in 
regulating metabolism depended upon the amino acid, thyro­
xine. With the exception of the large group of hormones 
from the sex ^ ands and from the adrenal cortex, whioh ore 
related to the steroids, in general the products of the 
endocrine glands are composed of amino acids, and the dl-
gestiTe enxynes so far isolated seem protein in nature. It 
has been pointed out that the amino acid, methionine, as a 
precursor of |p.utathione, creatine, and the phospholipids, 
is essential for the meteJwlisa of carbohydrates and of 
fats. Can the generalisation be made that proteins, outside 
of their structural function, exist in order to make possible 
the utilization of carbobQFdrates and fats for energy pur* 
poses? In the alult, then, amino aoids would be required 
In very small amounts in order to act as regulators of body 
functions, and a minnte aiaount of one amino acid administered 
to a deficient animal could hare dramatic results. 
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The end result of the feeding of extremely saall quan­
tities of methionine to protein-defioient animals is a d^  
orease in the quantity of nitrogen excreted in the uz>ine. 
Whether or not the role of laethionine in building gluta­
thione, creatine, and phospholipids is sufficient to aoooimt 
for this sparing action is inoapable of preoise answer at 
the present time, jfoverer, the deronstrated iaportance of 
these conpounds for life itself sue^ ests ^ at at least a 
large portion of the effect aay he exi^ ained on this basis. 
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PLAN OP SXPERIMSIIT 
The nature of the body-sparing action of dried whole 
egge, whioh follows their incorporation in the basal nitro-
gen-low diet of partially depleted rats, has been examined 
in the present investigation. The study represents a pro­
gressive series of experimental units in which the problem 
was eventually attaolced from six angles. These lines of 
approach are described below: 
1* Whether or not the body-sparing action of the de­
hydrated eggs was due to their amino acid content was un­
known. The effect of the dried eggs was referred specif­
ically to their nitrogenous constituents by replacing thea 
in the test ration with a mixture of the ten essential 
amino acids furnishing an equivalent quantity of nitrogen. 
Urinary excretion of nitrogen and xiitrogen balance were 
used as indices of measurement. 
2, A survey of the literature, together with OOQH 
nunications from Dr. Samuel Leidcovaky, coordinator of the 
Oommittee on Food Research* Office of the Qaartermaster 
Oeneral, Military Planning Division, United States Army, 
suggested that methionine played an outstandingly important 
role in nitrogen metabolism; therefore, this amino acid, 
alone, was added to the basal nitrogen-low diet, and its 
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effect assayed* As a control to this cxporlntent, the effect 
of the omission of methionine from the mlTctxire of essential 
amino acids was tested* The discovery, by this means, that 
the sulfur-containing amino acid, methionine, was as effec­
tive as were egg proteins In reducing the urinary excretion 
of nitrogen formed the basis of the remaining experimental 
units* 
3» In order to determine If methionine was unique 
among the essential amino aclda in Its nitrogen-sparing 
properties, the other nine essential amino acids were added, 
one by one, to the basal diet, and the urinary excretion of 
nitrogen and the nitrogen balance measured* 
4« Previous experiments in the Hutrltlon laboratory 
of the Foods and Kutrltlon Department at the Iowa State 
College had revealed. In contrast to results obtained In 
similar testa with other proteins, that the capacity of 
egg proteins to depress the urinary excretion of nitrogen 
was consistent quantitatively whether they were added to 
the basal diet In amounts equivalent to 1, 2, 3, 4, or 6 
per cent* In the present study, supplementary methionine 
was fed in dally doses varying from 11 to 175 mg*, its 
action at the six levels of graded Intake being compared 
with that of egg proteins* 
5* The physiological mechanism whereby methionine 
might exert its effect was investigated by determining the 
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fche action of the related compotmda, cystine and choline, 
on nitrocen metabolism 
G» In the last imlt of the study, nathionine and total 
nitrogen In the whole carcass, liver, and nuscle of rats 
reared under various oxperlraental conditions were doternined, 
in an attenpt to cain some indication of the mode of action 
of the aaino acid* ?/liole carcasses of animals maintained 
on the basal low-nitrogen diet were so analyzed, as well as 
those representing^ animals reared on the basal diet supple­
mented by methionine. These data were compared with data 
obtained from nirailar analyses of a positive control -roup 
of animals, fed the rec^ilnr stock colony diet used in the 
laboratory, and of a fed the low-nitronen diet sup­
plemented with egr proteins. Livers extirpated from ani­
mals maintained on the nitronen-low diet and from others on 
the sane basal diet supplemented with methionine were ana­
lyzed for methionine and total nitroj^en, makinp possible 
an estimate of the effect of the supplement on liver com­
position# The methionine content of muscle removed from 
animals maintained on the low-nitrogen diet, alone, or sup­
plemented with egc proteins or methionine, was compared 
with that or animals fed the standard stock colony diet. 
In the first five units, the classical nitrogen bal­
ance test as developed by Mitchell (1924) and standardized 
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in this lal>orator7 (Uarshall* 1943; Willaan*) trae used to 
oeaeure the response of rats to the variouB dietary regimes. 
In the sixth unit, the tissues examined were those of rats 
treated exactly like the animals in the balance test in re­
gard to dietary manipulation, the animals being sacrificed 
at appropriate interrals In the regular balance period. 
•Willraan, W,Unpublished data. Piles, Poods and 
Nutrition Section, Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station, 
Project 799. 
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SXPSHIMEWTAli FROCSDORS 
HITHOOEN BALANCE TECHNlgjUS 
PetallB Of Prooedare Used 
The standard method for the deteznalnatlon of the blo-
logloal Talue of a protein as deTeloped by Mltohsll (1924) 
is based on the estimation of nitrogen balances in tiro oon-> 
seotttire periods, ^ nitrogen-low feeding period fol­
lowed by one in whioh the basal low-nitrogen diet is sup­
plemented by a source of protein. The quantity of nitrogen 
excreted in urine and feces of rats during a period of 
nitrogen starvation is assumed to be indioatlTe of the 
"endogenous" nitrogen metabolisa. The changes in nitrogen 
content of urine and feces effected by the addition of a 
definite amount of the test protein of known nitrogen con­
tent reflect the Talue of that protein in meeting the pro­
tein requirements of the animal. Mitchell has defined the 
biological Talue of proteins as "the percentage of the ab­
sorbed nitrogen (nitrogen intake minus feoal nitrogen of 
dietary origin) that is not eliminated in the urine (p.901). 
Work of iiarshall (1943) in the Hutrition laboratory of 
the Iowa State College »Tealed that the Uitchell formula 
for determining biological value could not be applied to 
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«gg proteins, einoe the feeding of these, at a 4 per cent 
level, caused a deorease rather than an increase in the ex­
cretion of urinary nitrogen. A new BMthod was, therefore, 
evolved (Marshall, pp. 79->81) utilizing the fact that the 
feeding of egg proteins broag^t about a reduction in the 
large negative nitrogen balances characteristic of the ni-
trogen-low period. Relation of this reduction, expressed 
as "body nitrogen spared", to the food nitrogen absorbed 
was used as an index of the "biological efficiency' of the 
protein fed. 
In the present investigation, the procedure of Marshall 
was followed, with modifications and refinements intro^ced 
by Wiliman*. The balance test, 29 days in length, was 
divided into two main periods, as followst 
Many of Marshall's animals were in positive balance in the 
second collection period, when 4 per cent of egg proteins 
were incorporated in the nitrogen-low ration. Since such a 
condition makes possible utilization of the excees protein 
•Willman, wl Unpublished data. Files, Poods 
Nutrition Section, Zowa Agricultural Experiment Station, 
Project 799. 
Mitrogeifc-low feeding period 
Preliminary depletion period 
Colleotion period 
Nitrogen-feeding period 
11 days 
7 days 
Adjustment period 
Colleotion period 
4 days 
7 days 
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for energy purposes or for oonTersion to fat and oorbohydrate, 
a false biological Talue Is obtained. In all later studies# 
therefore, Wlllaan reduced the quantity of protein fed to 
an amount equivalent to 3.5 per cent of the ration. Reoent 
eTldenoe has oonflraed the oonoluslon of Marshall ^ at an 
11-day period of protein deprivation Is adequate for the de­
pletion of the body stores of protein to suoh an extent as 
to bring the anlaal to a constant plane of nitrogen metabo-
llsa. Table 3, shoving data collected by the author and by 
other workers In the Nutrition laboratory of the Iowa State 
College, defflonstrates the constancy of three Indices of 
nitrogen metabollsa from the first to the secoi^ 7-day col­
lection period, in anlaals fed the basal Icw-ziltrogen diet, 
without suppdeoent, for the entire 29 days cf the balance 
experiment. ImproTements, to be described In detail in 
later sections, were made in the method of collection of 
feces and urine. Daily intakes of food in the protein-
feeding period were made equivalent to those in the nltro-
gen-low-feedlng period by restriction of food consumption 
to the average dally Intake during the 7-day ooUeotion 
period when the rats received the nitrogen-low diet. 
wA. jZazft sL iainaia. 
Approximately six-aonth old male albino rats of the 
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TABLE 3 
Data relating to nitrogen aetabollem* expressed per 100 ga. 
of body weight, of rats fed the nitrogen-low diet In two 
oonseoatlTe metabolism periods 
Index Teat Period Z Period ZI 
IBL- mg. 
Urinary 1 87 90 
nitrogen 2 141 147 
3 97 97 
4 UO 99 
6 111 102 
Urinary cre­ 1 32 30 
atinine 2 33 30 
Liver 1 64 65 
nitrogen 
Wlstar stookf Inbred for 94 generations, and nalntalned from 
the tine of weaning on the stoolt oolooy diet (described 
below) were used for all units of the experiment. Onlj 
those animals were chosen whloh were In good physical con* 
dltlon« especially with regard to fx^edom from any resplra-
toz7 Infection* 
During the 11-day depletion period« the experimental 
animals were kept In pairs In regular cages. They were al­
lowed free aooess to the low-nitrogen diet and to water. 
They were fed 0.5 gm. of the standard synthetic vitamin mix­
ture dally. Food was removed from each cage 10 hours before 
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the time the first oolleotlon period was started. By this 
means, metabolic end^produots reflecting the preTloas diet 
did not oontaminate the urine of the oolleotlon period. On 
the first laomlng of the oolleotlon period, the animals were 
{i^aoe&ln IndlYldual wlde^meshed metabolism oages, whloh 
rested on I^rex glass plates, lined with nine nitrogen-free 
filter papers. Oh these papers, aold-treated to prevent 
loss of anmtonla, the major portion of the urine fell and 
dried. !Ihe Tltamln mixture was fed dally as before, and the 
Intake of the low-nitrogen diet, to whloh the animals were 
allowed unrestrloted aooess, was recorded. 
On the morning of the 19th day (first day of the nl-
trogen-feedlng period), the animals, after another lO-hour 
starvation period, were changed to regular cages, and for 
the next fo\ir days were fed the low-nitrogen diet and the 
•Itaaln mixture, supplemented either by protein or crys­
talline amino acids. Ho oolleotlont were made duxdng this 
adjaotment period, but intake of the low-nitrogen diet was 
limited dally to one-seTenth of the total amoxint consumed 
during the preceding 7-day pezdod. 
Collections were again Initiated after the four days 
of adjustment to the nitrogen-containing ration, following 
the usual 10-hour period of starration. On the morning of 
the 23rd day, the animals were transferred to metabollsa 
cages resting on Fyrex plates lined with filter papers. 
1 
1 
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For the next seven days* they were fed the lownltrogen diet 
in daily amounts equivalent to one<-8eventh of that oonsuiaed 
during the first oolleotion period. The nitrogenous sup­
plement was fed apart from the basal diet* Urinary oolleo-> 
tions were oomjiLeted on the morning of the 30th day* It was 
necessary, however, to oolleot feces until all representing 
the nitrogen-feeding period had been excreted, as shown by 
the appearance of colored feces maz^ing the first post-
experimental day* 
filSSl £9i 
All animals were maintained on the standard stock 
colony diet of the laboratory, Icnown as Staenbock f, troa 
the time of weaning until ^ e time that the experiment was 
initiated, when the rats were about SIJC months old* A 
number of animals of this age were used as the source of 
positive control oattrial In the analysis of whole carcass, 
liver and nuscle for methionine and total nitrogen* In* 
gredlents of the basal portion of the stock ration were: 
Yellow comaeal 64*0 ga* 
Crude casein 6.0 
Linseed meal 16*0 
Ground alfalfa 2*0 
Sodium chlorMe 0*5 
Oalclua (tfiloride 0*6 
Xeast (Fabst) 1*6 
Irradiated yeast (Pabst) 0*5 
Wheat germ 10.0 
100*0 gm. 
6S 
This ration, fed ^  llbltaa. was supptLeoented dally vlth 
12 ol. of mlUc containing a mixture of the trace elements 
and cod llrer oil (Clark, 1946). In addition, 5 gm. of 
fresh ground beef and 10 gm. of fresh cabbage or carrots 
vere fed three times a week. 
The basal loir->nltrogen diet fed throughout the balance 
experiment tvas of the following ooaposition: 
This ration contained approxinately 0.06 per cent of nitro­
gen. Its nitrogen content was deterained exactly before 
the initiation of each experiment. The nitrogen-low ration 
was mppleaented with a mixture of Titftmins made tip fx>OB 
materials which were synthetic except for rloe bran polish and 
ood liver oil*. The cofflposltion of the mixture ax»i the daily 
doses of each vitamin are shown below: 
Dextrin 
Butterfat 
Lard 
Osborne and Mendel 
73 gm. 
10 
10 
salt mixture 
Ruffex 
Sodium chloride 
4 
2 
100 gm. 
Thiamin 
RiboflaTln 
Fyridoxine 
Inositol 
p-amino bensoic acid 
Bicotiziio acid 
Calcium pantothenate 
Ascorbic acid 
Choline 
Blotln 
Rice bran polish 
«-tocopherol 
God llwer oil 
40 micrograms 
60 micrograms 
40 micrograms 
1.0 Bg. 
6.0 Bg. 
100 mg. 
0.76 Bg. 
80.0 Bg. 
1.0 BlcrograB 
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Nitrogenous supplements fed during both the adjustment 
and oolleotlon periods of the nitrogen-feeding period were 
weighed on cellophane on an analytical balance with an ac­
curacy of ^ They were offered to the animals In the 
cups containing the standard vitamin mixture, and were, in 
general, immediately eaten. If this was not the case, no 
food was given until the supplement was completely consumed. 
Collection flt SfiatiksA £fic AnalyflXB. 
Urine 
High-quality filter papers containing only traces of 
nitrogen were soaked overnight in a 10 per cent solution of 
C^acial acetic acid in 95 per cent ethyl alcohol, and air-
dried. Nine were placed on the Fyrex plates under each 
metabolisffl cage, and one removed each day during a collec­
tion period until the final day, when the last three were 
removed. The papers from each cage were placed in wide-
mouthed Erlenmeyer flasks containing 400 ml. of 20 per cent 
HCl, and covered with two layers of cellophane impervious 
to moisture. At the end of a collection period, each cage 
with its fyrex plate was quantitatively washed with hot, 
distilled water applied under pressure and the washings 
transferred to the Erlenmeyer flask containing the filter 
papers corresponding to the particular cage. The acid 
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extract frois the filter papers was poured quant it atlYeljr 
through a Buohner funnel fitted into a ttro-liter suction 
flask. The sosewhat disintegrated papers were then trans­
ferred to the funnel and washed with hot water until all of 
the urine was extracted, and rinsed into the suction flask 
below, after which the Brlenmeyer flask was thoroughly 
washed. The contents of the suction flask were transferred 
quantitatiTely to a two^liter Toluaietrio flask, and made 
up to Toluse, after cooling to room teaperature. Diarfflaoj 
bottles (18-cz.) were filled with the adequately eiixed 
urine saai^e, and the excess discarded. RecoTery experi-
oents (Table 1, APPEMPIX) in which a known amount of stand­
ard aaaoniujB sulfate was sprinkled on cages at regular 
intervals orer a 7-day period and carried through the entire 
cage-washing px>ocedure, upheld the validity of this method 
of collection. 
Feces 
In order to demarcate sharply the feces that repre­
sented the metabolic and digestive processes of any 7-day 
collection period, the nitr(^en-low diet was colored red 
with ferric oxide (0.1 ga. per 100 gm. of diet) on the first 
day of each period. The feces representing the food in­
gested on this day were* therefore, red in color. The first 
red feces excreted and all following feces were collected 
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aiid brushed free of food and hair. Ch the laornlng of the 
19th and SOth days, food colored red was again fed. The 
excretion of feces colored red marked the food eaten the 
day after the collection period teralnated. Collections, 
therefore, continued until red feces appeared. Ihe fecal 
staterial was placed in 125 ol. Shrleniseyer flasks containing 
50 ol. of 20 per cent HQl, and when the collection froa 
each period was complete, the total suspension was digested 
on a water bath at approxiaately B0° C* for four hours 
(Steams, 1929). The digest was rubbed through a fine 
sieTe, transferred quantitatlTely to a 250 ml. Toluaetrlc 
flask, and made to Toluoe. After thorou^^ mixing, the 
material was transferred to an &-oz. pharmacy bottle and 
stored until time of analysis* 
MaJQisA 21 AaalyfflB, at EflasA* aaa £&&& 
The XJeldahl-Ounning procedure was used in all de­
terminations of nitrogen. 
Aliquots of lurine extract of appropriate else were 
digested in a KJeldahl flask with 20 ml. of concentrated 
sulfuric acid, 10 gm. of potassium sulfate, and 0.7 gm. of 
mercuric oxide, for one and one-fourth hours, allowed to 
cool, and diluted with 200 ml. of tap water. Experimenta­
tion by the present investigator had shown this period to 
be adequate for complete digestion of urine samples. After 
I 
! 
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reduction of exoese neroursr with 1 BLL. of 4,5 per oent 
sodluia sulfide solution, a sll^t excess of concentrated 
sodluB hydroxide above the amount needed to neutralize the 
sulfuric acid was added, and the ammonia thus released was 
distilled Into a known amount of 0,1 B hydrochloric acid. 
The hydrochloric acid not neutralized by the aasaonla was 
titrated with standard sodium hydroxide solution, approxi­
mately O.IH, with the use of a methylene blue-methyl red 
indicator. Table 2 in the APPSHPIX illustrates the accuracy 
of the present investigator in applying this technique to 
the analysis of a standard creatinine solution. 
Twenty-five ml. aliquots of the fecal digests were 
measured by means of a large-bore pipette and, after diges­
tion for one and one-half hours with 20 ml. of concentrated 
sulfuric acid, 16 gm. of potassium sulfate, and 0«7 gm. of 
mercuric oxide, were treated similarly to the urine samples. 
Weifi^ed portions of the nltxH>gen-low diet and of the 
protein or amino acid supplements were transfez^red quanti­
tatively to Kjeldahl flasks and treated Just as were the 
fecal digests. The diets were also analyzed for moisture 
and fat, according to methods to be described below, in 
order to make calculations on a moisture-free, fat-free 
basis possible. 
S7 
TISSUE ANALTSIS 
Experinantal 
For this phase of the experiment, animals were main­
tained on the experimental diets for the interrals of time 
called for by the nitrogen balanoe test as used in the 
Nutrition laboratory of ttie Iowa State Oolleg^, and were 
saorifioed at the end of the customary 29 days. 
Preparation of the Whole Carcass 
The animal hod aooeso to food until the time the experi­
ment was terminated. Then it was anaesthetised under ether, 
the intestinal contents reaofed, and the entire carcass 
sealed in a tin can and quick-frozen at -40*' 0. The carcass 
was stored at -10^ 0. until needed for aiuOLysis. At this 
time, the entire carcass was ground in a hand meat-grinder 
and transferred quantitatirely to a two-liter Srlenmeyer 
flaslc containing 400 ml. of 20 per cent HCl. All grinder 
parte and any instruments used in the procedure were washed 
thoroughly and the washings added to the contents of the 
flask. Approximately 600 ml. of water was needed for the 
process. The ground carcass was autoolaved at 125^ 0. and 
15 lb. pressure for 7 hoars. Table 3 in the AfPSMDiX indi­
cates that these conditions were adequate for the complete 
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hydrolysle of pi^telns, yet gentle enough that none of the 
iwthionlne was destroyed. After ooollng to room tempera-
ture« the digests were made to roluae in a two-liter Tola-
metrio flask and sufficient portions of the well-aixvd 
material for replicate analyses were stored in Id-oz. bot­
tles. 
The total nitrogen present in the digests was deter* 
mined according to the KJeldahl-Ounning technique prsTiously 
described. Before inTestigation of the methionine content, 
100 ol. portions of the digests were shaken gently with 
one-half teaspoon of activated charcoal* and heated to ap­
proximately G0° 0., in order to remoTe highly colored de­
gradation products. Lavine (1943) has shown that no loss 
of methionine is entailed in the decolorization of digests 
in acid solution. After cooling, the mixtures were filtered 
through fine filter paper and 16 al. aliquots of the wateiv 
clear filtrates taken for methionine determinations. 
Extirpation and Hydrolysis of Liver 
The rats were starred for 10 hours preceding the time 
of killing, for the purpose of eliminating the variable 
effect of food consumption on the cofflposition of liver tissue. 
After ether anaesthesia, 5 ml. of blood was removed from 
the heart of each animal, in order that liver tissue itself 
*lhichar, from West Virginia Pulp and Paper Co., 
230 Park Ave., H.X.C. 
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and not liver tissue i^ us a large quantity of blood might 
be analysed. The entire llTer was reaored, trlamed free 
of oonneotlTe tissue and blood vessels, and blotted to re­
move surface blood. ApproxloateXy 1 ga. was pilaoed In a 
weighing bottle for aoisture and fat analyses, the remainder 
in a welded, stoppered 125 ml. Srlenmeyer flask for methi­
onine analysis. To the latter portion, after velE^ng, 
4 ml. of 20 per cent RCl and 10 ml. of water were added. 
The flask was capped with tinfoil and autoolaved for 7 
hours at 126^ C. and 15 lb. pressure. In the instances 
where both methionine aM total nitrogen analyses were per­
formed on the same liver, approximately equal portions of 
the organ were reserved for each analysis, aoisture and fat 
determinations being omitted. 
. Extirpation and Hydrolysis of Muscle 
Animals whose livers had been removed for analysis as 
indicated above were the source of ausole tissue for methi­
onine and aoisture and fat determinations. The left gas-
troonemius muaole was extirpated as completely as possible 
and placed in a weighing bottle for aoisture and fat analy­
sis. The rie^t gastrocnemius, similarly removed, was 
placed in a 126 ml. Srlenmeyer flask, weighed, and prepared 
for methionine analysis in the same manner as were the 
liver samples. 
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Preparation of Tissue Extraote 
The samples of liver and muscle, after autoolaTlng, were 
treated with one-fourth teaspoon of activated charcoal, 
heated to 60^ C., and filtered through fine filter paper 
into a 60 ml* Tolumetric flask. Afte r careful washing of 
the Erlenmeyer flask, filter paper, and funnel with wars 
water, the contents of the Tolumetric flask were cooled and 
diluted to SO sa, with distilled water. 
Uoisture Analysis 
Weighed samples of lirer and muscle were dried in an 
air OTen at 105° 0. for 7 days, or until their weight was 
constant within 0.5 mg. 
Determination of Fat 
The determination of fat was based on the method of 
Bloor (1929), which gives values for fat in terms of total 
alcohol-ether soluble substances. Moisture-free samples of 
liver and muscle were gpraund in a mortar with one-half tea­
spoon of acid-washed sand and transferred quantitatively to 
a 125 ml. Erlenmeyer flask. Weighing bottle and mortar 
were rinsed with three l-ml. portions of absolute alcohol. 
Approximately 36 ml. of a 3 to I mixture of alcohol and 
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anhydrous etiiyl ether were added to the saaplet and the miz-
ture boiled on a eteam bath, with shalcing, for five mintttea. 
After cooling to rooo teasperature the solution was 
filtered quantitatively through Whatman no. 45 fat-free 
filter paper into a 200 al. Yoluiaetrio flask. The filter 
paper holding the ground tissue was washed with seweral 
small portions of the aloohol-ether mixture and it, with 
its contents, was extracted for five hours with anhydrous 
ethyl ether in a Ooldfisoh extraction apparatus. 
The other extract, plus rinsings of the extraction 
oup, was filtered into the 200 ml. volumetric flask oon-
taining the alcohol-ether filtrate, and the solution made 
to volume with ether. Fifty ml. aliquots of this solution 
were measxired into large weighing bottles, evaporated to 
dryness on a steam bath at 80-90° C., and brougiht to con­
stant weight in an air oven at 80^  C. 
Determination of Methionine 
Procedure. The method of Albanese, Frankston, and 
Ix^y (1944) for the estimation of methionine was used in 
this experiment, after unsuccessful attempts to reproduce 
the procedure of McCarthy and Sullivan (1941). The former 
wox^ers, utilising the discovery of Toennies and Callan in 
1939 that methionine and cystine were oxidised by hydrogen 
peroxide at different rates, found that by proper control 
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of experimental conditions a B»thod sould be developed 
vhloh was speolflo for methionine. 
After decolorlzatlon of the digests with oharcoal and 
dilution to GO al., 15 nl. allquots of tissue or food ex­
tracts were measured Into 125 ml. Srlenmeyer flasks, and 
diluted to 17 ml. with distilled water. Blanks oomposed 
of 17 ml. of distilled water, and allquots of a standard 
solution madu up of 2 ml. of a methionine solution (10.0688 
mg. per 2 lA.) and 15 ml. of distilled water were also mea­
sured. To eaoh reaction flask, 3 ml. of a hydrogen peroxide* 
perchloric add oxidising mixture was added with mixing, 
and the flask stoppered. In exactly one hour the reaction 
was terminated by dilution with 30 ml. of distilled water. 
After addition of 200ml. of a 1 per cent potassium Iodide 
solution made up in 0.1 per cent ammonium molybdate solu­
tion, the free Iodine released by the action of the excess 
hydrogen peroxide on the potassium Iodide was titrated with 
approximately O.IN sodium thlosulfate solution, with a 1 per 
cent solution of soluble starch In saturated sodium ohlorlde 
as the final Indicator. From the blank and standard titra­
tions, a factor was obtained whloh Indicated the number of 
milligrams of methionine equivalent to 1 ml. of standard 
sodium thlosulfate solution. From this, and the titrations 
of each of the unknown samples, the number of milligrams of 
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methionine in each food or tissue digest was determined. 
A sample calculation is recorded in the APPEHDIX (Table 4). 
Reagents. The original directions prescribed an oxi­
dizing mixture made up of 96 ad. of an 80 per cent perchloric 
acid solution and 4 ml. of 30 per cent hydrogen peroxide* 
diluted to 300 ml. vith distilled water. It was found, 
howeTer, that eTen hydrogen peroxide taken from freshly 
opened bottles was not as actife as the solution Albanese, 
et al. evidently had available. The use of double the pre­
scribed Tolume of hydrogen peroxide was neoessary* there­
fore, to provide a mixture strong enou^ to oxidize the 
methionine present in the usual aliquot. Once prepared, 
this mixture was stable at least 8 weeks if refrigerated, 
giving the same factor with standard sodium thiosulfate 
solution over the entire period (Table 6, APPEINDIX). 
Twenty liters of O.IK sodium thiosulfate solution, 
made up in carbon dioxide-free water, with 1 per cent aoyl 
alcohol, was likewise stable for several weeks, as indicated 
by Table 6 in the APPEHDIX. 
Specificity of reaction. Albanese, fit. fil.* (1944) warn 
in their original article that unless the concentrations of 
both hydrogen peroxide and perchloric acid in the oxidizing 
mixture are carefully controlled, cystine and tryptophane 
will be oxidized by hydrogen peroxide at a rate fast enough 
to interfere with the estimation of methionine. To determine 
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the orltioal oonoentratlon of these two constituents of 
the oxidising mixture at which point all the fflethlonlne In 
a digest would be measured and none of the cystine or tryp­
tophane, several oxidizing mixtures were prepared (Table 7, 
AFPEHDIX). These contained varying concentrations of hydro­
gen peroxide^ and were added to standard solutions of methi­
onine, cystine, and tryptophane. As Table 8 In the APPEHDIX 
shows, at no point was there Interference by tryptophane, 
but at too high and too low concentrations of hydrogen 
peroxide, cystine was oxidised speedily enough to interfere. 
The oxidizing mixture bast suited for the determination of 
methionine was one containing 56 ml. of perchloric acid and 
4 ml. of 30 per cent hydrogen peroxide, diluted to 175 ml. 
with distilled water (Table 9, APPSMDIX). 
Reproducibility, acouraoy, asmisal alt]^ flSLSZ 
methods. Repeated analyses of a sample of dried eggs by 
the method outlined above gave results agreeing closely 
from time to time (Table 10, APPENDIX)» The constancy of 
the values for methionine content obtained with varying 
periods of autoolavlng indicated that the particular time 
chosen was adequate for the complete release of methionine 
from the protein without destruction (Table 3, APPENDIX). 
Crystalline methionine, added in known amounts to the 
egg proteins before autoolavlng, was recovered to an extent 
which indicated that no destruction or lose of methionine 
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took place during the entire process (Table 11, APPENDIX). 
The results obtained with eggs are in olose agreement 
with others recorded in the literature, as is indicated b7 
Table 12 in the APPENDIX. 
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RBSULTS AHD DlSOTSSlOil 
EXPSRIMSHT 1 
The relation of the hody-sporing action of dried whole 
eggs to their nitrogenous constituents was determined in 
the first unit of the present study. Three groups of ani-
•als were used. One group« as the negative control, was fed 
% 
the basal loif^-nitrogen diet throu^out the entire balance 
period of 29 days. To the second group, egg proteins were 
offered in a quantity equivalent to 3.6 per cent of the 
ration consuaed in the previous collection period when the 
low-nitrogen diet was fed* The esE proteins were fed sepa­
rately and supplied 421 lag. of nitrogen daily. The third 
group of aniaols received as suppleicent to the basal diet 
374 mg. of nitrogen per day derived front a alxture of the 
ten essential amino acids. Crystalline amino aolds were 
used, each supplying one«-tenth of the total nitrogen of the 
mixture. Ttie composition of the amino acid mixture and the 
form In which each amino acid was fed are shown in Table 4. 
Average data pertaining to the three test groups are 
presented in Table 5 which describe the three groups of ex­
perimental animals in respect to certain charaoteristios, 
body weight, surface area, caloric requirement, and 
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TABLE 4 
Coaposltion of oomidLete aialno sold alxture 
Amino aold« 
as fed 
iUBOunt of ^ -aaino 
aoid needed to 
Bupplj 40 ag» H 
per day 
Aaount of amino 
aold, as fed, 
needed to supi^ 
40 OR, N per day 
Bg» IS. 
Ij-lyalne 203 203 
SL'-tryptophane 291 291 
X-hlstldlne X48 148 
hydrochlo!ride 
471 
^-phenyl alanine 471 
2i,-leuolne 374 374 
dl-laoleuolne^ 374 748 
dl-threonine^ 340 680 
^-methionine 436 436 
dl-valine 668 668 
Xraz*glnl°o 124 124 
•uppXy 40 aR. H per day was Incorporated in the mixture, 
beoause the d-foraa of these aalno aoids are not utills-
able. 
I 
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TABLE 5 
Ayerage data dsBorlptive of body siae, caloric requiraaflnt« and caloric 
variouB nitroganoua aupplaaants to a nltrog«ni>low di^ t (Ejq>. 
Nitrogen 
f ad in 
aupplsnint 
per day in 
Period U 
SuppXeaent 
fed 
Ntu^ r 
of 
anioala 
in 
group 
Average body 
weight 
Change in 
weight last 
6 d^e of 
ooUeotion 
period 
Average body 
surfaoe area 
Baaal daily 
oalorir re-
quirenent** 
Per.l Par.n Per.l Per.n Fer.l Per.II Per.l Par.II 
S&x 
Kone 
N-low) 
Dried whsle 
egg 
10 eaaantial 
asdno aoida 
5 
4 
5 374 
2T2. 
286 
240 
SSUL 
254 
284 
229 
Ml 
. 8 
-11 
- 9 
Ml 
- 8 
• 3 
* 6 
ao.cw 
362 
372 
335 
347 
371 
328 
oal. 
27.4 
28.2 
25.4 
26.3 
28.1 
24.9 
*In thia and All aubabquant tabl'ea in the bo^ of tha'theaiai Peri6d I refara to x.he fir 
maintained on a nitrogen-low diet, and Period ZI to the aaoond ooUeotion period, when 
auppleoant in addition to the baaal ration* 
iHiCaloulated on buaia of 75*8 oal. per aq. mater, average of reaulta of Smuta (1935)> Ui 
and Banadiot, Horat, and Uandel (1934)* 
*<H»Eatiiaated aa 1 1/2 tioaa the baaal calorio requiraoont. 
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TABLB 5 
if body sisa, calorie raquiranant, and caloric intake of rats fed 
;enou8 auppleaents to a nitrogen-low dlAt (Eiqp, 1)* 
Change in 
weight last 
6 diya of 
oolleotioQ 
perio4 
Average body 
surface area 
Basal daily 
caloric re« 
quirement** 
Estljaated 
'^ otal. daily 
oaIx>rio r»» 
qtiirement*** 
AT* daily 
food intake 
in granoi 
\r, daily 
food intake 
Ln calories 
Per.I 
ML 
- 8 
-11 
- 9 
Per.Il 
. 8 
• 3 
• 6 
rer.l 
so.cm 
362 
372 
335 
Per.II 
347 
371 
328 
Peril 
cal. 
27.4 
28.2 
25. A 
Per.II 
26.3 
28.1 
24.9 
Per.I 
oal. 
41.1 
42.3 
38.1 
Per.U 
oal. 
39.5 
42.1 
37.4 
Per.I Per.II 
gro. 
12.0 
11.5 
9.5 
BBx. 
U.2 
11.4 
8.7 
Per.I 
57.: 
55.; 
45.< 
'er.II 
cal. 
53.7 
54.7 
a.8 
body of the'thesis' Period I refers to the first ooHeotion period, «hen the/ aniisois were 
riod II to the second collection period, when the animals were offered a nitrogenous 
mater, average of results of Smuts (1935)$ Uitchell and Canaan (1924)t Benedict (1932), 
ric requiretaent. 
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oalorlo adequacy of the food consumed. It should be noted 
that the group of anlaals fed the egg proteins and the one 
fed the adzttnre of essential amino acids both gained wei^t 
during the last six days of the second collection period, 
an indication in itself of the marked body-sparing proper­
ties of the two supi^emnts. Comparison of the estimated 
total daily caloric requirement of the animals with the 
daily food intake in calories shows in this and in the four 
experiments to follow that, with one exception (see Table 
15), the energy-producing value of the food consumed by the 
animals more than met the calculated caloric requirement. 
Caloric deprivation, thus, was eliminated as a factor that 
mi^t influence nitrogen metabolism. The relative im­
portance of this relationship was discussed by Allison and 
Anderson (1946). 
Metabolic data showing the response of the three groups 
of rats to the experimental diets fed are shown in Table 6. 
The quantity of nitrogen excreted in the urine in the two 
periods of the test, and the respective nitrogen balances 
are expressed in terms of absolute values and relatively, 
100 gm» body wei^t and per 100 sq. cm. body 
surface. 
The characteristic depression in excretion of urinary 
nitrogen first noted by Marshall (1943) following the in­
corporation of egg proteins in a nitrogen-low ration again 
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TABLE 6 
Hitrogen aotabolism data (Exp. 1} 
Supplement Urinary nitrogen Nitrogen balance 
Per. I Per.II Dlf. Per. I Per.II Body ni­
trogen 
IS* as- SCL. HfiL* IS- IS* 
BXFRBSaSD ^  ABSOLOTS VALUES 
li-low 
Dried nhole 
9gg 
10 essen­
tial aaino 
aoidg 
260 
275 
310 
244 
212 
288 
-16 
-63 
-31 
-345 
-384 
-401 
-333 
• 77 
+ 36 
12 
461 
436 
EptPf 
H-low 
Dried whole 
ogg 
10 eaaen-
tial aoino 
acids 
IE3SSD A 
97 
97 
136 
3 « m  
97 
77 
119 
100 0 
0 
-20 
-17 
B. BODT 
-136 
-136 
-170 
WBiaHT 
-133 
•t* 26 
•f 16 
3 
162 
186 
SXPRSi 
H-low 
Dried whole 
10 essen­
tial aoino 
aoids 
72 
74 
99 
i m i i  
70 
68 
87 
- 2 
-16 
-12 
iZM* £S9B 
-101 
-103 
-120 
- 96 
+ 20 
•f 11 
5 
123 
l31 
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ooourred. A oooparlsos based on absolute ralues indicates 
that a siadlar, although not as nailed, depression resulted 
from the addition of a Bdxture of the ten essential aaino 
acids to the basal ration of the third group of experioental 
aniisals. HoweTer, irihen differences in body size are eliai-
nated by expression of the data in terns of body weight or 
surface area, the two dietary suppleaents in the quantities 
proTided (421 og. of nitrogen from egg proteins daily and 
374 oig. from aaino acida) were equally effectlTe in depress­
ing the urinary excretion of nitrogen. 
The degree of iaprovsaent in nitrogen balance brought 
about by the addition of a nitrogenous supi^eaent to the 
diet of anittale fed a nitrogen-low ration aay be considered 
as an index of the nutritive value of the supi^eaent 
(Wlllman, st,^ «f 1945; Allison, Anderson, and Seeley, 1945). 
In the Nutrition laboratory of the Iowa State College, this 
decrease In negatlTe nitrogen balance has been tersMd "body 
nitrogen spared", since it represents the nitrogen froa the 
body of the aniaal idiich would have been lost, had no sup­
plement been fed. Data in Table 6, expressed in teras of 
absolute •alues or of body site, show that the mixture of 
the ten essential aaino acids shared with egg the capaci^ 
of sparing body nitrogen. It seeas certain, as a result of 
this experiaent, that the body-sparing properties of dried 
whole eggs reside in the essential amino aoids which compose 
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the egg proteins. Qrai^o presentation of the oetaholio 
data appears in Figures 1 and 2. 
An atteapt was oade to test the •olidity of the oonoept, 
*hod7 nitrogen spared*. Pata representing the first raetabo* 
lisa period in all groups of rats studied in the present 
investigation foroed the basis for this evaluation. Actual 
loss in body weight incurred during the last six days of the 
nitrogen->low collection period was related to the quantity 
of body tissue represented by the value of the negative ni­
trogen balance in the saoe period. 
Analyses of carcasses of 36 anioals by the author* 
to be presented in acre detail in Bxperiaent 6, revealed 
that tile average nitrogen content of the carcasses of rats 
fed a nitrogen-low diet for 29 days* during the last 11 of 
iMch a saall aaount of suppleaentary nitrogen was supplied, 
was 2.6 per cent nitrogen, or 16.2 per cent protein 
(N X 6.25). This average figure was used to convert the 
value for the nitrogen balance, reduced by one-seventh to 
correspond with the 6-day period over which the actual weight 
loss was observed, to its equivalent in body tissue. In 
Table 7, the observed loss in body weight of each group of 
rats during the last six days of the nitrogen-low collec­
tion period Bay be coapared with the loss in body weight 
calculated froa the nitz*ogen balances for the saae group. 
The average value for the observed weight loss was 10 ga.; 
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•40 
•30 
Nlfcrogen-low 
Egg proteins 
10 essential 
amino acids •20 
Methionine 
10 essential 
amino aoids 
minus 
methionine 
•10 
g -10 
FIGURE 1 
DEPRESSIONS AND ELEVATION OF URINARY EXCRETION OP 
NITROGEN PER 100 SQ. CM. OP BODY SURFACE CAUSED BY 
ADDITION OP EGO PROTEINS, A MIXTURE OP THE TEN 
ESSENTIAL AMINO ACIDS, METHIONINE, AND A MIXTURE 
OP THE TEN ESSENTIAL AMINO ACIDS MINUS METHIONINE 
TO THE DIET OF RATS FED A NITROGEN-LOW RATION 
74 
•130 
••ISO 
•110 
• 100 
••90 
+80 
• 70 
• 60 
•50 
• 40 
1. Nltrogon-low 
2' Egg proteins 
3. 10 essontlal 
amino acids 
4. Methionine 
•30 
I •go 
•H d 
v,+10 
o 
U) 
^ 0 
PIOTTRE 2 
BODY NITROGEN SPARED PER 100 SQ.CM. OF BODY STOPACE 
BY ADDITION OP EGG PROTEINS,A MIXTURE OP THE TEN 
ESSENTIAL AMINO ACIDS, AND METHIONINE TO THE DIET OP 
RATS FED A NITROGEN-LOW DIET 
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TABLE 7 
Body tissue eqalTalent of nitrogen balance In period I 
Group Loss In body Nitrogen Hltrogen Body 
vt. last 6 balance balance tissue 
daara of Per.I in Per.I X 6/7 
BS* as* !&• 
H-lov 8 346 296 11 
Sgg 11 384 329 12 
10 essential 9 401 344 13 
amino acids 
itethlonlne 7 374 321 12 
Arglnliie 6 383 302 12 
Blstldlne 6 373 320 12 
Leucine 11 392 336 13 
Valine 6 429 368 14 
lysine 10 366 313 12 
Isoleuclne 11 363 311 12 
Phenylalanine 8 371 318 12 
nireonlne 9 361 300 12 
Txypto phase 10 361 306 12 
Met^onlne 
1 og. 9 334 286 11 
2 Bg. 7 332 284 11 
3 og. 13 236 202 8 
4 Bg« 12 332 284 11 
8 og. U 317 272 11 
16 IK. 8 332 284 11 
Kfeg if 10 298 266 10 
2? 16 309 266 10 
14 294 262 10 
*2 11 301 268 10 5^6 11 292 260 10 
Qystlne 9 266 219 8 
(^ llne 3 267 220 9 
Average 10 11 
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that of the oaloulated, 11 go. The nitrogen balance re­
flects changes in body wei^t in the period when the nitro-
gen-lov diet is fed, and is indioatire of the destruction 
of bod/ tissue brought about by continuing demands of the 
body for ckino acids in the face of the dietary depriTation 
of nitrogen* 
This method of interpretation was next apfiLied to the 
data characteristic of the subsequent period of the balance 
test when a nitrogenous supplement definitely body-sparing 
in action was fed. Data in Table 8 shows that the addition 
of egg proteins or of a mixture of the ten essential amino 
acids not only prerented the substantial loss in body weight 
that occurred in the same animals during the nitrogen-low 
feeding period, but caused a definite gain in weie^t. Thus, 
the loss prewented by the supplement i^us the actual incre­
ment in weight oast be equivalent to the body tissue repre­
sented by the body nitrogen spared, difference in 
the nitrogen balances in the two periods. This hypothesis 
is supported by the fact that the group of animals maintained 
on a nitx>ogen-low diet throughout the entire balance test 
suffered exactly the oam loss in weight in Period II as in 
Period I. In this case, only an insignificant amount 
(12 mg.) of body nitrogen was spared. With continuance on 
the nitrogen-deficient diet, this particular group of ani­
mals made slightly more economical use of body supplies than 
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TABLE 8 
Body tissue equivalent of body nitrogen spared 
Supplement Change in wt. 
last 6 davfi 
^dy wi. 
lose pre­
Body 8 
spared 
Body R 
spared 
Boay 
tissue 
Per. I Per.II vented X 6/7 equiva­lent 
sa* ga. mg. mg. m* 
Hone - 8 •8 0 12 10 0 
Sgg -11 t3 14 461 396 16 
10 essen­
tial amino 
aoids 
- 9 t6 15 436 374 14 
they did In the early days of the experiment. Honerert the 
quantity of body nitrogen spared, when oonverted to Its 
equivalent In body tissue, was so soall that It nay be taken 
to agree vlth the obserratlon of a constant rate of weight 
loss flurlng both periods* 
The relation of the body tissue equivalent of the 
"body nitrogen spared" to iftigiit Prevented by the ad­
dition of egg proteins or of the ooaplete amino aold mixture 
is indioated in Table 3* The similarities of the two values 
in eaoh experimental group achieved by suoh different means, 
argue for the validity of the ooncept of "body nitrogen 
spared". The results of this analytical method of treat­
ment of the data obtained in Sxperlment 1 suggest that. 
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under carefully controlled conditions, determination of the 
changes In the body weight which result from the addition of 
a nitrogenous supplement to the diets of animals fed a nl-
trogen-low ration may he used as an Iz^ex of the nutritive 
Talue of the supplemoit. 
EXPERIUERT 2 
The results obtained in Experiment 1 Indicate that the 
marked body-sparing property of dried whole eggs Is due 
primarily to their amino acid content. Frequent reports In 
the literature of the effectlTeness of methionine In ImproT-
Ing the state of nitrogen metabolism of Tarlous experimental 
anlmali^ as well as correspondence with Dr. Sannel Lepfcovslcy, 
suggested that this amino acid might be specifically re* 
sponslblea In part at least, for the effect of both the 
proteins of eggs and of the complete amino acid mixture on 
urinary excretion of nitrogen and on nltxrogen balance* 
Therefore, In Bxperlnent 2, the efficacy of methionine 
alone and of a mixture containing all of the essential amino 
acids except methionine was tested. Three groups of ani­
mals reoelved aethlonlna; a fourth, a mixture of the ten 
essential amino acids minus methionine. In the three rep­
lications of the methionine experlamnt, one group of ani­
mals received a quantity of n»thlonlne supi^ylng 3 mg* of 
I 
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nitrogen per day, and the other two, studied three aonths 
apart, a quantity of oethionine fumiahing 4 og. of nitro­
gen per digr. 
Tabl^ 9 presents pertinent data oonoeming the group of 
aniaals fbd the inoomplete amino aoid mixture and the groups 
fed methionine. All animals, it may be seen, lost less 
weight in the second metabolism period than in the first, 
indicating the faTorablo action of the supplement in de« 
creasing the degree of breskdovn of body tissue* 
Metabolic data based on the response of the four ex­
perimental groups to the administration of the rarious sup­
plements are assembled In Table 10. It is evident that a 
greater depression in the excretion of urinary nitrogen re­
sulted from the addition of methionine to the basal ration 
than from the addition of dehydrated eggs (Figure 1). Hoi^ > 
ever, the quantities of nitrogen furnished by the two sup­
plements were of very different order, the egg supplying 
421 mg. of nitrogen per day, and the methionine only 3 or 
4 mg. Allison and his oo-vorkera (1946) later found that 
the dog, if adequately depleted of its labile stores of 
nitrogen, responds similarly to the administration of methi­
onine. 
Okftission of methionine from the mixture of the essen­
tial amino acids caused an increase in the urinary excretion 
of nitrogen of 110 ag., as compared with the decrease in 
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TABLE ^  
Average data descriptive of body size, oalorio requirement, and calori 
various nitrogenous supplements to a nitrogen-low diet (Ex 
Supplement 
fed 
Ranker 
of 
anIftuiTii 
in 
group 
Average body 
weight 
Change in 
weight last 
6 daj(s of 
coUeotion 
Average body 
surface area 
Baaal daily 
caloric re­
quirement 
Est: 
tOti 
call 
quij 
PeiT-I Per.II Per.I Per.II Per.I Per.n Per.I Per.II Per, 
sb'. £m. sq.cm. So.cm. cal. cal. ca] 
UethioniiM 6 213 195 -13 -5 312 296 23.6 22.4 35. 
6 257 239 - 7 -7 350 335 26.5 25.4 39. 
5 273 24S -12 -6 363 342 27.5 25.9 a. 
10 essential 
amino aoids 
oinuB 
MthioniM 
6 260 23d -15 -10 353 334 26.8 25.3 40. 
« See footnotes to Table 5* 
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TABLE 9 
' bo47 size, oalorio requirementf and caloric intake of rats fed 
nous supplements to a nitrogen-low diet (Exp. 2)* 
ange in 
ight last 
da$;s of 
Ueotion 
AT«rage body 
surface area 
Basal daily 
caloric re­
quirement 
Eatinated 
total daily 
calorie re­
quirement 
AT. daily 
food intake 
in grams 
AT. daily 
food intake 
in calories 
Nitrogen 
fed in 
suppleoen 
per day i 
Period II 
r.I Per.II Per.I Per.II Per.I Per.II Per.I Per.n Per.I Per.n Per.I Pern 
m. sq.cm. SQ.ca. cal. cal. cal. cal. m." cal. cal. s&* 
3 -5 312 296 23.6 22.4 35.4 33.6 10.5 9.4 50.4 45.2 3 
7 -7 350 335 26.5 25.4 39.8 38.1 1014 9.8 49.8 47.0 4 
2 -6 363 342 27.5 25.9 41.3 3a.9 9.3 8.8 44.6 42.3 4 
5 -10 353 334 26.8 25.3 40.2 38.0 9.5 8.6 45.6 a.2 37 
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TABLE 10 
Bltrogen metabolisa data (Exp. 2) 
Supplement Urinary nitrogen Hitrogen balance 
Per. I Per.II Dif. Per.I Per.II Body ni­
trogen 
ag. Bg. og> mg. SfiL* 
gXPRESSSD £3 AB30L0TS YALPS3 
Methionine 
3 mg. N 
4 mg. H 
4 ag. H 
10 essen­
tial amino 
aoids minus 
methionine 
236 
278 
332 
308 
149 
200 
245 
418 
-87 
-78 
-87 
•llO 
-347 
-374 
-454 
-210 
-248 
-308 
137 
126 
146 
EXPRSSSED AS & BCD£ Wg^QflX 
Methionine 
3 mg. M 112 77 - 36 -166 -109 57 
4 mg. R 108 84 - 24 -146 -104 42 
4 mg. M 122 100 - 22 -166 -124 42 
10 essen­ 118 176 4> 58 .M. 
tial amino 
aoids minus 
methionine 
fi^PRs^sEfP a3 s,missis s}l» saaE&QE 
Methionine 
3 mg. H 76 60 -26 -U2 -71 41 
4 mg. X 80 60 -20 -107 -74 33 
4 mg. N 91 72 -19 -125 -90 35 
10 essen­ 87 125 +38 . 1 mmrnt 
tial amino 
aoids minus 
methionine 
excretion of 31 ag. vhloh followed the feeding of the com­
plete amino acid mixture. Some of the incomplete mixture 
vaa, nonetheless, utilized, since of the 259 mg« of nitrogen 
fed, 149 mg* did not appear as "extra" nitrogen in the 
urine. In a similar experiment, Rohscheit-Robbins and 
Miller (1946), asixig dogs as experimental subjects, found 
that administration of an amino acid mixture complete except 
for methionine caused an increase in the amount of nitrogen 
excreted in the urine* 
Calculation of the amount of bodj nitrogen spared 
showed that methionine had some ability to consertre body 
tissue, but, as is shown graphically in Figure 2, it was 
oach less effectire than egg proteins or than the mixture of 
the ten essential amino acids. This is not surprising, 
since the metabolic requirements of the body are far too 
Tarled to permit their satisfaction by any one amino acid; 
a mixture of complete proteins, such as those of eggs, or 
a mixture of the essential amino acids should be more cap­
able of meeting a variety of demands. 
The three tests in which methionine was fed were essen­
tially replicates of one another. It is interesting to ob­
serve in Table 10 that in the two groups fed identical 
quantities of methionine the urinary nitrogen and nitrogen 
balance data, expressed in terms of body weight or of body 
surface area, are identical in almost every instance. Such 
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reprodttoibillty of results argues for their Talldlty, and 
upholds the belief that nethlonlne Is an effeotlve agent 
In the sparing of body nitrogen. 
The data illustrating the Influence of methionine repre­
sent an Interesting phenomenon. Here Is an example of a 
speolflo oapaolty on the part of a single substance to spare 
urinary nitrogen coincident with a direct loss in body 
weight. Casual comparison of the relatlTe ability of egg 
proteins and of methionine In decreasing losses of nitrogen 
In the urine (Figure 1} might lead to the conclusion that 
methionine, because of Its soaev^at greater effect In this 
respect, makes a more Important contribution than egg pro­
teins to nitrogen metabolism. Howerer, the data In Table 11 
show that rats fed 8upplemaitaz7 iwthlonlne continued to lose 
weight during the second metabollsa period. Gatabollsm 
proceeded at a slower rate than during the nltrogeik*low col­
lection period, so that actually a loss of 5 gm. of weight 
was prevented. Concomitant with this loss In body weight, 
the metabolism data Indicate a aspiring of body substance. 
ConTerslon of body nitrogen spared by the addition of methi­
onine to Its equlTalent In body tissue shows an average 
sparing of body tissue that amounts to 5 gm., a value 
Identical with the average loss In weight prevented during 
the same period. Thus, methionine when fed as a supplemnt 
to a nitrogen-low ration does not cause a gain in body 
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TABLS 11 
Body tissue spared by nethlonine 
Supplement Change 
last 6 
in wt. 
davs 
Body wt. 
loss pre­
vented 
Body N 
spared 
Body N 
spared 
X 6/7 
Body 
tissue 
equiva­
lent 
Per. I Per.U 
gm. SEL* ag. ga* 
Methionine 
S mg. H -13 -5 a 137 117 5 
4 mg. 11 - 7 -7 0 126 106 4 
4 mg. H -12 -6 6 146 126 5 
Average -11 -6 5 136 117 5 
weight nor exert the majcimua body-sparing capaoity. However, 
it is important that rats fed methionine as a dietary sup­
plement lose 6 go. less than they would have had no supple­
ment been given. This is particularly notable because it 
is caused by the addition of a very small quantity of a 
single amino acid. 
It was noted in the RgyiEW ^  UTSRATURE that the de­
pression in the urinary excretion of nitrogen which follows 
the incorporation of egg proteins in a nitrogen-low diet 
was paralleled by a fliasiltaneous depression in the urinary 
excretion of creatinine. In light of the observed depression 
in the excretion of nitrogen brought about by methionine 
administration, creatinine determinations were made on the 
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same aaterlal that vas analysed for nitrogen. The data in 
Table 12, showing a depression in the exoretlon of ore-
atlnlne resulting froia the feeding of either egg proteins 
or of oethionine, casts further doubt on the constanoy of 
the "endogenous" metabolism, as postulated by Polin. 
TABLE 12 
Urinary excretion of creatinine in the two periods of the 
nitrogen balance test 
Supplement Uz^nary creatinine 
Period Z Period II Difference 
B&* mg. 
%g 106 82 24 
Methionine 97 70 27 
EXmiMElIT 5 
Evidence from Bxpariment 2, that one amino aold, methi­
onine, depressed the urinary excretion of nitrogen as much 
as egg proteins or a cooi^ete mixture of the essential amino 
acids, led to the next step, the testing in the same 
fashion of all of the amino acids considered essential for 
the nutrition of the rat. Each of the ten amino acids was 
fed as the sole supplement to the nitrogen-low ration of 
OG 
ben ^^roups of rata compoaod of aix anlnals oach, Tho ErrJ.no 
acids were fed in a quantity supplying 4 mn* of nitrogen 
per day. This standard omoiint was sun^ested by tho work of 
Wolf and Corley (1939)* Defca descriptive of various char­
acteristics of those o^tperinental groups are presented in 
Table 13. 
Graphic illustration of the effect on tho urinary ex­
cretion of nitrogen of the feedin,'^, of tho individual nnino 
acids, orpressed in Figure 3 in terns of surface area, allows 
that nethionino was outstanding in its ability to decrease 
urinary losses of nitroften. Arninino and hiatldlne cauaod 
significant, although leas marked, depressions (aeo Table 
14). The action of these basic amino acids may bo ex­
plained in viewof the requirements of the body for these 
substances for the synthesis of nucleoproteins. Arginine 
also participates in the urea cycle, which is one 8u/;costed 
mechanism by which excess nitrogen is excreted by the body. 
The feeding of isoleucine, lysine, phenylalanine, trypto­
phane, and theronine seems to induce increments in the 
quantity of nitrogen excreted in the urine. The aignifi-
cance of the data, however, may be questioned, for the in­
creases observed are within two standard deviations of the 
mean excretion of urinary nitrogen in rats fed tlae nitrogen-
low diet. 
Changes in urinary excretion of nitrogen, however, do 
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TABLS 13 
Av«rage data deaoriptlve of body aizOf caloric requirement, and 
fed various nitrogenous supplements to a nitrogen-low d: 
Supplement Number Nitrogen Average body Change in Average body Basal daily 
fed of fed in weight weight last surface area caloric re­
aniioals euppleaent 6 days of quirement 
in per day in collection 
group period 11 period 
Per.I Per,11 Per,I Per.ll I'er.I Por.II Per.I. Per.; 
s&* 
k 
M* £fi* m* OClcOfll^  saiOiQi cal. cal, 
Methionine 6 257 239 
- 7 - 7 350 335 26.5 25.i 
Arginine 4 4 245 227 - 5 - 6 340 324 25.8 24.< 
Histidine 6 4 271 248 - 6 - 6 361 342 27.4 25.^ 
Leucine 6 4 237 224 - 9 333 322 25.2 24.i 
Valine 2 4 260 263 - 6 - 6 366 353 27.7 26.i 
Isoleuoine 6 4 262 243 -11 - 6 354 338 26.8 25.< 
lorsine 6 4 248 230 -10 - 4 342 327 25.9 24.( 
Phenylalanine 6 4 268 248 - 8 - 9 358 342 27.1 25.< 
Tryptophane 6 4 264 244 -10 - 6 355 340 26.9 25.( 
Threonine 5 4 276 260 - 9 - 7 365 
CM 
27.7 26.: 
*See footnotes to Table 5* 
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TABIB 13 
Lve of body slsOf caloric requireaent^ iind oalorlo intake of rata 
Ltrogenous supplaaents to a nitrogen-low diet (Sxp* 3)« 
ly Change in Average body Basal daily Sstijnated Average daily Average daily 
weight last surface area caloric re- total dally food intake food intake 
6 days of quirwaent caloric rih- in graos in calories 
collection qairement 
period 
ii Per«l Per.ll Per.l t'or.II Pertl. Per.i; Per.l Per.II Per.l Per.II Per.l Per.II 
, M* 0a*oa< •a*oo. cal. cal. cal. cal. 
- 7 - 7 350 335 26.5 25.4 39.8 38.1 10.4 9.8 49.8 47.0 
- 5 - 6 3W) 324 25.8 24.6 38.7 36.9 11.2 8.6 53.7 41.2 
- 6 - 6 361 342 27.4 25.9 41.1 38.9 11.7 10.3 56.1 49.4 
-11 
- 9 333 322 25.2 24.4 37.8 36.6 10.3 8.9 49.4 42.7 
- 6 - 6 366 353 27.7 26.8 41.6 40.2 12.3 11.5 59.1 55.3 
.11 - 6 354 338 26.8 25.6 40.2 38.4 11.0 10.5 52.8 50.4 
-10 
- 4 342 327 25.9 24.8 38.9 37.2 10.9 9.9 52.3 47.5 
- 8 
- 9 358 3W 27.1 25.9 40.7 38.9 11.5 10.1 55.3 48.5 
-10 - 6 355 340 26.9 25.8 40.4 38.7 11.1 9.8 53.3 47.0 
- 9 - 7 365 352 27.7 26.7 a.6 40.1 11.1 10.3 53.3 49.4 
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1. Methionine 6. Isoleuclne 
2. Arglnlne 7. LysIne 
3. Hlstldlne 8. Phenylalanine 
4. LeucIne 9. Tryptophf .-;a 
5. Valine 10. Threonine 
PIOUPE 3 
DEPRESSIONS AND ELEVATIONS OP URINARY EXCRETION OP 
NITROGEN PER 100 SQ. CM. OP BODY SURFACE CAUSED BY 
ADDITION OP EACH OP THE TEN ESSENTIAL AMINO ACIDS TO 
THE DIET OP RATS FED A NITROOEN-LOW RATION 
89a 
TABLE 14 
Hltrogen metabollca data (Exp* 5) 
dappleaent . Urinary nitrogen Nitrogen balenoe 
Per. I Per. II Dlf* Per* I Per.II Body ni­
trogen 
IS* ag. IE. ml- IS* 
EXPRSS3SD AS AB3<a.IITB YAL0S3 
Methionine 278 200 -78 -374 -248 126 
Arglnlne 269 211 -48 -363 -262 91 
Hletldlne 274 236 -58 -373 -298 76 
Leuoine 280 264 -16 -392 —309 83 
Valine 307 294 -13 -429 -390 39 
Isoleuolne 276 272 - 4 -363 -342 21 
lysine 259 261 - 8 -365 -301 64 
Phenylala­
nine 266 267 + 1 -371 -420 -49 
Tryptophane 269 288 •••19 -367 -328 29 
Threonine 249 262 •flS -381 -336 16 
Exypys^Ep M s isa 102 sm mm. 
Methionine 108 84 -24 -146 -104 42 
Arglnlne 106 94 -12 -146 -116 29 
Hletldlne 102 96 - 7 -138 -120 18 
Z^euolna 119 119 0 -167 -140 27 
Valine 110 112 • B -150 -150 0 
Zsoleuolne 107 112 * 6 -140 -140 0 
l^ rfllne 106 lU * 6 -148 -131 17 
Phenl-
alanlne 100 109 4- 9 -138 -167 -29 
Tryptophane 102 111 •f- 9 -136 -134 2 
Threonine 90 101 •^ 11 -127 -131 - 4 
h ^ ^ m  iqsl ^  m i  m m i  
'V^thlonlne 80 60 -20 -107 - 74 33 
Arglnlne 76 66 -U -104 - 81 23 
Hlstldlne 76 69 - 7 -103 - 87 16 
Leuolne 84 82 - 2 -110 . 90 22 
Continued on next page 
89b 
TABLE 14 (oontinued) 
Supplement Urinary nitrogen Nitrogen balance 
Per.! Per. II Dir. Per. I Per.II Body ni­
trogen 
SS* las. IS* 
Valine 83 82 - 1 -113 -110 3 
Isoleuoine 00 81 * 1 -103 -101 2 
lysine 75 77 * 2 -107 - 92 15 
Phenjrl-
alanine 74 78 4. 4 -103 -123 -20 
Tryptophane 76 80 • 4 -101 - 97 4 
Threonine 68 74 6 - 96 - 96 0 
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not inresent the final and oomiCLete piotore. The effect of 
nitrogenous 8upiQ.ement8 in the maintenance of body tissue 
is more important. Figure 4 and Table 14 show that methio-
nine, arginine and histidine* as well as leucine and lysine 
which caused little noticeable change in the urinary excre­
tion of nitrogen, spared sizable amounts of body tissue. 
Since all groups of animals used in Experiment 3 ingested 
the same quantity of nitrogen, the sparing properties of 
leucine and lysine cotild exist only by virtue of a decrease 
in the fecal excretion of nitrogen. Perhaps this change 
occurs through modification of intestinal bacteria or by 
decrease in losses of digestiwe enzymes. In the case of 
lysine, the body-sparing capacity may be a reflection of a 
specific need for the third of the basic amino acids. In 
this connection it is interesting that lysine is the one 
aiaino acid which cannot be reaminated once it is deaminated 
in the body (Schcenheimer, 1942). An apparent stimulus to 
the brealcdown of body tissue by phenylalanine was indicated 
by the negatiwe Talue for body nitrogen spared. It is pos­
sible that this may be connected with the synthesis of the 
related amino acid, di-iodotyrosine. 
The body-nitrogen-sparing capacity characteristic of 
each amino acid when fed singly eridently persists when it 
is administered as part of a complete amino aoid mixture. 
The sura of the Tarious quantities of body nitrogen spared 
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BY ADDITION OP FACH OP TTIE TFN FSSKNTIAL AMINO ACIDS 
TO THE DIET OP RATS FED A NITROOEN-LOW RATION 
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eaoh amino acid (Table 14) is 396 mg. of nitrogen, while 
the oixtnre of the ten essential aoino aoids (Table 6) 
spares 436 mg. of body nitrogen* probably an insignificant 
difference in Tiew of the errors inherent in the laethods in* 
TOlTed. 
An onexpeoted and interesting observation was made with 
reference to the group of animals fed tryptophane as a sup­
plement to their basal diet. During the first few days of 
the period of nitrogen Bttppleaentation» a bri^t yellow 
pigment was excreted in the urine of the partially depleted 
rats. LepkoTsky and his co-workers (1943) reported the 
presence of a yellow coopoond identified as xanthurenic 
acid in the urine of pyridoxine-deficient aniaals fed tryp­
tophane. The product obtained in this instance was evi­
dently not xanthurenic acid, since a green color did not 
develop on the addition of ferric ajamcniuB sulfate. No 
other atteapti at identification were aade. The yellow 
pigment gradually disappeared from the urine as the tryp­
tophane feeding was continued, suggesting that the animals 
were adapting to an lunasual dietary situation in which the 
main source of nitrogen was a single amino acid, trypto­
phane. Equally pussling results may have occurred with the 
feeding of the other amino acids, but because the end-
Inducts did not happen to be readily visible, they weire 
not detected. 
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Undoubtedly a thorou^^y reliable picture of the rela-
tire iaportanoe of eaoh of the essential aniino aoids oannot 
be gained by the means employed in the present experiment. 
Howerer, the general oonolusion can be draim that some of 
the amino aoids, espeoially methionine, and to a lesser 
extent, arglnine, histidine, leucine and lysine, spare sig-
nlfioant amounts of body tissue, tihlle the other five essen­
tial amino aoids do not. The results indicate that, al­
though all ten compounds are essential, in that normal body 
functions oannot long proceed without them, there are rary-
ing degrees of "essentiality". The five amino acids which, 
in this experiment, spared body nitrogen, probably play 
•ery important roles in the 'master' reactions ii^ich control 
body function* 
It seems clear that the so-called 'endogenous' metabo-
lism can be depressed. It is interesting to compare this 
study with a similar experiment reported by Burroughs, 
Burroughs, and Mitchell in 1940 which was specifically de­
signed to InTestigate the possibility of depressing the 
"ei^ogenous* metabolism by the Ingestion of small amounts 
of individual amino acids. These workers interpreted their 
data to mean that no significant depression ooourred in the 
urinary excretion of nitrogen, when any one of the ten 
essential amino acids was added to the diet of rats fed a 
nitrogen-low ration, and, hence, no sparing of body tissue. 
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Slnoe their oonolasiona differ from those of the author 
drawn from the results of Sxperlaent 3, the experimental 
procedure of Burroughs, Burroughs^ and Ultohell and their 
results will be examined In an attempt to understand the 
cause of the dlTergenoy. 
BurrougihB, Burroughs, and iCltohdl deolare (pp. 272, 
273) that any Indications of a depression In endogenous 
metabolism induced by the addition of a nitrogenous supple* 
aent to the basal diet, to be valid, should be obtained 
from animals whose protein stores have been reduced to zero 
by the continued feeding of diets low In nitrogen. Any 
changes oocurrlng in the excretion of urinary nitrogen in 
the test period should also be definite and reproducible, 
and, therefore, distinguishable from the normal Tarlations 
in the amount of nitrogen excreted by animals on an unsup-* 
plemented nitrogen-low diet. Their own animals were fed a 
nitrogen-low diet for five to six days before initiation of 
the experiment. Zt is evident from data reported in the 
first table of their article that the b(^y stores of nitro­
gen of these animals had not been depleted to zero in this 
period, since the average urinary excretion of nitrogen in 
three consecutive 3-day periods following a 5-day depletion 
period was 192, 171, and ISO mg., respectively. Woricers in 
this laboratory agree that the depletion of body stores of 
nitrogen is of paramount importance in an experiment of 
1 j 
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this nature. They believe that a large part of the expla-> 
nation of the different iresults obtained by the tiro groups 
of workers may be found in the faot that the aniaals of 
Burroughs and oo-vorkers had not been reduced to a constant 
state of nitrogen metabolisa. Sridenoe that this had been 
effected in the laboratory of the author has already been 
presented in Table 3. 
Ignoring this inoonsisteney» Burroughs, Burroughs* and 
Uitohell felt that the fall in the excretion of nitrogen in 
the three periods by aninals on a nitrogen-low diet was 
rectilinear, and that the excretion in the second of the 
three 3-day periods was the average of the excretion of the 
first and third periods. They used this relationship in 
the determination of the effect of sin^e euaino acids on 
urinary nitrogen excretion, by feeding the nitrogenous sup-
pleaent In Period 2, and comparing the nitrogen excretion 
of that period with the average of the excretions in Periods 
1 and 3. York in the author's laboratory and in that of 
Allison (AUison, Anderson, and Seeley, 1945) showed that 
there is a lag or "hangover* in the effect of proteins or 
aiaino acids on the excretion of nitrogen in rats and in dogs 
in a subsequent period of nitrogen deprivation. The accuracy 
of any value for urinaz7 nitrogen obtained in the three days 
following a change in diet may, therefore, be questioned. 
Undoubtedly, in the experiments of Burrou^s, Burroughs, and 
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Mitohell, the urinary nitrogen excreted the rate In the 
third 3-day period refleoted to a Barked degree the nitrogen 
fed In the preoedlng 3-day period of euppleoentatlon. 
Burrou£^Bf Burroughs, and Mitohell also used the same 
animals, without reallaentation, for suooesslTe experiments, 
repeating the sohedale of nitrogen-low feeding period and 
period of nitrogen supplementation at least three tioMS, in 
the testing of three different amino acids. Thus the ani­
mals lost more of their body stores of protein as the 
periods of nitrogen-low feeding went on, and they could not 
be expected to react in the same manner to nitrogen supple­
mentation. This may ezi^ain the great Tariation reported in 
replicate tests of the same amino acids, a condition which 
Burrou{^8, Borrouc^s, and Mitchell themselTes suggest may 
invalidate results* 
It may be of Interest to examine the data pertaining 
to one specific amino acid, methionino. Of the six animals 
whose response to methionine feeding was measured, three 
showed statistically significant depressions in the urinary 
excretion of nitrogen. These were regarded, howeTer, as 
Irregular, and explainable, perhaps, on the basis of an un­
duly high excx>etion of nitrogen in the first nitrogen-low 
period. The amount of nitrogen in the urine rose only 
slightly, or fell further in the three days after methionine 
feeding ceased, a period regarded by Burroughs, Burroughs 
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and Mitchell as a control, nltrogeo-low feeding period. As 
preriously noted, the effect of oethlonlne was probably still 
being demonstrated in this period, and a true aeasurement 
of the nitrogen excretion on a nltrogen-Iow diet was not 
obtained. These three animals whose behavior was more In 
accord with that observed by the present investigator, and 
by others i^se work has been reported in the RgVIEW Of 
LITERATURE, were ones which had not been used previously, to 
test any other amino acids. The three animals in which 
methionine caused no deporession of urinary nitrogen had re^ 
ceived doses of several other amino acids previous to the 
^ministration of methionine. 
The factors of undepleted animals, very short experi­
mental periods (each three days In length), lack of any op­
portunity for adjustment to changes In diet, and repeated 
use of the same animals distinguish the experiment of 
Burroughs, Burroughs, and Mitchell from Experiment 3 of the 
present study. The presence of such conditions is contrary 
to the stipulations for a valid experiment set up bgr the 
former workers themselves, and seems sufficient to cast 
doubt upon the correctness of their conolusions. 
SXPERIMEHT 4 
In general, it has been the experience of investigators 
that the quantitative feeding of graded amounts of proteins 
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to animals preTiously fed a low^nltrogen diet caused a pro*-
gz^ssive increase in the quantity of nitrogen excreted in 
the urine. In view of the fact that egg proteins fed at 
a level equivalent to 3.5 per cent of the basal ration 
caused a decrease in the excretion of urinary nitrogen* 
workers in the Nutrition li^ratory of the Iowa State College 
fed graded amounts of egg proteins, ranging from 1 to 5 per 
cent of the basal diet, and measured the response of the 
animals in terms of the excretion of urinary nitrogen and 
nitrogen balance. The unexpected finding* that the depres­
sion in the excretion of urinary nitrogen was maintained at 
the same point whether 1, 2, 3, or 4 per dent of egg pro­
teins were furnished in the diet led to the present experi­
ment, in which methibnine was fed in graded doses. The 
response of the animals to the amino acid supplenwnt was 
compared with that of similar groups of animals to egg pro­
teins. 
Six groups of animals were fed graded amounts of methi­
onine, which supplied from 1 to 16 mg. of nitrogen per day. 
Again in Table 16, information with regard to body size, 
caloric intake, and caloric requirement is presented. It 
is evident that the animals fed the various quantities of 
^Unpublished data, Piles, Foods and Nutrition Section, 
Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station, Project 799. 
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TABLE 15 
Ararage data descriptive of body size, caloric requirement, and 
fed various nitrogenous supplements to a nitrogen-low di 
Supplement Number Hitrogen Average body Change in Average body Basal da 
fed of fed in weight weight last surface area calorid 
animals supplement 6 days of quiremen 
in per day in collection 
group period n period 
Per. I Per.n Per.I Per.11 Per.I Per.U Per.I Pe 
sb.* SS* m* so,cm. cal. c 
Uethionine 5 1 262 246 -9 -8 354 341 26.8 2 
6 2 255 239 -7 -5 348 335 26.4 2 
6 3 213 195 -13 -5 312 296 23.6 2 
5 4 273 248 -12 -6 363 342 27.5 2 
6 8 261 241 -11 
-5 353 337 26.8 2 
5 16 270 250 -8 -5 360 27.3 2 
Dried whole 4 104 255 241 -10 -4 348 337 26.4 2 
egg u 210 256 242 -15 0 349 337 26.5 2 
4 298 241 233 -14 +4 337 330 25.5 2: 
3 411 249 242 -11 +3 342 336 25.9 2: 
4 506 261 256 -11 +2 352 349 26.7 2< 
* See footnotes to Table 
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TABLE 15 
blve of body slza^ caloric requirement« and caloric intake of rats 
nitrogenous supplements to a tdtrogen-low diet (Exp. 4)* 
a body Change in Average body Basal daily Estimated Average dally Average daily 
ght weight last surface area calorid re- total daily !ood intake food intake 
6 days of qidLrenent caloric re­ ji grains in calories 
collection quirement 
Deriod 
Per.n Per.I Per.II Per.I Per.II Per.I Per.n Per.I Per.II Per.I Per.II Per.I Per.II 
fon» bq* Si* B^aOZQ* oal. cal. oal. cal. bsl' ££• cal. cal. 
246 
-9 -6 354 341 26.8 25.8 40.2 38.7 10.8 10.1 51.8 48.5 
239 
-7 -5 348 335 26.4 25.4 39.6 38.1 9.8 9.4 47.0 45.2 
195 -13 -5 312 296 23.6 22.4 35.4 33.6 10.5 9.4 50.4 45.2 2A8 -12 -6 363 342 27.5 25.9 a.3 38.9 9.3 8.8 44.6 42.3 
241 -11 -5 353 337 26.8 25.5 40.2 38.3 io;i 915 48.5 45.6 
250 -8 
-5 3^ 344 27.3 26.1 41.0 39.1 11.8 10.3 56.6 49.4 
2A1 -10 
-4 348 337 26.4 25.5 39.6 38,3 9.7 9.4 46.6 45.2 
242 -15 0 349 337 26.5 25.5 39.8 38.3 9.9 8.1 47.5 38.9 
233 -14 •4 337 330 25.5 25.0 38.3 37.5 9.3 9.0 44.6 43.2 242 -11 •3 342 336 25.9 25.5 38.9 38.3 8.9 8.1 42.7 38.9 256 -11 +2 352 349 26.7 26.5 40.1 39.8 9.4 8.1 45.2 38,9 
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raethlonine loot somewhat less weight in Period II than in 
Period I, indioating some sparing of body tissue. On the 
other hand, the addition of egg proteins to the ration at 
erery lerel prevented the loss of as auoh weight as would 
have ooourred had no aup|0.ement been giren; in addition, in 
the groups fed egg proteins in amounts equivalent to fr<Hi 2 
to 5 per cent of the basal ration, there was an aotual gain 
in weight in the period of nitrogen supplementation. Egg 
proteins, it seems, have hi^ nutritive value for the ni-
trogenr-depleted animal, even when fed in small doses. 
Data relating to the nitrogen metabolism of the several 
groups of rats employed in this experiment are presented in 
Table 16, on both the absolute and relative basis. The 
same data, in terms of surface area, are shown graphioally 
in figures 6 and 6. Care should be exeroised, in inter­
preting the graphs, to compare only the tx^nd in urinary 
nitrogen excretion and nitrogen balance resulting from the 
i^ition of varying amounts of egg proteins to the basal 
diet, with the trend in these same values resulting from 
the feeding of increasing quantities of crystalline methio­
nine. The absolute degree of the depressions or the spe-
oific amounts of body nitrogen spared are not comparable, 
since milligrams of methionine nitrogen, in one case, and 
per cent of egg proteins, in the other case, were used as 
the bases for pictorial arrangement. The trends, however. 
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TABLE 16 
Hltrogen oetabolism data (Szp. 4) 
Supplement Urinary nitrogen Hitrogen balance 
Per. I Per.II Dif. Per. I Per.II Body ni­
trogen 
Qg. a&' Qg. IS. s&. 
EXPRESSED A3 ABSOLUTE VALUES 
Methionine 
1 og.H 334 202 -132 -462 -293 169 
2 iDg.l! 33S 214 -118 -438 -270 168 
3 og.H 236 149 - 87 -347 -210 137 
4 mg.N 332 245 - 87 -454 -308 146 
8 mg.N SL7 244 - 73 -441 -286 166 
16 og.H 332 281 - 61 -480 -266 214 
Egg, 1^  298 216 - 82 -416 -221 194 
2% 309 236 — 7p -426 -135 291 
3^ 294 216 - 78 -427 - 44 383 
301 228 — 7S -421 - 13 408 
292 289 - 5 -410 * 70 480 
M £ m M. mi SSISlil 
Kethionine 
1 og.H 128 82 • 46 -176 -119 57 
2 og.H 131 90 — 41 -172 -U3 59 
3 og.H 118 77 - 35 -166 -100 57 
4 og.H 122 100 — 22 -166 -124 42 
8 og.M 122 102 20 -169 -118 51 
16 og.ll 124 112 • 12 -179 -101 78 
Egg, 1% 117 89 • 28 -162 - 92 70 
2% 120 97 — 23 -166 - 58 108 
122 92 — 30 -178 - 19 159 
118 116 «• 3 -164 - 7 157 
112 114 2 -159 + 26 185 
Continued on next page 
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TABLE 16 (continued) 
Supi^ement Urlnarj nitrogen Nltz>ogen balance 
Per. I Fer.II Dlf. Per. I Per.n Body ni­
trogen 
OS* M* SS* IS* ag. 
EXPRESSED M iSa Sii« B(H)T SURFACE 
Methionine 
1 lag.H 94 59 -36 -130 -86 44 
2 mg.H 96 64 -32 -126 -80 46 
3 ag.S 76 60 -26 -112 -71 41 
4 fflg.R 91 72 -19 -126 -90 36 
8 mg.H 90 70 -18 -125 -84 41 
16 fflg.H 92 81 -11 -134 -77 67 
Egg, 1% 85 64 -21 -119 -66 63 
88 70 -18 -122 -40 82 
3i 87 66 -22 -127 -13 114 
4% 86 84 - 2 -120 - 4 116 
5^ 89 83 0 -117 +20 137 
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are clear. All levels of egg proteins fx>oa 1 to 4 per cent 
caused a depression In the excretion of urinary nitrogen of 
the saae magnitude. The feeding of 5 per cent egg proteins, 
a quantity which, ae may be seen froa Table 16, was suffi­
cient to enable the aninals to achieve poeltlTe nitrogen 
balance, was associated with an excretion of nitrogen iden­
tical with that of the previous lot^-nitrogen feeding period. 
This condition did not hold when methionine, offered 
to six groups of rats at ascending levels of intake (11 to 
175 Bg. per day) served as the nitrogenous supplement to 
the diet. As the quantity of dietaxy Bethlonlne was increased 
there was a progressive decrease in the extent of the de­
pression in the excretion of urinary nitrogen. Data pre­
sented in Figure 5 suggest that the methionine requirement 
of the rat, as measured Ij the addition of small amounts of 
methionine to the diet of partially depleted rats maintained 
on a low-nitrogen ration, is very small, probably less than 
11 mg. With the Ingestion of Inoreaslng amounts, no more 
la utilized, hence, the excess is excreted and the depres­
sion in the excretion of urinary nitrogen is less at the 
hi^er intakes than when the smallest amount is fed. Theo­
retically, the decrease in the depression of the urinary 
excretion of nitrogen observed in Increasing the quantity 
of methionine fed above the amount required should be equal 
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to the nitrogen oontained in the exoesa methionine. Fhysio-
logioal Tariations in the behavior of animala* particularly 
evident with small groape^ undoubtedly obsoure this rela­
tionship; however, examination of the figures for the de­
pression in urinary nitrogen, expressed in absolute values, 
in Table 16, shows that this general relationship is evident 
when the effects at the 1 and the 8 og. level are ooaipaz^d. 
The 49 additional ailligrams of nitrogen ingested at the 
latter level were associated with a dejaression in the excre­
tion of nitrogen 69 milligrams less than that occurring at 
the 1 mg. level. 
From Figure 6 it is evident that increasing quantities 
of egg proteins in the diet caused increased sparing of 
body nitrogen; in contrast, 16 mg. of nitrogen daily from 
methioxiine was no more efficient than 1 mg. of methionine 
nitrogen. Apparent differences in the quantity of body 
nitrogen spared at the six levels of intake are insignifi­
cant according to statistical analysis (Table 17). If, as 
postulated in the paragraph above, the body*8 requirement 
for methionine is less than 11 mg., it is logioal that, 
however large the quantities of methionine ingested, no ad­
ditional body nitrogen would be spared, once the requirement 
is satisfied. Egg proteins, on the other hand, contain 
substances other than methionine, and as the amount of egg 
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TABLE 17 
Analysia of Tarlance of body nitrogen spared by 33 rats 
fed six different quantities of aethlonlne 
Source of variation Degrees of 
freedoa 
Sua of Mean 
Total 32 4672.2 146.0 
Qaantltles of 5 1316.4 263.3 
methionine fed 
Rats fed saae 27 3365.8 124.3 
quantity 
r • 2.1 not significant 
ingested Is Increased, there are moxit of the other constitu­
ents supplied to oeet other speolflo functional needs of 
the organism, thereby preventing further breakdown of body 
tissue* 
Proof that eggs contain substanoes In addition to aethl­
onlne which are capable of depressing the urinary excretion 
of nitrogen and of sparing body protein Is offered in 
Figures 5A and 6A. Here the depression of urinary nitrogen 
and the body nitrogen spared are plotted against og. of 
methionine nitrogen fed. The aethlonlne present In the 
various quantities of egg proteins fed was calculated fron 
determination of the aethlonlne content of another portion 
of the same sample of dried eggs. When egg proteins equiva­
lent to 1, 2, or 3 per cent of the basal diet and containing 
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7y 12, and 16 og. of methionine nitrogen, reepeotlrelff were 
fed, approxloately the same depression of the urinary excre­
tion of nitrogen oooorred in all three oases. Figure 5A 
shovs that an aaoont of egg protein sufficient to furnl^ 
16 og. of methionine nitrogen caused a depression of the 
urinary excretion of nitrogen t^lce that which results when 
16 mg, of mthlonlne nitrogen were fed In the forn of crys­
talline methionine, 2^ og. as compared with 11 mg. 
At this point, then, egg proteins caused a depression of 
urinary nitrogen excretion far greater than oan be accounted 
for on the basis of their methionine content alone. The 
other essential amino adds In egg proteins were undoubtedly 
exerting an additional nitrogen-sparing effect. With the 
feeding of egg proteins In amounts which supplied more than 
16 mg. of methionine nitrogen per day, the depz*esslon In 
the excxHitloo of nitrogen decreased, disappearing altogether 
at the 5 per cent lewel. This was probably due to the ex­
cretion In the urine of the excess nozt-utlllzable amino 
acids. 
Only when egg proteins are fed at the 1 per cent level 
of Intake does it seem likely that their body-sparing effect 
Is due largely to their methionine content. Perhaps# at 
this low level no other amino acids are present In amounts 
suffloient for any protein-sparing action, while methionine 
stands out because of Its quantitatively greater sparing 
uo 
powers (illustrated in Experiment 3) and because of the 
large quantity of this aodno add found in e^ proteins. 
When egg proteins were fed in aiBounts ranging froia 2 to 5 
per cent of the basal ration (Figure 6A), the body nitrogen 
spared was far greater than could be attributed to the 
methionine content. 
This exi>eriaent shows that at a low leTel of feeding 
of egg proteins^ the nitrogen-sparing action of the eggs is 
largely due to methionine. At higher leTels, the presence 
of the other essential amino acids increases the body-
nitrogen-sparlng capacity of egg proteins far beyond that 
achievable by oMthionine alone. 
EXPSaRlMSNT 6 
A coMparison in Experiment 3, of the effect on nitrogen 
metabolism of the indiridual essential amino acids showed 
that, although four or five amino acids possessed definite 
body-sparing powers when added to a nitrogen-low diet, 
methionine was the i»>at powerful* both in depressing the 
urinary excretion of nitrogen and in sparing body nitrogen. 
The fifth experiment was undertaken in an attempt to eluci­
date the means by which methionine acts. Zt is possible 
that its chief function may be the supply of methyl groups 
or of organic sulfur. Therefore* three groups of rats were 
U1 
subjeots for the regular nitrogen balance test; to one group, 
4 Etg. of nitrogen In the form of methionine was offered 
dally, the second received 4 mg, of nitrogen from cystine, 
aM the third, 4 og. of nitrogen from choline per day In 
i^dltlon to the choline routinely supi^led in the synthetic 
Tltaaln mixture, fhe latter two compounds are ones which 
have beon shown to be derivable from methionine by normal 
physiological processes and ones which are Important for 
synthesis of body tissue and regulation of body functions. 
Table 18 presents infonoation with regard to certain char-
acteristios of these three groups of animals. 
According to the nwtabolio data presented both in 
Table 19 and in Figure 7, cystine and choline share the 
ability of methionine to deorease urinary losses of nitrogen 
and to spare body nitrogen. All three ooapounds spared 
approximately the same amount of body nitrogen, when the 
data are expressed in terms of surface area. Any apparent 
differences are statistically insignificant (Tal^ e 20). 
This finding agrees with the work of Milford and Griffith 
(1942), which indicates that the same molecule of methionine 
cannot be used for two purposes, supply labile 
methyl groups and sulfur. Were the reverse true, one 
molecule of methionine should be ^ le to spare body nitrogen 
equivalent to the sun of that spared by cystine and choline 
individually. The similarity of the effects of cystine and 
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TABI£ 18 
Average data descriptive of body size, caloric requirement, and c 
fed various nitrogenous supplements to a nitrogen-Ion die 
Supplement 
fed 
Number 
of 
animals 
in 
group 
Nitrogen 
fed in 
supplesMnt 
per day in 
period U 
Average body 
weight 
Per.I Per.II 
Change in 
weight last 
6 days of 
colleoti(»i 
period 
Per. I Per.II 
Average body 
surface area 
Per.I Per.II 
Basal daily 
caloric re­
quirement 
Per.I Per.II 
Uethionine 
Cystine 
Choline 
6 
6 
5 
ms. 
A 
4 
4 
/on. 
257 
2a 
233 
BBs. 
239 
224 
217 
gra. 
-7 
-9 
-3 
-7 
-4 
-3 
SQ.CPc 
350 
337 
330 
335 
332 
316 
cal. 
26.J 
25.5 
25.C 
cal. 
25.4 
24.4 
2A.0 
*See footnotes to Table 5* 
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TABLE 18 
riptlve of body slzei caloric requirementj and caloric intake of rats 
lis nitrogenous supplements to a nitrogen-low diet (Hxp. 5)* 
ge body 
Lght 
Change in 
weight last 
6 days of 
collection 
period 
Average body 
surface area 
Basal daily 
caloric re­
quirement 
Estimated 
total daily 
caloric re­
quirement 
Average daily 
food intake 
in grams 
Average daily 
food intake 
in calories 
Per.n Per. I Per#II Per.I Per.II Per.I ?er.II Per.I Per.n Per.I Per.n Per.I Per.n 
mf m* 8a»cm, so. cm. cal. cal. cal. cal. OT.; cal. cal. 
239 
-7 -7 350 335 26.i 25.4 39.8 38.1 10.4 9.8 49.8 47.0 
224 
-9 -4 337 332 25.5 24.4 35.3 36.6 10.6 9.8 50.8 47.0 
217 
-3 -3 330 316 25.0 24.0 37.5 36.0 9.9 9.4 47.5 45.2 
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TABLE 19 
Hltrogen metabollsB data (Bxp. 6) 
Supplement Uplnapy nitrogen Nitrogen balance 
Per, I Per.II Dlf. Per.l Per.II Body ni­
trogen 
soared 
ng. as* UK- SS* as- i&. 
E3CPRS3SBD ^  ABSOLPTS VALPE8 
Methionine 
(Ratine 
Choline 
278 
256 
267 
200 
197 
221 
-78 
-69 
-36 
-374 
-338 
-401 
-248 
-269 
-276 
126 
79 
126 
m 
Methionine 
Cystine 
Choline 
PRESSED 
108 
108 
111 
as 
84 
88 
102 
-24 
-20 
- 9 
u. mi 
-146 
-140 
-174 
-104 
-116 
-128 
42 
24 
46 
EXPf) 
Methionine 
Cystine 
Ctu}llne 
^SSRD AS 
80 
76 
78 
00 
61 
70 
-20 
-16 
— 8 
-107 
-100 
-122 
I 
- 74 
- 80 
- 87 
fs 
33 
20 
36 
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TABLE 20 
Analysis of Tarianott of body nitrogen spared by three groups 
of rats fed oethionlne, oyatine, and choline, respeotlTely 
Source of Tariation Degrees of 
freedom 
Sum of Mean 
Total 16 2860.6 
Between groups of rats 2 652.6 326.3 
Between rats of same 14 2208.0 157.7 
group 
r « 2.07 not inslgnif loant 
choline with that of fflethionine suggests that the latter 
compound in sparing body nitrogen acts largely through its 
oapacity to form cystine and choline. Any other function, 
in which fflethionine may participate, howerer iaportant, is 
eTidently not outstanding quantitatlTely. 
EXPSRIMENT 6 
CarffflP? 
In the first section of Experiiaent 6, the whole car* 
oasees of rats fflaintained on various dietary regimes were 
analyzed for total nitrogen and for methionine. The Talues 
obtained with animals fed the nitrogen-low diet for 16 days 
and for 29 days were compared with data representing rats 
U5b 
fed the basal ration supplemented with methionine or with 
egg protelnSf according to the usual balance test technique. 
A positive control group fed the stock colony diet 
(Steenbocic Y) was also analyzed. Table 21 shows data re­
lating to body weight, total nitrogen, and methionine con­
tent of these groups of animals. 
A definite lose in the total nitrogen present In the 
whole cai^sass resulted from the feeding of the nitrogen-
low diet. The carcasses of the positive control group con­
tained an average of 8.38 gm. of nitrogen; those of the 
nitrogen-low groups, 6.41 and 6.69 gm. By inspection of 
the data, the total nitrogen in the whole carcass of rats 
fed various quantities of niethionine does not seem to differ 
significantly from that of rats maintained on an unsupple-
{^nted nitrogen-low diet for 18 or 29 days, and the con­
clusion might be drawn that methionine is not associated 
with the formation of new tissue. But before this state­
ment can be made, it is necessary to determine the influence 
that the differences in body weight existing among the 
groups has on the picture. The nitrogen content of each 
group of animals after 18 days on the nitrogen-low diet was 
calculated on the basis of its body weight at that time 
and the per cent of nitrogen in the carcasses of rats as 
analyzed after maintenance on the basal diet for 18 days. 
tase ZL 
Averse^ tvelghb, cBthlonina oontenb and total nitrogen content of the whole caroasaea of rata fed 
the stock eolooy diet, and of ones fbd the loR-nitroGon diet alone or tdth nitrt^en oupplaaQnta 
SuppGLocBnt body wt« 
Tidien 
analyzed 
Body ift« 
af^  
ib dsffa 
depletion 
Total 
nitrogen 
Kitrogen 
per go. 
body Twl^ it 
Total 
QBthifro 
nine 
Uothionlne 
per 100 gn. 
body wed^ t 
yethionine N 
Total u 
»• gn. £E* ak- 1 
Stock colcsiy 326 
— 
b,38 2.58 182 56 2.2 
N-loVf 16 d^g 253 287»» 6.41 2.52 132 52 2a 
IMxnr« 29 days 249 279 6,69 2.68 132 53 2.0 
See 239 296 7.75 2.69 159 55 2a 
ISsthionlno 
1 ngft R 233 254 6.67 2.86 118 51 2.2 
2 isg. H 226 247 6,25 2.77 123 54 2.0 
4 N 235 23d 5,52 2.36 123 51 2.2 
16 OQt H 225 259 6.37 2.82 145 63 2.2 
*BD<!^  wt* before dopletlm 
116d 
ComparlBon of the arerage nitrogen oontent of the oaroasees 
of eaoh group at 18 days, calculated in this manner, with 
the nitrogen oontent obserred at 29 days indioated the 
change in nitrogen oontent brought about by the feeding of 
the nitrogen-lov diet, alone or supplemented, for an addi­
tional 11 days. The formula used in this oaloulation is 
given below: 
A z per oent of nitrogen in oaroasses of animals 
fed N-low diet for 18 days 
B m body weight after 18 days of N-low feeding 
of animals analysed after 29 days of S-*low 
feeding 
G m A X B, estimated total nitrogen of oaroasses 
of eaoh group, after 18 days of H-low feeding 
D • Obserred total nitrogen oontent at 29 days<—' 
C, represents change in total nitrogen con­
tent with oontimanoe on diet for 11 more days 
Table 22 shows the ohanges in total nitrogen, oaloulated as 
indicated above and thus oorreoted for body weight differ­
ences among the groups. The nitrogen content before deple* 
tion of the animals fed a nitrogen-low diet for 18 days is 
calculated in a similar fashion, and compared with the 
positive control anioalo (Table 22). 
It is evident from Table 22 that when body weight dif­
ferences are eliminated, there is no change in the total 
nitrogen oontent of the whole carcass of the partially-
depleted animals, whether they are continued on a low-
nitrogen diet or on one supplemented by various quantities 
11G 
TABLE 22 
Chang© In total nitrogen of whole carcasses of rats 
after nitrogen depletion on aupplc-nentatlon 
Supplement added to basal 
low-nitrogen diet in 
second metabolism period 
Change in nitrogen 
content of carcass 
No supplement -0.34 
Metliionine 
Equivalent to 1 ryr. 11 
Equivalent to 2 nc» IT 
Equivalent to 4 IT 
'Equivalent to IG xsi£m IT 
•0.26 
•0.03 
"0«40 
-O.IG 
^'oC proteins equivalent 
to 374 mg, M •1^04 
Nitrogen-low diet for IB days, 
compared with animal at 
beginning of test -l.OO 
U7 
of methionine for 11 days after the first metabolism period 
of 18 days. This is consistent vith the relatively small 
body-sparing capacity of methionine revealed in Experiment 
4. nie feeding of egg proteins for the last 11 days of the 
balance test oaased an increment in body nitrogen of 1.04 
gm«, the equivalent of 40 gm« of body tissue. The observed 
difference in wei^t betireen the animals maintained on the 
nitrogen-low diet for 18 day8« and those fed the basal diet 
plus egg proteins for 11 days after this, is 36 gm. (Table 
21). Animals maintained on the nitrogen-low diet for 18 
days lose 1.0 gm* of body nitrogen* as compared with the 
nitrogen content of the positive control animals. This is 
the equivalent of 39 gm. of body tissue, exactly equal to 
the observed difference in weie^t between the two groups of 
animals (Table 21). 
From the data in Table 2S, comparison may be made of 
the relative airount of nitrogen in the whole carcass of 
rats as determined by the author and by two other investi­
gators. 
The total methionine content of the whole carcass paral­
leled the total nitrogen content of the same material. 
Therefore, the composition of the body carcass with regard 
to methionine nitrogen, is constant; as Table 21 shows, the 
range is from 2.0 to 2.2 per cent. The body-sparing action 
of methionine is evidently not related to a gain in either 
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TABLE 23 
Nitrogen content of the whole oaroass of rats, as detemined 
by Tarious inrestigators 
Investigator itaBber of Ag« Per cent nitrosen 
Brush 24 7 2.4-2.9 2.6 
Uedes, Flo^, and 
Cammaroti (1944) 
3 4-6 2.7-2.9 2.8 
Mitchell, Burroughs, 
and Beadles (1936) 
8 4 2.5-3.1 2.8 
the total nitrogen or the methionine content of the oaroass. 
Rather# it may serre as a oatalytio agent, governing essen­
tial body prooesses. The total methionine content of the 
vhole oaroass of rats fed egg proteins is hic^er than that 
of those fed the nitrogen-low diet alone or supi^emented by 
methionine, to the same extent that the nitrogen content of 
the carcasses of the first group is higher than that of the 
oarcasses of the second group. The ratio of the methionine 
nitrogen to total nitrogen, however, is 2.1 per cent, indi­
cating that the composition of the idiole carcass with regard 
to methionine is unchanged. The positiTe control animals, 
likewise, have body tissue of the same composition, sinoe 
the ratio of methionine nitrogen to total nitrogen is the 
same as in all other groups, 2.2. Ifedes, Floyd, and 
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Cai&aarotl(1944) reported the methionine content of the whole 
oaroaes of the three rate whose nitrogen content is given 
in Table 23 ae 59, 63, and 96 The ratio of methionine 
nitrogen to total nitrc^en in these three oases is 1«3 per 
cent, a value much lower than the 2,2 per cent obtained in 
the present study. It is possible that the reason for the 
divergency lies in the fact that different means were used 
for the determination of methionine. The method of Lavine 
(1943), employed by Hedes and co-workers, is said to give 
lower values for methionine than the method of Albanese, 
Prankston, and Irbf, used by the present investigator. 
Liver Analysis 
The moisture and fat contents of hepatic and mascle 
tissue obtained from animals fed a variety of nitrogenous 
supplements to the basal low-nitrogen diet were determined 
in order to express the nitrogen and methionine analyses 
on a dry, fat-free basis. These data, which are of interest 
in themselves, are presented in Table 24. The constancy of 
c(Hnposition of nusole tissue with regard to these two con­
stituents is striking when compared with hepatic tissue. 
Olark (1946) in a similar study demonstrated, also, that 
raisole tissue was remarkably constant in its nitrogen content 
as well as in moisture and fat, even though severe dietary 
limitations had been placed on the experimental animals. 
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TABLE 24 
Uolsture and fat content of hepatlo and oaeole tissue of 
dnlmals fed the stock colony diet, and of ones fed the 
nltxK}gen*low diet alone and with nitrogenous supplements 
9appleoient Liver Uuscle 
Moisture Fat Moisture Pat 
i ioltaz 2 lolilol 
weight 
Stock colonj 
(steenhock V) 
71.2 15.7 75.9 7.5 
R-lov (18 dajrf) 70.9 24.3 75.6 6.9 
Ii-102 (29 daya) 70.8 20.2 75.8 9.3 
Egg (3.6^) 71.3 23.4 75.7 7.2 
Uethlonlne 
1 Bg. H/day 71.1 25.5 76.0 8.8 
2 mg, M/day 70.6 28.2 75.8 7.4 
4 mg. H/day 69.5 31.9 75.7 8.7 
8 og. H/d«y 70.4 29.1 75.4 8.6 
16 ng. N/day 70.7 27.5 76.0 7.8 
Gyttlne 68.1 30.3 75.9 8.6 
Choline 72.1 21.0 75.8 9.3 
Mixture of 10 
essential amino 
acids 
72.6 22.7 75.7 8.7 
la 
That hepatio tissue is muoh more sensitiTe to changes in 
diet than is ousole is illustrated in Table 24. The Talues 
shown there differ frost those of Clark numerioallyt but the 
groups analyzed in the two studies show moisture and fat 
contents which are in the same relation to each other. 
The lowest oonoentration of fat in the lirer, 16.7 per 
cent of the dry weighty was found in the positiwe control 
aniaals. The feeding of a nitrogen-low diet for 18 or 29 
days oaused a rise from this level to an average of 22 per 
cent. It oay be that, on a protein-deficient diet, an 
interferenM cocurs in the transport of body fat. Therefore, 
part of it acouoolates in the liver. This condition was not 
corrected by the addition to the basal low-nitrogen diet of 
egg proteins, choline, or a mixture of the ten essential 
amino abids. The feeding of methionine, in various quanti­
ties, as a supplement to the nitrogen-low diet caused a de­
cided increase in the concentration of fat in the liver, 
with values as high as 32 per cent. Cystine, likewise, 
increased the concentration of fat in the liver to 30 per 
cent. 
In general, a high concentration of fat in the liver 
has not been associated with physiol<%ioal well-being. The 
incidence of abnormally hig^ values in the case of the rats 
fed methionine, ocourring aimoltaneously with the bodj-
sporing action demonstrated previously, lends uncertainty 
I 
t 
i 
I 
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to the meaning of a high oonoentration of fat in the liver. 
The hi^er concentration of liver fat may he harmfal, as it 
is usually considered. proteins, choline, and the 
essential amino acids Call of which fail to lower the con­
centration to that present in the livers of animals in the 
positive control group), and methionine and cystine (which 
bring about an increase in liver fat), then, may have cer­
tain undesirable attributes, in opposition to their benefi­
cial body-sparing properties. On the other hand, the in­
crease in liver fat may be an indication of the mobiliza­
tion of fat for metabolic purposes, and, therefore, desir­
able. It is well known that the body lays down stores of 
fat in depots for use in event of nutritional adversity; 
the administration of certain dietary supplements may make 
possible the utilisation and transport of this storage fat 
in a way not possible when the animal is fed only a nitro-
gen-low ration. Xt would be interesting to examine the 
livers of the various groups of animals histolo^cally, 
in order to determine any physical chazigea coincident with 
modificationa in the content of fat. 
Studies from Whipple's laboratory have shown that the 
liver is probably the storehouse of laost of the body's re­
serves of protein. Changes in nitrogen metabolism caused 
by the feeding of amino acids or pz^oteins to partially 
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depleted animals should, therefore, be reflected in this 
place. Demonstration (in Experiment 2) that methionine had 
dramatic effects on the urinary excretion of nitrc^en in 
depleted animals fed a nitrogen-low diet led to the present 
experiment, in vhich hepatic tissue of animals fed a lon^ 
nitrogen diet for 29 days, and of ones fed a similar diet 
supplemented by methionine for the last 11 days of the 29-
day period, were analyzed for methionine and total nitrogen* 
Table 25 presents data obtained in these analyses. 
When the weights of the livers of the animals in tho first 
group were f)d;)ttsted for the difference in total body 
weight between the two groups and were calculated on a 
Boieture-free, fat-free basis, the total nitrogen content 
was 138 and IM mg. In the nitrogen-low and methicnine-
supi^emented groups, respectively. The relative concentra­
tion of nitrogen was 8.48 and 10.4 per cent. The total 
methionine content of the group given the deficient ration 
was correspondingly less, 45 og., as compared with 60 mg. 
Aa a result, the ratio of methionine nitrogen to total 
nitrogen was the same in the hepatic tissue of each group, 
3.0 per cent. Ho precise values for the concentration of 
methionine in the liver of the rat have been found in the 
literature, although Block and Boiling (1945) have sug­
gested, on the basis of the amount in the livers of other 
TAELE 25 
EBthionlns oontenb« and total nitrogen content ot livmrs of rats 
fiBd a nltrogeov^low diet alone md with suppleoMitaxy osthlonine 
DlBt B>47 
vel^ 
Total vel^t 
of fireah 
liver 
of 
dx7» fat-
troe liYor* 
Total 
nitrogen 
Per cent W 
in dry» f at-
tree liver 
Total 
oethionina 
Usthlonine N 
Total N 
£5* as* 
H-Oow 267 1.50 127 8.A6 a 3.00 
Adjusted 
6.96 
• 
toi 290 1.63 138 8^ 45 3.00 
IKLcm plus 290 6,96 1*U7 154 10 50 2,94 
•ethlenlne 
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anlfflalB and in other animal tissues in general, that the 
methionine concentration in rat lirers is probably about 
3 per cent. 
In li^t of the oonstanoy of composition of the protein 
fraction of hepatic tissue thus demcmstrated, the increase in 
the per cent of nitrogen which occurred with methionine 
feeding suggests that additional protein is deposited in 
the liTer cells, identical in chemical composition with the 
inrotein already present. Since the hepatic tissue is the 
same size, with or without supplementary methionine, the 
increase in protein must occur at the expense of glycogen. 
These hypotheses are supported by the report of Harrison 
and Long (1945) of a study of the effect of Tarious proteins 
and amino acids on the regeneration of lirer protein in the 
rat following a 48-hottr fast. Their results, obtained 
under different experimental conditions than the ones of 
the present study, showed that the sulfur-containing amino 
aoids, methionine, cystine, and probably homooystine, when 
added to a diet inadequate in its content of casein, were 
outstai^ing in their ability to increase the amount of 
liTer protein regenerated after fasting. 
The amount of methionine fed the supplemented group was 
the same as that which, in Experiment 2, caused a marked 
depression in the urinary excretion of nitrogen, and some 
sparing of body nitrogen. The analysis of hepatic tissue 
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when adjusted showed an inorease in total nitrogen in the 
liver after methionine feeding of 16 ag., an aioount equiva­
lent to 0.6 0B. of body tissue. According to the results 
of the nitrogen balance test, methionine supplementation 
spared b(^y tissue equivalent to 5.0 The differenoe» 
4.4 gffl.« unaccounted for by changes in the composition of 
the livert apparently represents the results of the action 
of methionine in fulfilling other specific functions 
throu^out the body* 
The gastrocnemius muscles of animals fed a variety of 
diets were analyzed for methionine. Since the muscles 
could not be removed oofflpletely« results are laresented in 
Table £6 in terms of mg. of methionine per gm. of dry, fat* 
free tissue. The constancy of composition of muscle tissue, 
already demonstrated with x>egard to moisture, fat« and 
nitrogen, is maintained in the case of a specific amino 
acid. It is likely that any other condition, indicative 
of a physiological attempt to change the nature of one of 
the structural elements of the body, would mean a moribund 
state* 
The loss through the urine of large quantities of 
nitrogen during a period of nitrogen deprivation is accom­
panied by an equivalent loss in total body weight. The 
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TABLE 26 
Methionine content of msoles of rats fed the stock 
colony diet, and of ones fed the nitrogen-low diet 
alone and with nitrogenous aipi^eiaents 
Supi^ement Ug. oethionine per gn. 
mg. 
Stock colony 37.8 
K-low, 18 days 36.2 
N-lo«, 29 days 36.8 
Sgg 35.3 
Methionine, 1 mg« H 38.4 
2 ng. H 36.9 
4 mg* M 38.2 
8 ag. M 37.7 
16 Bg. H 38.3 
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aJditlon of metlilonlno to the ration decroasos the na.;^iitude 
of these loasea. wlien no niothlonlne la available in the 
diet, the aninal evidently la not capable of romovinf^ 
r.ebhlonino, alone, from Ma body tissues, but nust break 
down the entire structural unit for this one specific sub­
stance* Such raldlnr of tlie tissues la reflected in a de­
crease in the total anioimt of nuscle in the body, althoufpi 
nhat remains lias the same composition, with rogrrd to 
raethionine, as was characteristic of tlie muscle protein of 
the well-fed aniiual. :.'othlonln©, when added to the diet, 
caused no modification in the composition of body tissue. 
Hie body-aparinc ability of arginlne, hiatldine, leucine, 
and lysine (demonatratod in Expeirinient 3) augi^eata that 
theae amino acida, too, affect tlie deatructlon and the 
regeneration of body tissue in the sanie manner as does 
methionine* 
Nature of Storage Protein 
There has lonf: been dlacusslon of the poasibility of 
the existence of "storage protein". Tlie reality of such 
aubatance haa been demonatrcfc ed by V/hlpple in hla work on 
the ref»eneration of plasma proteins in hypoproteinemic 
doga. The chief question has been as to the nature of the 
storage protein—whether it is a unique form of protein 
chemically and structurally, analogoua to the carbohydrate 
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stores of glycogen In the llTer^ or whether it differs only 
physiologioally froa other* more stable forms of protein in 
the body* 
In 1922* Martin and Robison pointed out that the urinary 
nitrogen excreted during the first few days by animals fed 
a protein-free diet decreased in a regular fashion. They 
proposed a simple logarithmic equation vhioh conforms to the 
idea ^ at the amount of storage nitrogen remoTed from the 
body on any given day is proportional to the amount still 
present. Various methods haTe been emj^oyed to determine 
whether or not the labile protein thus lost differs chemi­
cally from the protein remaining in the body. 
The chief souroe of the labile nitrogen excreted early 
in a nitrogen-low feeding period was identified by Addis« 
Poo« and Lew (1936 a, b, and c) as the liwer. They found 
a 20 per cent loss in hepatic nitrogen in the early stages 
of nitrogen starration, in a period when other tissues and 
organs lost 4 per cent. There was no indication, however* 
of the nature of the nitrogen thus lost. These workers 
stated that the only satisfactory eTidenoe of a specific 
storage protein would be the isolation of a definitely 
characterised protein from the livers of well-fed animals, 
and the demonstration of its disappearance on fasting. 
Since both nitrogen and sulfur are constituents of 
the protein molecule, studies of the relation between these 
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two elements in urine or in tissue should gire 8<»Be Indloa-
tion of the nature of the protein froa which thej are derlTed. 
Wilson (1933) found that the urine excreted \>y experinental 
subjects early in a period of nitrogen-starration had a 
higher sulfur-to->nitrogen ratio than that excreted later* 
a fact which he thought due to an early splitting off of 
the sulfur froa the protein ooleoule. This would leare a 
oodifled protein aolecule, of lover sulfur content than be­
fore. HomTer* X«ee and Xiewls reported (1934) that the feed­
ing of a protein deficient in sulfur did not change the 
coapositlon of the proteins of the llTer despite large 
changes in the urinary nitrogen-sulfur ratio. Analysis of 
llTers from well-fed« fasted, and fasted axki re-fed ani­
mals showed a ratio of cystine nitrogen to total nitrogen 
of 1.2 per cent in all cases. From this eTldence* it would 
seen that the differences which Wilson found i^en corre­
lated with the work of Addis, Poo, and Lew, nean that tha 
nitrogen and sulfur excreted in the urine early in a period 
of nitrogen deprivation arise from the laost labile source 
of protein, the liver, and that later other organs and tis­
sues lose protein. Differences in coapositlon, then, be­
tween lirer proteins and the proteins charaoteristio of the 
other organs or tissues would be reflected in different 
nitrogen-sulfur ratios in the urine. 
Lack (1936) carried out analyses suggested by Addis, 
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Poo« and Lev, in an effort to isolate "storage" protein if 
it did exist as a ohemloal entitj. He analyzed liver pro­
teins on the basis of fotxr arbitrary oheoioal fraotiona-
tions, and demonstrated that on going froa oonditions of low 
to high protein feeding* there was a unifora increase of 
1.55 per oent in each of the fraotions. This, he belieTed* 
showed that all of the liTer proteins were "storage" pro­
teins; there is no reserve aaterial which is chemically dis­
tinct froo the basic structoral proteins of the organ. 
The problea was attacked by Kosterlits (1944) in a 
somewhat different way. He analyzed the protein of the 
livers of rats fasted for 24 or 48 hours, and of ones fed 
a Variety of diets hi^ in protein* Determination of total 
protein, phospholipin pz^tein and of the noaber of cells 
(obtained by eoimting the noaber of naclei in unifora thin 
sections of the tissue) showed a constancy in the ratio of 
total protein to phosphclipin protein, and in the nuober of 
cells* Thus, the loss of liver weight and liver nitrogen 
which occurs with fasting is not due to a decrease in the 
nui^r of liver cells but to a decrease in the voluae of 
each individual cell* Ihe total protein and phosphclipin 
protein which are lost evidently fora a structural part of 
the cytoidasa of the liver* Eosterlitz confirmed this 
hypothesis by histological exaaination of the livers of 
rats fed lo1l^-nitrogen diets. Such an examination revealed 
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a diraination In stalnal>le oytoplasm and mltoohondriaf and 
an apparent Taouollzation, due to increased glycogen. This 
worker considers the fact that changes in diet are re­
flected in liTer cytopdaso as more important than simile 
physical storage or the depletion of such stores would be, 
since many of the enzymatic actiTities of the liver cell 
ore associated with the cytoplasm. 
The demonstration in the present study that the con­
centration of methionine in rat tissue, whether whole car­
casses, liver or muscle, does not change despite dietary 
changes, is further corrohorative eridence of the lack of 
any chemically distinct storage protein. It indicates that 
the function of methionine is not the deposition of methio­
nine, as such, in the body, and that its value for the 
animal, reflected in ite effect in depressing the urinary 
excretion of nitrogen and in sparing body nitrogen, lies in 
its ability to regulate certain body processes, which are 
essential to the life of the animal. 
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SgMMARX 
In 1943» liarshall^  In the Matrltion laboratory of 
the Iowa State College^ observed a depression in the uri» 
nary exoretion of nitrogen of rata maintained on a nitro-
gen-low diet, following the incorporation of dried whole 
eggs in the ration. This depression, oontraindioated by 
all ooncepts of a constant "endogenous" nitrogen laetabo-
lisa, was accompanied by the sparing of body nitrogen as 
calculated from nitrogen balance data, and by an actual 
gain in body weight during the period of supplementary egg 
feeding, Clark (1945) inrestigated the meohanisaa by whi(^  
the dehydrated eggs accomplished these beneficial results. 
In an attempt to determine the role which egg proteins 
played in the normal nitrogen metabolism of the rat. She 
found that the most important function of egg proteins, 
of those measured, was the buildingmp of the reserres of 
plasma px>oteln which had been lowered through the ingestion 
of a nitrogen-low diet for 16 days. Regeneration of liver 
protein evidently took plaoe next, after demaxvds for plasma 
protein had been net. There was no indication as to which 
of the maqy constituents of dried whole eggs were responsible 
for the observed effects, nor as to a more precise explana­
tion of the changes occurring within the body during 
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protein-deprlTatloQ and protein-feedlxig. 
The present stndj reports the Identifloatlon ot the 
speclfio ooaponents of the dried eggs irtiloh were effective 
in sparing body nitrogen, an evaluation of the relative 
oapaoity of each of these cofflpoanda with regard to body-
sparing ability, and results of farther investigation into 
the aeohanism of body-sparing action* 
The standard nitrogen balance test was employed, groups 
of albino rats being used as the test animals. The effect 
on urinary nitrogen and on nitrogen balance of the addition 
of certain nitrogenous suppleaents to the basal loih-nitro-
gen diet was studied. Two mixtures of the essential amino 
acids, one ooaplete and the other laoklng only methionine, 
were tested, as well as cystine, choline, and each of the 
ten essential amino acids individually* The response of 
the rats to the feeding of graded levels of methionine and 
of egg proteins on urinary exoz^tion and on nitrogen bal­
ance were also measured. 
The distribution of nitrogen and methionine in the 
bodies of the rats was determined. Animals maintained under 
the conditiona of the nitrogen balance test were the source 
of material for these analyses of tissues. The whole car­
cass and hepatic and oasole tissues of animals fed a variety 
of nitrogenous supplements during the last 11 days of the 
nitrogen balance test were analysed. The quantities of 
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raolstiire and fat jiresent In ansole and hepatic tissues vere 
also determined. 
The feeding of a suppleaentary mixture of the ten essen­
tial amino acids caused a depression in the urinary excre­
tion of nitrogen and a body-sparing effect essentially the 
same as that resulting from a similar administration, to 
partially depleted ^ult rats* of egg proteins (fed In an 
amount supplying approximately the same quantity of nitro­
gen). The body nitrogen spared in each case vas equal, when 
oonTerted to its equivalent in b(^ tissue, to the obaerred 
weight gained by the two groups of animals in the second 
metabolism period. 
Methionine fed as the sole nitrogenous supplement to 
a nitrogen-low diet induced a fall in the urinary excre­
tion of nitrogen in rats preTiously maintained on a nitro-
gen-low ration, and spared body nitrogen equivalent to 
approximately 5 ga. of tissue. Animals fed methionine 
failed to gain weight, although they lost & gm. less than 
they would have, had no methionine been offered. 
In contrast to the effect of the complete amino acid 
Btixture, only two^thirds of the nitrogen of a mixture com­
posed of all the essential amino acids except methionine 
was retained, when fed to protein-depleted rats on a 
nitrogen-low ration. 
When each of the ten essential amino acids was fed 
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separately to ten groups of animals subjected to the cuetom-
ary nitrogen balance test, laethlonlne, arginlne» and histl-
dlne caused a noticeable depression In the xxrlnary excre­
tion of nitrogen. In addition to these three aolno acids* 
leucine and lysine, also, spared soae body tissue, althou^ 
they effected no change In the quantity of nitrogen excreted 
In the urine. Fhenylalanlne appeared to stlnulate the 
breakdown of body tissue, as Indicated by an lncx>ease In 
the negatlTe nitrogen balance In the period of nitrogen 
feeding. Soae disturbance In metabolism tras evident fol­
lowing the feeding of tryptophane, when a yellow plgnent 
was excreted in the urine. 
Egg proteins fed to groups of rats in amounts equIra-
lent to 1 to 4 per cent of the nitrogen-low ration consumed 
during the first balance period caused Identical depressions 
In the urinary excretion of nitrogen at each level of in­
take. When egg protein* made up 5 per cent of the ration, 
no depression occurred, because the animals passed into 
poaltlwe nitrogen balance# In contrast, the body nitrogen 
spared increased with each Increase in the quantity of egg 
proteins fed. 
The magniU^e of the depression in the excretion of 
urinary nitrogen decreased with increasing amounts of 
methionine in the diet. However, the safiu» amount of body 
nitrogen was spared at each level of feeding. The 
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requirement of partially depleted rats for methionine 
apiwared to be less than 11 mg. per day. (^lynn, Hlmsworth, 
and Neuberger (1945) hare reported that hypoprotelnemla 
In ratSf correlated under their speolflo experimental oon« 
dltlons only with methionine deflolenoy^ may be prerented 
by 8 mg. of methionine per day. 
The effect of cystine and choline was similar to that 
of methionine both In regard to the extent to whloh the 
urinary excretion of nitrogen was depressed, and the quan­
tity of body nitrogen spared. 
The nitrogen oontent of the whole carcasses of rats 
decreased from 8.38 ga. immediately prior to depletion to 
6.41 gm., as the animals wex^ maintained on a nitrogen-low 
diet for 18 days. The body freight declined correspondingly. 
Neither the administration of methionine as a supplement 
to the nitrogen-low diet* nor the feeding of the nitrogen-
low diet alone* for an additional 11 days* had any further 
effect on the nitrogen content of the whole cax*casa. On the 
other hand, the addition of egg proteins to the diet for the 
last 11 days of the balanoe test brou^t the nitrogen con­
tent of the whole carcasfl to 7.75 gm«, a quantity exactly 
equal, when converted to its equivalent in body tissue, to 
the observed gain in body weight during this period. The per 
cent of nitrogen in all carcasses was the same, 2.6 per cent. 
The total methionine content of the whole carcass fell 
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during the first 18 days of nltrogeo-low feeding, but re­
mained oonstant thereafter* no BUitter idiether the nitrogen-
lov diet was fed» or that diet fortified with methionine. 
5gg proteins fed during the last 11 days of the balanoe 
period oaus^ an inorease in the total methionine oorre-
sponding to the Inorease in total nitrogen and In body 
wei^t. Honetheless* the per oent of methionine nitrogen 
to total nitrogen in the oaroasses of all groups analyzed 
remained oonstant. 
The fat content of nasole tissue was oonstant despite 
dietary ohanges. Hepatio tissue refleoted the dietary laok 
of nitrogen by a rise in the oonoentration of fat, a oon-
dition not oorreoted by the feeding of supplementary egg 
proteins, choline, or a mixture of the ten essential amino 
aoids. It responded to supplementary methionine and cystine 
by a marked Inorease in fat content. 
The llTers of animals fed a nitrogen-low diet for 29 
days contained less nitrogen than did the same organ re-
moTed from animals supplemented in the last 11 days of the 
nitrogen balanoe test with methionine. The oonoentration 
of methionine In the livers of the unsupplemented group 
was correspondingly lower, so that the ratio of methionine 
nitrogen to total nitrogen was the same for both groups, 
3.0 per cent. 
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The oonoentration of laethionine per gram of dry* fat-
free omsole waa constant, whaterer dietary modification 
vaa imposed. 
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Q08CajJ8l0H3 
Thus, It seems that the effects of egg proteins may 
be asorlbed to their content of essential aaino acids• Of 
these, methionine is the most powerful in sparing body 
protein; arginine, histidine, leucine, and lysine are only 
slightly less so. lo single amino acid, howeTer, can be 
Tery important quantitatively in sparing body tissue in 
the partially depleted animal, in Tiew of the complex de­
mands of the body for the synthesis of its structural and 
functional components. E^g proteins and a mixture of the 
essential amino aolds are much more effectlTe in this re­
spect, as indicated by the quantities of body nitrogen 
spared and by the observed gains in wei^t. 
Determination of the effect of administration of 
graded doses of both egg proteins and of crystalline methi­
onine indicates that only at about the 1 per cent level 
might the body-sparing action of egg proteins be said to 
be due to their methionine content. Above that, other 
amino acids are present in sufficiently lax^e amounts to 
ma)ce their effect felt, and Increasing quantities of body 
tissue are spared. 
Analyses of whole carcass, liver, and muscle of adult 
rats indicate that the effect of methionine on ziltrogen 
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ntttaboliam does not repa^sent the over-all picture of nitro­
gen metabolisa, wherein amino aoide in the netaholio pool, 
arising from food and tissue souroes, are used in the maio-
tenanoe of body tissue, and in the synthesis of funotional 
protein anA of nitrogenous and non«nitrogenous metabolites. 
The laok of gain in body weight and the relatively small 
increment in labile reserres in the liTer when methionine 
is fed to the deplsted animal, suggest that methionine does 
not act in the maintenance of body tissues. The powerful 
effect of methionine, and of arginixie, histidine, leucine, 
and lysine, in decreasing the losses of nitx^gen in the 
urine of animals medntained on a low-nitrogen diet is 
evidence that the body does raid its tissues for specific 
metabolites for the synthesis of specific functional sub> 
stanoes. 
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TABLE 1 
Nitrogen reoorered froa oages sprinkled with allquots of 
standard amaonium sulfate solution 
Cage 
number 
Total Theoretioal quantitj 
of nltroeen cresent 
RepoTory of 
nltroeen 
S&* 
1 369.3 
370.3 
369.3 
370.3 99.7 
100.0 
99.7 
2 371.0 
370.6 
370.6 
370.3 100.2 
100.1 
100.1 
3 368.6 
368.3 
368.3 
370.3 99.6 
99.4 
99.4 
Average 99.8 
155 
TABUS 2 
Conoentration of nitrogen in 25 
solution (13.49 cag. 
ml. of a standard creatinine 
per OMit H) 
O.IN HCl 
neutralized 
Nitrogen 
in 25 aa. 
aliquot 
Theoretical 
quantity of 
nitrogen 
Raootery 
of 
nitrogen 
ml. as* 
16.61 23.25 
16.60 23.24 
16.61 23.25 
16.62 23.27 
16.61 23.25 
16.60 23.24 
16.60 23.24 
16.60 23.24 
16.60 23.24 
23.25 
ATerage 
£fi£ mi 
100.00 
99.96 
100.00 
100.09 
100.00 
99.96 
99.95 
99.96 
99.96 
99.98 
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TABLE 3 
Methionine content of eggs determined after Tarylng 
Inteznralfl of autoolaTlng 
Temperature Pressttre Time Methionine 
2£. per pent 
126 17 4 4.76 
5 4.90 
6 4.66 
7 4.94 
8 4.90 
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TABLS 4 
Saaple oaloolatlone, aethlonlne content of proteins 
A a ml. 0«1 K soditiffl thiosulfate required for water 
blank 
B • ol. 0.1 H sodium thiosulfate required for 
methionine standard 
C • ml. 0.1 N sodium thiosulfate required for unluiown 
B*a A - oorreoted titer of methionine standard 
C*a A - C, oorreoted titer of unknown 
F • mg. methionine in standard^B* 
Ug. methionine in protein sample s C* x F 
158 
TABLS 5 
Factor showing the oethionlne equivalent of 1.00 oGL* of 
standard sodlua thiosulfate solution, as determined at 
different times 
Date Factor 
February 11, 1946 8.066 
February 13 8.068 
March 26 8.066 
Maroh 30 8.066 
May 10 8.066 
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TABLS 6 
Standax^lzation of aodiua thloeulfate 
PotaealvuB 
Iodate 
Aliquot of 
pctaeelua 
Iodate 
Quantity of 
thloeulfate 
ueed In 
titration 
Normality of 
sodium 
thloeulfate 
ml. nl. 
Solution 1 
Jan. 18 
50.00 61.46 
61.44 
61.44 
61.44 0.09720 
Solution I 
April 10 
50.00 61.46 
51.47 
61.66 0.09716 
Solution II 
April 10 
60.00 61.42 
61.42 
51.41 0.09724 
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TABLE 7 
Compoaition of oxidizing aixtures tested 
in the eatiaation of aethionine 
!6:iDtoer Qydrogen 
twroxidei 
PerohXorio Final 
ak' 
1 4 40 125 
2 4 48 ICO 
3 4 66 176 
4 4 64 200 
5 4 72 225 
6 4 80 250 
7 4 88 276 
e 4 96 300 
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TABLE 8 
Oxidation of cystine and tryptophane 
by hydrogen peroxide 
Oxidizing 
mixture Sodiam thiosolfate used 
Blank Cystine* TryptojAxane** 
ml. iL* ssl' 
1 11.27 10.17 11.27 
2 10.20 10.20 10.20 
3 9.18 9.18 9.18 
4 8.07 8.05 8.07 
5 7.16 7.10 7.15 
6 6.45 6.36 6.43 
7 5.80 5.71 5.79 
8 5.39 5.29 5.38 
*Solution contained 10.03 ag. cystine. 
^Solution contained 10.02 og. tryptophane. 
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TABLE 9 
Oxidation of oystlne, aethlonlne* and tryptophane 
hj oxidizing mixture 3 
Sample* Sodiua 
thlo-
sulfate 
Blank 
titer— 
unknown 
titer 
Total oonoen-
tration of 
standard 
solutions 
al. ng. 
Blank 9.18 
2 nl. aethlonlne 
stand 7.93 1.26 10.07 
4 nl. aethlonlne 
standard 6.68 2.60 20.14 
2 al. oystlne 
standard 9.18 0 10.03 
2 al. tryptophane 
standard 9.18 0 10.03 
2 al. aethlonlne at. 
•f 2 al. oystine st. 7.93 1.26 
2 al. aethlonlne st. 
2 al. tryptophane st. 7.93 1.26 
2 ml* methionine St., 
2 al. oystine st., 
•f 2 al. tryptophane st. 7.93 1.26 
*Total Tolume • 17 ml. 
F • 10»06QQ m 8.056 
1.20 
Reoovery based on internal standard 
• 2.60 x F • 2.S0 X 8.056 - 20.1375 
Theoretical afflOunt of oethionine present • 20.1376 
Per oent recovery * 100.00 
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TABLS 10 
Methionine content of spray-dried whole eggs 
oalonlated to 16.0 per cent H 
Date Methionine 
per cent 
Deoenber 7, 1945 4.98 
Deceaber 11, 1946 4.86 
January 1* 1946 6.04 
Hay 10, 1946 4.86 
Average 4.94 
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TABLE 11 
Recovery of orystalline aethlonlne after Its addition to 
a fixed quantity of egg proteins 
Methionine 
in egg 
t>rotein8 
(^ antlty of 
aethlonlne 
total 
aethlonlne 
Oryatallliw 
aethlonlne 
reoovered 
Recovery 
of 
as- !&• IS* IS* sassi 
33.74 60.34 83.44 49.70 98.93 
33.47 50.34 82.98 49.61 98.36 
33.79 60.34 84.16 60.37 100.06 
33.91 80.34 83.99 60.08 99.48 
Av. 99.21 
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TABLE 12 
Methionine content of eggs, as reported by Tarloue 
InTestlgators 
XnTestlgator Methionine 
SSL gffll 
Baemsteln (1036) 4.49 - 5.07 
Block and Boiling (1945) 4.9 
X«aYin« (1943) 4.68 
Brush (present study) 4.94 
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TABLE 13 
Dftia TClftiinff to Uw nitrogm aaUboUw of 1 
of IdtreffMa dorlnf ttao porlod of n. 
S«qp|>I«Mat 
•3*A 
MoUiloiiiiMi 
Arginlnt 
Throonino 
Talim 
HiatldiiM 
trjrptoplMni 
ES" 
mdo 
3t9U 
39200 
393il 
39227 
39292 
39U8 
39S22 
39405 
39047 
39055 
39226 
39MO 
39074 
39071 
39068 
39339 
39438 
39204 
39048 
39075 
39378 
39364 
39011 
38945 
39483 
39176 
39332 
39417 
Bo  ^
wtlfht nrtms* 
ATM 
litrofcn-lov ptriod 
Orlmry oriour bnatYj litroffoa' 
nitrofloa nitrofoa nltrogw balAneo 
P«r jp«r 100 
100 am# AH 
m 
m 
285 
258 
249 
251 
257 
220 
258 
245 
286 
271 
234 
219 
293 
308 
347 
213 
274 
294 
276 
278 
239 
266 
301 
287 
259 
2  ^
244 
259 
339 
373 
351 
344 
345 
350 
319 
351 
316 
373 
361 
331 
318 
379 
390 
419 
313 
364 
380 
365 
367 
335 
357 
385 
374 
352 
328 
339 
352 
288 
283 
296 
312 
260 
230 
239 
258 
249 
291 
232 
233 
266 
2U 
291 
382 
307 
322 
284 
238 
223 
297 
279 
297 
263 
281 
239 
277 
257 
118 
99 
115 
125 
104 
90 
109 
100 
U5 
102 
86 
100 
121 
82 
94 
UO 
109 
118 
S 
80 
124 
105 
99 
92 
108 
103 
1L4 
99 
85 
76 
84 
91 
U 
75 
74 
79 
78 
64 
70 
84 
64 
74 
91 
83 
88 
75 
P 61 
89 
78 
77 
70 
80 
73 
82 
73 
-391 
-399 
-383 
-398 
-350 
-323 
-340 
-3a 
-340 
-390 
-334 
-318 
-340 
-370 
-383 
-518 
-3a 
-409 
-389 
-342 
-328 
-371 
-399 
-389 
-317 
-364 
-3U 
-397 
-360 
ttiirogm Nitn 
baltaoo balai 
por p«r ] 
100 flu. aq. < 
-160 
-140 
-148 
-160 
-139 
-154 
-132 
IS 
-133 
-436 
-155 
-126 
-124 
-149 
-160 
-149 
-132 
-124 
-U8 
-155 
-150 
-129 
-no 
-140 
-136 
-163 
-139 
Contlauod oc next 

TAHLI 13 
[«n MtobtillMi of IndivldcMl nto fod varlotui toareoo 
Inf tlHi poxiod of nitrogoa upplMMnUtlim 
• Porlod of aiirofnt raj^ flMntatioa 
(•a HlU^ ofoii Mltrogm iMr unnu7 Urinuy litrogm Uirofw 
10 balnoo biilaiw «oi<M nrftM aUrefm aiir^ n nltrofni iMlaaeo tWlMMO telanoo 
por p«r 100 ATM pw por 100 por 100 
islom. •Q. ta. 100 01* •q* «• 100 1B« •q. ea* 
m' e* •a-«ih 5K« ai* a* 
-115 228 326 188 82 58 -221 -97 -68 
-uo -007 261 353 203 78 58 -254 -97 -72 
-14« -109 235 332 187 80 56 -246 -105 -74 
-160 -116 230 328 241 105 74 -289 -126 -88 
-13? -101 237 334 190 80 57 -2U -102 -72 
-026 -92 24^  339 194 80 57 -232 -95 •id 
-106 204 305 219 108 72 -267 -131 -88 
-132 -97 21^  336 203 85 60 -240 -100 -71 
-157 -106 195 297 204 105 69 -238 -122 -80 
-136 -104 268 359 216 81 60 -304 -013 -85 
-323 -92 256 349 246 96 70 -310 -121 -89 
-136 - 96 217 316 243 112 77 -312 -144 
-^ 55 -107 192 294 432 225 U7 -455 -237 -155 
-126 -9® 274 364 272 99 75 -371 -135 -102 
-124 -9« 293 379 285 97 75 -348 -122 - 92 
-149 -121^  331 408 361 109 88 -473 -143 -116 
-160 -109 196 298 226 116 76 -308 -157 -003 
-149 -012 256 349 253 99 73 -331 -129 - 95 
-132 -002 236 333 217 92 65 —266 -113 - 80 
-124 -9i^  257 350 252 p -305 -119 - 87 
-118 -89 263 355 223 85 63 -313 9^ . 88 
-155 -lU 224 322 23t6 101 71 -276 -123 - 86 
-150 -112 251 345 2ia 96 TO -300 -120 - 87 
-129 •^ KXL 282 370 305 108 82 -383 -136 -104 
-110 - 85 265 357 282 106 79 -333 -126 - 93 
-140 -104 237 334 yft 130 92 -360 -152 -108 
-136 -96 2U 312 223 105 72 -271 •028 - 87 
-163 -117 229 327 231 101 71 -a90 -127 - 89 
-139 -102 241 337 282 117 84 -333 -138 - 99 
Contiauod oi. ntxt pogo 
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TABLE 13 (oont 
Rat litrog«n*lov pariod 
ambw Bodx Bodr Urinary Urinary Urinary lltrofan mtregan Rii 
walghi •orfae* nltrog«n nitrofan nltroffea balanaa balaaea UI 
ATM par 100 far 100 par pax 
8Q* 
2* JS3*£5« £&• S* S* S* ff 
ph«oari«iuiiM 392% 284 372 283 100 76 -374 -132 
3916ft 229 327 196 86 60 
-279 -122 
39062 321 400 326 102 82 -M8 -140 -3 
39396 284 372 285 lOO 77 -391 -138 -3 
39344 250 344 277 ni 80 -391 -156 -] 
39280 243 339 230 95 68 -342 -lU -] 
XortlM 39177 278 367 286 103 78 -414 -149 -] 
39432 227 325 244 105 75 -336 -148 -1 
39439 278 367 293 105 80 -406 -146 -J 
39190 232 329 243 105 74 -342 -147 -1 
39487 273 363 266 97 73 -383 -140 -1 
39346 198 299 223 113 74 -308 -156 -3 
Lttioin* 39373 256 349 255 99 73 -338 -132 
39441 260 353 308 116 86 
-443 -170 -3 
39367 230 328 309 134 % -420 -183 -3 
39431 2U 3U 243 114 74 -320 -154 -3 
39484 246 3U 288 117 8^ -378 -154 -3 
39351 215 314 280 119 91 -392 -208 -3 
ItolaoBlM 39462 290 376 322 111 86 -432 -U9 -3 
39347 2U 311 257 122 83 -348 -165 -3 
39205 238 334 255 107 76 -332 -139 
39054 288 375 255 89 78 -327 -114 
39482 273 363 288 105 79 -362 -133 -3 
39433 273 363 281 110 77 -378 -138 -3 
CjltlZM 39473 226 324 245 108 76 -347 -154 -3 
39485 223 322 241 108 75 -284 -127 Ml 
39449 265 357 272 103 76 -344 -130 _ 
39463 245 340 246 100 72 -331 -135 _ 
39206 252 346 108 78 -392 -156 -3 
39430 235 332 262 U2 79 -329 -040 -
Oontlnwd OQ nsxt 

TABLE 13 (e<milatt«d) 
Psriod of nitrogwa snpplMBWitttlra 
«n mtrogiB liirogra BO  ^ Bodjr ISrlnarj Urlnuy urinary litrogan lltroffan Ritrogai 
« IMIAM* bAlano* mSglA •urfae* nltrofva nitrofan nitrofBB balama balanea balanea 
per p«r 100 aroa pw par 100 par par 100 
100 Km* •4* OS* 100 !«. aq. m. 100 JDB. aq. oau 
S* SI* m* •3»55» a* a* a* a* a* T^i -
-132 -Id 264 356 280 106 79 -412 -156 -116 
-122 - «5 ao5 306 240 117 78 -376 -183 -123 
-m -112 299 384 306 102 80 -508 -170 -132 
-138 -105 263 355 293 m 82 -460 -157 -130 
-156 -U3 230 328 265 115 81 -414 -180 -126 
-lU -Id 224 322 227 Id 70 -352 -157 -109 
-149 -U3 261 354 272 101^  T7 -374 -043 -106 
-U« -103 206 307 231 U2 75 -284 -138 - 93 
-146 -111 262 354 263 100 74 -335 -128 - 95 
-U7 -104 217 316 215 99 68 -S72 -125 - 86 
-MO •106 252 346 263 105 76 -311 -123 - 90 
-156 -HO 179 282 262 U6 ' 93 -229 -428 - 81 
-132 - 97 273 363 263 96 72 -310 -lU - 85 
-170 •125 2a 337 282 U7 ak -322 -134 - 96 
-1S3 -12B 208 308 274 332 89 -3fc4 -165 -112 
-154 -105 197 299 229 116 77 -258 -131 - 86 
-054 -411 222 321 264 119 82 -308 -139 - 96 
-sot -142 200 3d 268 134 89 -310 -455 -103 
-U9 -115 268 359 300 112 84 -380 -142 -106 
-165 -112 193 295 251 130 85 -3L8 -165 -106 
-139 - 99 224 322 231 103 72 -286 -428 - 89 
-114 
-•7 266 357 285 107 80 -365 -128 -102 
-133 -100 255 348 286 112 82 -346 -136 - 99 
-138 253 347 279 110 80 -357 -U1 -103 
-154 -107 210 310 227 108 73 -281 -234 - 91 
-127 - 88 210 310 184 88 59 -247 -418 - 80 
-130 - 96 244 339 193 79 57 -336 -138 - 99 
-135 - 97 231 328 194 84 59 -245 -106 - 75 
-156 -113 230 328 193 84 59 -232 -4d - 71 
-140 - 99 a9 318 192 88 60 -213 - 97 - 67 
ontinwd on wot pag« 
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TABLS 13 (oont^  
StqifilaMnt 
Oh<Oklnt 
Dried «bol« 
•CS (3*5 p«r o«nt) 
V-lmr 
10 ••mtial 
mi no aolda 
10 ••••ntial 
udne Aoida 
awthloniiM 
Drl*d wholt 
•apt 
1 p«r emt 
Rat 
mnriMr 
395a3 
39679 
hiooia 
39863 
39747 
39050 
39063 
39486 
39049 
39046 
3%61 
39376 
39472 
39305 
38317 
38057 
38058 
38238 
38387 
40198 
40095 
40088 
4023L 
4017X 
38256 
38339 
38340 
iso^  isssj 
234 
2U 
205 
254 
229 
348 
287 
220 
290 
325 
246 
233 
263 
293 
245 
206 
317 
196 
237 
236 
243 
251 
291 
254 
287 
248 
243 
252 
277 
ATM 
331 
248 
327 
420 
m 
319 
376 
403 
3a 
330 
355 
379 
340 
307 
397 
298 
334 
333 
339 
345 
377 
348 
374 
343 
339 
346 
366 
Rlirogtta-lov {Mriod 
0*iMuy DHtttrjr umiarr iiitros»a 
tdirogtn niirogtn nitrogoa balamo 
P«p per 100 
100 n. tq. 
2S* H* as* 
248 106 75 2a U7 83 
247 120 81 
253 100 73 
258 113 79 
297 85 71 
307 107 82 
232 106 73 
263 91 70 
250 77 62 
243 99 71 
242 104 73 
284 108 80 
279 95 74 
324 132 95 
319 155 104 
362 lU 91 
325 166 109 
268 113 98 
249 106 75 
274 113 81 
313 125 91 
363 125 96 
278 109 80 
367 128 98 
285 115 83 
304 125 90 
279 111 81 
3a 116 88 
litrofsn 
p«r 
100 
si* B 
-386 
-155 -1 
-422 
-175 -1 
-456 -222 , 
-1 
-371 -146 -1 
-371 •^ 2 -1 
-411 -118 
-416 
-U5 -1 
-326 
-148 -1 
-381 
-m -1 
-377 -U6 
-352 
-143 -l! 
-316 
-136 
-426 -162 
-1 
-356 -122 
-416 
-170 -1 
-409 
-198 -i; 
H50 -142 -r 
-385 -196 -L 
-344 
-U5 -i( 
-410 -165 -li 
-409 -168 -la 
-3^ 5 
-153 -11 
-455 •*164 -la 
Gontlnnid on wxt 

TABIS 13 (eoailmBd) 
Ptrlod of nitzogtn •opploMD tatlea 
in litrogea Rltrogoa Body Body Drlmry Urinary UrlnuT isirogm RltrofMH mtrogan 
1 balBOBc stirfluio nitroftn nltrogto nitrofm balaaeo balaneo balanoo 
p«p por 100 aroa por por 100 P* pw 100 
100 ff»« 100 gB* tq. e«» 100 gm» •q* OB. 
•f. mgt a* 53*2B* m* a* S* S* H* a* 
-155 -117 220 319 204 93 6^ -279 -127 -88 
-475 -125 222 321 243 109 76 -291 -131 -91 
-aaa .\m-a-U9 189 2?1 221 117 P -261 -138 -90 
•"146 -107 238 334 227 95 -285 -120 -85 
-162 -113 2U 3U 209 98 67 -263 -123 -84 
<118 
-98 343 416 184 54 U +152 •38 •32 
-U5 -m 282 370 256 91 69 • 38 +13 +10 
-lh$ -102 220 319 202 92 63 4 28 •13 •9 
-m -101 289 376 204 71 54 «112 •39 +30 
.116 -% 302 386 253 66 -350 -116 -91 
-U3 -103 2a6 324 W 106 74 -334 -U8 -103 
-136 -96 2ii 3U 218 103 70 -287 -136 -92 
-16a -020 250 344 231 92 67 -341 -136 -99 
-122 
-94 280 369 276 98 75 -357 -128 -97 
-170 -122 232 329 309 133 94 • 38 •17 +12 
-i^ a -133 197 299 250 127 84 •17 + 9 6 
-142 -113 303 386 386 101 100 • 54 +18 •U 
-196 -129 184 287 205 lU 71 • 45 +24 +16 
-U5 -103 229 329 287 125 87 • 24 •U + 7 
218 317 •334 153 105 
227 325 379 167 U7 
230 328 452 196 138 
264 356 472 179 133 
230 328 406 176 124 
256 349 466 182 133 
-165 -120 234 331 212 90 64 -219 -94 -66 
-16a -121 228 3^  201 88 62 -229 -100 -70 
-153 -111 2a 337 208 86 62 -200 -83 -59 
-X64 -124 262 354 241 92 68 -237 -90 -67 
Contlnnid on wxt pafo 
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TABLB 13 (eontinum 
SappleflMni 
Drlad wiwla 
•gga 
2 p«r o«dt 
3 p»r ottt 
4 p«r ««nt 
5 p«r e«afe 
VcthionlM 
1 ag* I 
2 air* N 
Sat 
naalMr 
3«336 
30337 
38348 
38349 
38234 
38287 
38285 
38256 
38160 
38216 
38215 
38188 
38295 
38296 
38304 
40155 
40160 
40111 
40241 
40232 
403.54 
40135 
40110 
itftgm 
40206 
mtngvo-lov period 
227 
241 
285 
271 
249 
236 
2a 
236 
282 
181 
283 
237 
238 
304 
263 
250 
290 
265 
249 
257 
236 
254 
272 
251 
271 
244 
Bo<l^ Urinary Urinary Urinary nitrogen Nitrogen liltrc s
 
1 ttltroftn nitrogen nitrogen balan«e b^nee balai 
arta par per 100 per per J 
100 41., •4* ea* 100 fiiu eq. < 
•S.oju H* £S* Bf. £S* JIB* 
335 242 107 74 -333 -U7 -102 337 300 124 89 -407 -169 -12] 
335 118 90 
-474 -166 -12-362 358 132 99 -491 -m -13< 
344 302 121 88 
-U8 -168 -12; 
333 294 124 88 
-ii42 -187 -13: 
337 273 n3 81 -388 -161 
-111 
333 307 130 92 
-457 -194 -13' 
370 279 99 75 -383 -136 -10; 284 253 140 89 
-353 -195 -12i 
371 319 113 86 
-470 -166 -12' 
334 287 121 89 -401 -169 -12J 
334 246 103 74 -371 -159 -u: 
387 339 112 88 -452 
-i49 -11' 
355 298 113 8^  
-417 -158 -IIJ 
344 368 147 107 
-499 -200 -14! 
376 365 126 97 -484 -067 -12* 
357 322 122 90 
-477 •480 -13i 
344 291 117 85 -414 -166 -12< 
350 324 126 92 
-435 -169 -12J 
333 281 119 84 -378 -160 -lli 
348 336 132 97 -451 -178 -1? 
362 302 111 83 -428 
-157 -Ill 
345 337 134 98 -420 -167 -12: 
362 341 126 94 -458 -169 -12( 
339 397 163 117 -490 -aoi -14J 
Oontintted on next 1 

TAHLB 13 (eontixmvd) 
Ilitrogaii liltrogen 
balanM balanea 
par par 100 
100 at 
P«riod of nliro^ aapplflamtatloii 
Body Bod/ Urinary Urinary urinary Rlirogan Riiroevn mtrogai 
ynSigHb aorfaea nitrogan niirogan nitrosen balaaea balanea balaiMa 
araa par par 100 par pmc 100 
•g* J3*S* sk* £&• 
-147 -102 209 309 191 91 62 -98 -47 -32 
-169 -121 230 328 197 86 60 -116 -50 -35 
-166 -127 272 362 239 88 66 -118 -43 -33 
-m -136 257 350 319 124 91 -209 -81 -60 
-168 -122 2a 337 232 96 69 -20 -14 
-187 -133 229 327 217 95 66 -54 -24 -16 
-161 -115 23i» 331 202 86 a -44 -19 -13 
-19^  -137 228 326 212 93 65 -32 -u -10 
-136 -1© 274 364 218 80 60 •58 •21 •16 
-195 -124 172 275 212 123 77 -51 -30 -18 
-166 -127 280 369 254 91 69 •46 •16 •12 
-169 -124 228 326 288 126 88 -21 - 9 - 6 
-159 -111 238 334 243 loa 73 •127 •53 •38 
-U9 -117 296 381 290 98 76 •93 •31 •24 
-158 -118 262 354 337 129 95 •82 •31 •23 
-200 
-U5 236 333 219 93 66 -302 -128 -91 
-167 -129 270 361 225 83 62 -335 -124 -93 
•080 
-134 250 344 207 83 60 -301 -120 -87 
-166 -120 229 367 181 79 55 -259 -113 -79 
-169 -124 243 339 181 74 53 -270 -111 -80 
-160 -lU 220 319 172 78 54 -223 -Id -70 
-178 -130 238 334 206 86 62 -206 - 86 -62 
-157 -118 252 346 2U 85 62 -292 -116 -84 
-167 -122 239 335 241 101 72 -303 -127 -90 
-169 -126 254 348 221 87 64 -299 -018 -86 
-201 -144 232 329 231 100 70 -295 -127 -90 
Jontinuad on naxt page 
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TABLB 13 (oontJuwd) 
Stq|)plM«nt Rat 
mobcr 
UsthiMiine 
3 mg, n 
4 11 
8 • II 
16 ait. R 
38236 
38168 
38155 
38159 
37957 
37958 
m% 
40009 
40233 
40177 
40142 
40159 
4aU3 
40108 
40116 
40176 
40150 
40133 
40090 
401M 
40219 
litregeiflow period 
Bo^  Body Urinary Urinary Urinary Ritrogen Mitxoftn Hitro9 
Dvight aurfaea nitrogMt nitregan niiregan iMlanoa iMlaaea balano 
araa par par 100 par per 10 
100 m* aq« 
259 
221 
173 
200 
185 
242 
301 
248 
295 
284 
237 
275 
247 
266 
2  ^
260 
272 
276 
278 
257 
255 
282 
352 
320 
276 
301 
287 
338 
385 
343 
380 
372 
333 
365 
342 
357 
339 
352 
362 
365 
367 
350 
348 
370 
263 
230 
264 
228 
199 
228 
367 
276 
340 
368 
309 
318 
322 
364 
280 
302 
315 
315 
298 
364 
366 
319 
£S* 
102 
104 
153 
lU 
108 
94 
122 
111 
115 
130 
130 
116 
130 
137 
115 
116 
U6 
lU 
107 
142 
144 
113 
fil* 
75 
72 
96 
76 
69 
68 
95 
80 
89 
99 
93 
87 
94 
102 
83 
86 
87 
86 
81 
104 
105 
86 
-372 
-369 
-379 
-333 
-301 
-329 
-519 
-402 
••460 
-487 
-401 
-478 
-429 
-483 
-397 
-420 
-437 
-466 
-436 
-508 
-505 
-486 
-144 
-167 
-219 
-166 
-163 
-136 
-172 
-162 
-OL56 
-a7i 
-169 
-174 
-174 
-082 
-163 
•062 
-161 
-169 
-157 
-198 
-198 
-172 
r 
(LE 13 (ooBiimsd) 
period of aiirogwi sopploMQUiion 
in Nltrofwi lltTOgVll my Bodj Drtmry Urlmrx unmry nitrogen Nitrogen Ritrogen 
biluiea telaiws KOigbi rarfaoo oitrofin nitrogro nitrogen balenee balenoe tMlanee 
tmr I»r IX ATM p«r per 100 per per ICQ 
100 0u •4* ««• 100 gB* •4. en* 100 ca. sq* em* 
2K* s£* JS* •q«Mu m* M* 
-UA -106 2a 337 184 76 55 -277 -115 -82 
•467 -115 209 309 U4 69 46 -213 -102 -69 
-219 -137 156 260 159 102 61 -217 -139 -84 
—166 -m 175 278 134 76 48 -087 -107 -67 
-163 -105 168 271 123 73 45 -176 -105 -65 
-136 - 97 222 321 147 66 46 -188 - 85 -59 
-17a -135 279 368 255 91 69 -335 -120 -91 
-117 227 325 196 86 60 -224 - 99 -69 
-156 -121 268 359 266 99 74 -341 -127 -95 
-171 -131 257 350 246 96 70 -330 -128 -94 
-169 -120 209 309 264 126 85 -3L0 -148 -100 
•474 -131 257 350 2a 94 69 -342 -133 -98 
-174 -126 229 327 233 102 71 -257 -112 -79 
1^82 
-135 237 333 267 113 80 -2B1 -118 -84 
-163 -117 230 328 236 103 -272 -118 -83 
—162 -119 240 336 229 95 -2a -100 -72 
-161 -121 253 347 259 102 75 -3U -124 -91 
-169 -12a 259 352 291 112 83 -288 -U1 -82 
-157 -119 259 352 254 98 72 -235 -91 -67 
-198 -U5 233 330 297 127 90 -259 -87 -78 
-19t -U5 238 334 250 105 75 -234 -98 -70 
-172 -131 262 354 311 119 88 -315 -120 -89 
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Ti^LS 14 
Weights, isothionine content, and total nitrogen content 
of the vhole oaroasses of Individual rats fed the stook 
oolong diet, and of ones fed the low-nitrogen diet alone 
or with nitrogenous supplements 
Supplement Rat 
number 
Body 
weifl^ t 
Total 
nitroicen 
Total 
methionine 
SB* 
Stock colony 40182 317 8866 186 
40X56 360 8260 196 
40160 310 8036 164 
H*low, 18 days 40111 288 7657 141 
40241 240 6897 129 
40232 232 6788 126 
M-low, 29 days 40160 246 6298 137 
40136 298 8319 164 
40110 204 6467 104 
Sgg 40218 236 7446 136 
40206 284 6816 162 
40181 346 6980 190 
Methionine 40163 224 6793 141 
1 ng* N 40134 238 6992 163 
40099 238 6222 139 
2 fflg. H 40162 219 6337 107 
40233 210 6269 127 
40177 248 7167 136 
4 mg. M 40142 234 6477 126 
40169 226 6774 114 
40143 244 6317 116 
16 mg. M 40108 212 6670 138 
40116 236 6499 143 
40176 226 6962 143 
172 
TABLE 15 
Hblsture and fat oontent of hepatic and nuscle tissue of 
animals fed the stock oolony dlet« and of ones fed the 
nitrogen-lov diet alone, and T7ith nitrogenous supplements 
Supplements Rat 
number LiTer Ifatscle 
Moisture Pat Moisture Fat 
1 iOL 2 at 
tisz sX 
stook colony 39380 71.1 16.1 76.4 8.7 
39346 72.1 15.3 75.6 7.1 
39200 70.6 15.8 75.7 6.7 
N-low 39480 70.9 22.4 76.1 6.1 
18 days 39496 71,2 24.2 75.7 8.3 
39152 7018 26.3 75.2 6.2 
N-low 39406 70.4 18.7 76.0 9.8 
29 d«yfl 39461 704 2 21.5 75.6 10.1 
39376 7112 20.4 75.7 7.9 
Egg 40164 71.6 23.6 76.0 5.4 
40141 70.7 24.0 75.7 6.7 
40207 71.5 23.8 75.5 5.2 
40087 71.3 23.8 76.0 7.9 
40230 71.3 21.6 75.2 10.8 
40185 71.1 23.7 75.9 7.0 
Uethionlne 
1 mg. N 40170 69.7 29.3 76.2 9.4 
40198 71.0 28.6 76.1 9.5 
40096 72.7 18.6 75.6 7.4 
2 mg. N 40088 70.9 24.3 76.2 6.5 
40231 70.7 30.1 75.5 8.0 
40180 70.1 30.1 75.8 7.7 
4 og. N 40171 68.7 31.6 75.7 8.3 
40133 70.9 29.2 75.7 8.8 
40090 68.8 34.9 75.7 8.9 
8 mg. N 40188 70.3 27.5 75.6 7.9 
40166 70.4 30.4 75.3 9.2 
40219 70.6 29.6 
Continued on next page 
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TABLE 15 (oontlnued) 
Supplements Rat 
noober Liver Hasole 
Moisture Pat Moisture Fat 
3k £ |fi£ 
w.31 
Methionine 
16 mg. N 40149 
40132 
40089 
70.7 
73.1 
68.3 
24.1 
22.5 
36.0 
75.5 
76.3 
76.2 
9.4 
7.2 
6.8 
CjBtlne 39473 
39485 
68.6 
68.7 
30.9 
29.7 
75.8 
75.9 
7.9 
9.4 
Choline 39677 
39583 
39679 
71. 6 
71.7 
72.9 
22.6 
23.0 
17.4 
75.4 
75.7 
76.1 
8.5 
8.9 
10.5 
Mixture of 
10 essential 
aalno aolds 
38317 
38057 
38058 
72.6 
73.3 
71.7 
23.6 
22.5 
21.9 
75.8 
75.5 
75.5 
9.6 
8.5 
8.0 
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TOTAL 16 
Weight, oethionine content, and total nitrogen content of 
llTers of rats fed a nitrogen-low dlet« alone and with 
suppleoentary methionine 
Diet Rat 
muBber 
Total wt* 
of fresh 
liver 
Methionine 
in fresh 
llTer 
Total nitrogen 
in fresh 
llYer 
N-low 40761 
85* 
6.2079 36.9 116.6 
40767 6.4797 42.0 123.4 
40769 6.6047 37.9 132.6 
40700 6.4417 46.2 136.9 
V-low plus 40766 7.8446 64.4 182.2 
fflethionine 40767 6.6467 44.6 146.8 
40784 6.4927 39.3 126.9 
40786 7.3293 68.8 181.2 
40786 6.6071 43.3 132.3 
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TABLE 17 
Methioaine content of Bns(d.e of individual rats fed the 
stock oolonj diet, and of ones fed the nitrogen-low diet 
alone and with nitrogenous supi^ eoents 
Suppleaent Rat Methionine per ga. 
stoolc oolongr 39380 
!£• 
37.8 
39346 34.8 
39800 40.7 
K-lov, 18 days 39460 35.8 
39496 36.1 
39152 36.6 
M->low, 29 days 39406 36.9 
39461 36.3 
39376 37.2 
see 40164 34.7 
40141 34.2 
Uethionine 
1 og. 11 40170 36.9 
40198 36.8 
4009S 41.4 
2 og. H 40088 37.3 
40231 36.3 
40180 34.0 
4 ng. N 40170 41.2 
40133 33.1 
40090 40.6 
8 og. H 40188 39.2 
40165 30.3 
16 og. II 40149 45.9 
40132 36.1 
40089 33.0 
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